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Case: 1:1?‘vcv—0?300 Document-#116 titted: 11l21f18 Page 1 01:1 PageiD #:1???)

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

17cv7300 10/10/2017 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Discover Financial Services, Inc.

 
In the above%ntit1ed case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Anya Ellis 11/21/2018

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Case: 1:18-cv-01848 Document #: 5 Filed: 03/14/18 Page 1 of 1 PageiD #:39

A0 120 Rev. 08/10

 

 

Mail Stop 8 ' REPORT ON THE
TO: Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 andfor 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District of Illinois on the following

El Trademarks or IE Patents. ( I] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
3/1412018 Northern District of Illinois

DEFENDANT

WALGREEN 00.,

 

 

 
  
  

DOCKET NO.
18 cv 1848

PLAINTIFF

WILLIAM GRECIA

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

2 m: w o —
——

_—

   
 

  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
In the above4entitled case, the following patent(s);I trademark(s) have been included:

INCLUDED BY

1] Amendment El Answer [I Cross Bill I] Other Pleading

HOLDER 0F PATENT 0R TRADEMARK

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgement issued:

  
DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Thomas G. Bruton Yvette Pearson 31142018

 
Copy l—Upon initiation ofaction, mail this copy to Director Copy 3-—-Upon termination ofoction. mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4-—Case file copy
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Case: 1:18-cv-01848 Document #: 5 Filed: 03/121118 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:39

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
TO‘ Director of the us. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

El Trademarks or M Patents. ( [:1 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
18 cv 1848 3/14f2018 Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

WILLIAM GRECIA WALGREEN 00..

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 

    

  
 

  

 

 

  

 
 

 

  

 

 El Amendment I] Answer |:I Cross Bill [:| Other Pleading
DATE OF PATENT

OR TRADEMARK HOLDER 0F PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 

 

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 
  

CLERK

Thomas G. Bruton

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Yvette Pearson 3f‘14l2018

Copy l—Upon initiation ofaction, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination ol'action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Cnsc file copy
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Case: 1:18~CV-01885 Document #: 5 Filed: 03(16/18 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #234

A0 120 Rev. 08110

  

 
  

  

 

Mail Stop 3 REPORT ON THE
TO: Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District of Illinois on the following

El Trademarks or I] Patents. ( l] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
1:18-cv-1885 3/1512018 Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Sears Holdings Corporation

Iggfkagififgg HOLDER 0F PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 g 5—33 :99 C)

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)l lrademark(s) have been included:

INCLUDED BY

I] Amendment I] Answer [:| Cross Bill D Other Pleading

TRKQEEEATRERNQ HOLDER OF PATENT on TRADEMARK

—_

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 

 
 

  

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Michelle Copeland 3/16/2018
 
Copy I—Upon initiation ofaction, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—~Up0n termination oraction, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Caates :1118CV{318E936 Document it: 5 Fiieti:03i16!18 Page 1 of 1 PageiD #:34

A0 120 (Rev. 0‘ ' ‘ 

Mail Step 8 REPGRT ON THE
Director Of the US. Patent and Trademark ()ffiee FILING 0R DETERNEENATTON OF AN

RU. Box 145%} ACTEGN REGARDENG A PATENT 0R

Alexandria, VA, 22313-1459 TRADERTARK

TO:

 
{n Cemplianee with 35 USC: § 290 and/or 15 USE. § 1116 yam are hereby advised that a mutt action has been

filed in the US District Court Northern District of “HF-Oi?) on the following 

:] 'E‘radetnatks m’ MI’atents. ( Z the patent action involves 35 USC. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FELED Us. DESTRHCT COURT

1:18-Cv-1886 3/15/2018 . Northern Dietriet of Eilénoés
PLAlNTEFF DEFENDANT

Wilttam Gre :ia True Value Campany

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

8,533 860 (1’20. 3

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

: Amendment [: Answer
PATENT OR DATE OF FATE NT

TRADEMARK Ni). OR TRADEMARK 
[n the above 77777emitied ease. the follmving decision has been rendered (it judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDG EMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Themas G. Bruten Amanda Seherer

 
(20m 1 -----Upen initiaiien (if aetiem maifl this sepy tn Direetnr Cepy 3------Upon terminatinn (if aetiim, maii this cepy t0 Directer
Cepy 2-----iJpon filing (imminent adding patenfls}3 maifl this €pr tn Directer Cepy 4------Case fiie (tepy
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Trials@uspto.gov Paper 7

571 272 7822 , Entered: June 21, 2018

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

ADOBE SYSTEMS INCORPORATED,

Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,

Patent Owner.

Case IPR2018-00419

Patent 8,533,860 B1

Before JAIVEESON LEE, MICHAEL W. KIM, and

NIICPIELLE N. WORMIVIEESTER, Administrative Patent Judges.

WORMMEESTER, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Denying Institution of Inter Partes Review

35 US. C. § 314(a)
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IPR2018-00419

Patcnt 8,533,860 B1

1. INTRODUCTION

Adobe Systems Incorporated (“Petitioner”) filed a Petition (Paper 2,

“Pet.”) requesting inter partes review of claims 9, 10, and 21—30 of US.

Patent No. 8,533,860 B1 (Ex. 1001, “the ’860 patent”). William Grecia

(“Patent Owner”) filed a Preliminary Response (Paper 6, “Prelim. Resp”).

We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 314 and 37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a). Under

35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes review may not be instituted “unless . . .

there is a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respect

to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.” For the reasons that

follow, we decline to institute an inter partes review of the challenged

claims.

11. BACKGROUND

A. Related Proceedings

The parties identify several federal district court cases relating to the

’860 patent. Pet. 2; Ex. 1011; Paper 4. The parties also identify several

other petitions for inter partes review relating to the ’860 patent. Pet. 2—3;

Paper 4.

B. The ’860 Patent

The ’860 patent describes a digital rights management system, that

manages access rights across a plurality of devices Via digital media

personalization, to protect digital media subject to illegal copying. Ex. 1001,

1:19—26; 4:47—48. Figure 3 of the ’860 patent, which illustrates how an

example of such a system works, is reproduced below.

EWS-003326
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IPR2018-00419

Patent 8,533,860 B1

0 07
_______6.1--" _-_____r_i_____

APKWEBSITE .com cu:
KODEKEY GUI LOG IN TO CONTINUE.

I I I I
I I I I

I I 306 I I
1 PLEASE ENTER YOURCODE 1 l 1 u
1 AND PRESS THE REDEEM ; : OGINID. :
. BUTTON. I USEREMAIL@MEMBER.COM .I
u ' I II I I
I I I
I I I

f‘

PASSWORD :
XY2987654321

 

 309 DATABASE

1*

l PRODUCT METADATA 302

FIG. 3

In particular, Figure 3 provides a flow chart of a digital media

 
DATABASE 305

personalization process. Id. at 4:23—25. A user who wishes to access certain

digital media posts a branding request via Kodekey GUI 301, which prompts

the user to enter a token and press the redeem button. Id. at 6:65—7:3. The

branding request is a request to read or write metadata of the digital media,

and includes a membership verification token corresponding to the digital

media. Id. at 5:47—50. The token represents the digital media provider’s

permission to grant access rights. Id. at 9:20—21. Kodekey GUI 301 is

connected to token database 305, which is used to authenticate the token. Id.

at 7:6—7, 8: 19—21. After authentication, the user is redirected to
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IPR2018-00419

Patent 8,533,860 131

APIwebsite.com GUI 307, which prompts the user to enter a login ID and

password to access the digital media from database 309. Id. at 7: 10—1 1, 14—

17. The APIwebsite.com GUI interfaces to a web service membership (e.g.,

Facebook), where an electronic identification for the user is collected and

sent to Kodekey GUI 301. Id. at 7:10—14, 10:41—44. Kodekey GUI 301

also is connected to product metadata 302, which is readable/writable

metadata associated with the digital media to be acquired. Id. at 7:3—4.

Product metadata 302 is branded by writing the token and the user’s

electronic identification reference into the metadata. Id. at 8:27—30. For a

subsequent access request, the user’s electronic identification reference is

compared against the electronic identification reference in metadata 302. Id.

at 13:53—57. If there is a match, access rights are granted to the user. Id. at

13:57—58.

C. Challenged Claims

Petitioner challenges claims 9, 10, and 21—30 of the ’860 patent.

Claims 9 and 21 are independent. Claim 9 is illustrative of the claims under

challenge:

9. A system for authorizing access to digital content using a

worldwide cloud system infrastructure, the worldwide cloud

system infrastructure comprising connected modules in

operation as computing and storage, the computing and storage

comprising a server, a database, devices and users, wherein the

digital content is at least one of encrypted or not encrypted, the

system facilitating access rights between a plurality of data

processing devices, the system working as a front-end agent for

access rights authentication between the plurality of data

processing devices, the system further comprising:

a first receipt module, the first receipt module receiving a

digital content access request from at least one
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Patent 8,533,860 B1

communications console of the plurality of data

processing devices, the access request being a read or

write request of metadata of the digital content, wherein

the read or write request of metadata is performed in

connection with a combination of a device, the server, the

database and the cloud system, the metadata further

comprises one or more of a software or contents of a web

page, the request comprising a verification token provided

by a user corresponding to the digital content, wherein the

verification token is one or more of a password, e-mail

address, payment system, credit card, authorize ready

device, rights token, or one or more redeemable

instruments of trade;

an authentication module, the authentication module

authenticating the verification token;

a connection module, the connection module establishing a

connection with the at least one communications console,

wherein the communications console is a combination of

a graphic user interface (GUI) and an Application

Programmable Interface (API) wherein the API is

obtained from a verified web service, the web service

capable of facilitating a two way data exchange to

complete a verification process wherein the data exchange

session comprises at least one identification reference;

request module, the request module requesting the at least one
identification reference from the at least one

communications console, wherein the identification

reference comprises one or more of a verified web service

account identifier, letter, number, rights token, e-mail,

password, access time, serial number, address,

manufacturer identification, checksum, operating system

version, browser version, credential, cookie, or key;

a secondary receipt module, the secondary receipt module

receiving the at least one identification reference from the

at least one communications console; and
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a branding module, the branding module writing at least one
ofthe verification token or the identification reference into

the metadata.

D. Asserted Grounds of Unpatentabz’lity

Petitioner challenges claims 9, 10, and 21—30 of the ’860 patent on the

following grounds. Pet. 1, 50—76.

Claims Challen-ed

Ameerally,1 Gautier,2 Frakes,3 Zweig,4 § 103 9 and 10
and Venkataramu5

Ameerallv, Gautier, Frakes, Zweig, § 103 21—30

Venkataramu, Suitts,6 and Kondrk7

In support ofIts arguments, Petitioner relies on a Declaration of Dr. Aviel

Rubin (Ex. 1002), a Declaration of Amisha Manek (Ex. 1023), and an

Affidavit of Christopher Butler (EX. 1024).

 

1 Ameerally, U.S. Publ’n No. 2006/0212401 A1, published Sept. 21, 2006

(Ex. 1004).

2 Gautier, U.S. Publ’n No. 2005/0021478 A1, published Jan. 27, 2005

(Ex. 1005). I

3 Dan Frakes, First Look: iTunes Digital Copy, Macworld,

http://www.macworld.com/article/131751/2008/01/digitalcopy.html, last

visited Jan. 10, 2017 (Ex. 1006). '

4 Zweig, U.S. Publ’n No. 2007/0233606 A1, published Oct. 4, 2007

(Ex. 1008).

5 Ramya Venkataramu, Analysis and Enhancement of Apple’s Fairplay
Digital Rights Management (May 2007) (Project Report, San Jose State

University) (Ex. 1007).

6 Suitts, U. S. Publ’n No. 2008/0040379 A1, published Feb. 14, 2008

(Ex. 1009).

7 Kondrk, U. S. Publ’nNo. 2004/0254883 A1, published Dec. 16, 2004
(Ex. 1010).
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E. Claim Construction

We construe claims in an unexpired patent by applying the broadest

reasonable interpretation in light of the specification of the patent in which

they appear. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b); Cuozzo Speed Techs, LLC v. Lee,

136 S. Ct. 2131, 2144—46 (2016) (upholding the useofthe broadest

reasonable interpretation standard). Under this standard, claim terms

generally are given their ordinary and customary meaning, as would be

understood by one of ordinary skill in the art in the context of the entire

disclosure. See In re Translogz'c Tech, Inc., 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir.

2007). A “claim term will not receive its ordinary meaning if the patentee

acted as his own lexicographer,” however, and clearly set forth a definition

of the claim term in the specification. CCS Fitness, Inc. v. Brunswick Corp,

288 F.3d 1359, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2002).

Petitioner argues proposed constructions for various limitations of the

claims. Pet. 18—29. Patent Owner does not respond. See generally Prelim.

Resp. For purposes of this Decision, we conclude that no claim term

requires express interpretation at this time to resolve any controversy in this

proceeding. See Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g, Inc, 200 F.3d 795,

803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“[O]nly those terms need be construed that are in

controversy, and only to the extent necessary to resolve the controversy”).

III. ANALYSIS

Petitioner relies on Venkataramu as a printed publication for each of

its asserted grounds. Pet. 1; see also id. at 24 (referring to Venkataramu as a

“prior art publication[]”); 37 C.F.R. §42.104(b)(2) (the petition “must

identify . . . the patents or printed publications relied upon for each ground”).
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Patent Owner contends that Petitioner has failed to establish that

Venkataramu was publicly accessible before the “critical date”8 for the ’860

patent, and that Petitioner has thus failed to establish that Venkataramu

qualifies as a printed publication. Prelim. Resp. 2, 4—8.9 For the reasons

explained below, we agree with Patent Owner.

According to the Federal Circuit, “[b]ecause there are many ways in

which a reference may be disseminated to the interested public, ‘public

accessibility’ has been called the touchstone in determining whether a

reference constitutes a ‘printed publication’” under Section 102. Kyocera

Wireless Corp. v. Int ’1 Trade Comm ’n, 545 F.3d 1340, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2008)

(quoting In re Hall, 781 F.2d 897, 898—99 (Fed. Cir. 1986)). A reference is

publicly accessible “upon a satisfactory showing that such document has

been disseminated or otherwise made available to the extent that persons

interested and ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art exercising

reasonable diligence, can locate it.” SR1 Int ’1, Inc. v. Internet Sec. Sys., Inc,

3 The parties disagree as to the invention date to which Patent Owner is

entitled for the challenged claims. The earliest possible effective filing date

for the ’860 patent is March 21, 2010. Ex. 1001, 1:7—14. Petitioner asserts

that it will assume for purposes of its Petition that the ’860 patent is entitled

to an invention date of February 10, 2010. Pet. 10. Patent Owner asserts an

invention date of March 21, 2009. Prelim. Resp. 4, 6. Because we find that

Petitioner does not show sufficiently that Venkataramu was publicly

accessible prior to the earliest possible effective filing date for the ’860

patent, as explained in this section, we need not evaluate further for purposes

of this Decision the possibility of an earlier date of invention for the ’860

patent.

9 Patent Owner did not number the pages in its Preliminary Response. For

purposes of this Decision, we have assigned a page number, starting with 1,

to each of the pages in the Preliminary Response, starting with the caption

page. Thus, the caption page is considered to be at page 1.

8
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511 F.3d 1186, 1194 (Fed. Cir. 2008). We assess public accessibility on a

case-by-case basis. See Kyocera, 545 F.3d at 1350.

In instances of references stored in libraries, for example, “competent

evidence of the general library practice may be relied upon to establish an

approximate time when a thesis became accessible.” In re Hall, 781 F.2d at

899. “In these cases, we generally inquire whether the reference was

sufficiently indexed or cataloged.” Blue Calypso, LLC v. Groupon, Inc, 815

F.3d 1331, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2016); see also Medtronic, Inc. v. Barry, --F.3d--,

2018 WL 2769092, at *8 (Fed. Cir. Jun. 11, 2018) (“The issue ofa

reference’s public accessibility often arises in the context of references

stored in libraries. In such cases, we generally inquire whether the reference

was sufficiently indexed or cataloged”); accord Voter Verified, Inc. v.

Premier Election Solutions, Inc, 698 F.3d 1374, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

(“indexing is a relevant factor in determining accessibility of potential prior

art, particularly library-based references”). In Hall, the Federal Circuit

found sufficient “a declaration from the university librarian which detailed

the library’s procedures for receiving, cataloging, and shelving of theses and

attested to the relevant dates that [a certain] thesis was processed.” 781 F.2d

at 899. By contrast, in SRI International, a document on an FTP server was

not shown to have been sufficiently publicly available, in part, because “the

FTP server did not contain an index or catalogue or other tools for

customary and meaningful research.” 511 F.3d at 1196. In another

example, theses deposited at a library “were not accessible to the public

because they had not been either cataloged or indexed in a meaningful way.”

In re Cronyn, 890 F.2d 1158, 1161 (Fed. Cir. 1989). In Cronyn, the theses

were cataloged in alphabetical order, by title, and “the student’s name,
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which, of course, bears no relationship to the subject of the student’s thesis.”

Id.

Here, Venkataramu states on its face that it is a “Project Report”

presented to the faculty of the computer science department at San Jose State

University (SJSU). Ex. 1007 (cover page). Petitioner alleges that

Venkataramu “was available and indexed as a Masters’ Thesis by San Jose

State University and made available on the University’s website at least as

of October 2, 2008, as evidenced by its record in the Internet Archive.”

Pet. 36. As support, Petitioner relies on the Affidavit of Christopher Butler.

Id. (citing Ex. 1024 1111 1, 4—5). According to his Affidavit, Mr. Butler is an

office manager at the Internet Archive, which is located in San Francisco,

California, rather than a staff member of the SJSU library where Petitioner

alleges Venkataramu is located. Ex. 1024 11 1. Mr. Butler testifies that the

Internet Archive provides a service called the Wayback Machine, which

allows users to access web pages stored in the Internet Archive’s web

archive. Id. 1] 3. The archived data is compiled using software programs

that surf the web and automatically store copies of web files, preserving the

files as they exist at the time of capture. Id. 1] 4. The Internet Archive

assigns a URL on its site to each archived file in the following format:

http://web.archive.org/web/[yyyy] [mm] [dd] [hhzmmzss]/[Archived URL].

Id. 11 5. ,

Attached to Mr. Butler’s Affidavit is an Exhibit A, which Mr. Butler

testifies comprises “true and accurate copies of printouts of the Internet

Archive’s records of the HTML files or PDF files for the URLs and the

dates specified in the footer of the printout (HTML) or attached coversheet

(PDF).” Id. 11 6, Ex. A. We note that Exhibit A includes a cover sheet, as

10
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well as what appears to be a copy of Venkataramu. 1d, Ex. A. The cover

sheet displays the following URL:

https://web.archive.org/web/20081002140457/http://www.cs.sjsu.edu/facult

y/stamp/students/RamyaVenkataramu_CS298Report.pdf. 1d. Thus,

according to Mr. Butler,'the Internet Archive captured and archived a copy

of Venkataramu on October 2, 2008, at 2:04 pm.

Patent Owner responds that Petitioner provides “no evidence in the

record regarding the San Jose State University website.” Prelim. Resp. 6.

As such, Patent Owner argues that Petitioner “failed to produce evidence

sufficient to show that the Venkataramu Report was publicly accessible

before the critical date” for the ’860 patent, and that Venkataramu therefore

“does not qualify as prior art.” Id.

We agree with Patent Owner. To determine a date on which

Venkataramu was publicly accessible, we look to evidence of the SJSU

library’s cataloging and indexing practices, as well as any search capability

of the library’s website. See Blue Calypso, 815 F.3d at 1348; Voter Verified,

698 F.3d at 1380; SR1, 511 F.3d at 1196. Neither Petitioner nor Mr. Butler

offers sufficient evidence that Venkataramu was sufficiently indexed or

catalogued at SJSU for access. That the Internet Archive captured and

archived a copy of Venkataramu does not mean, by itself, that'Venkataramu

was sufficiently indexed or catalogued at SJSU. Nor does it reveal anything

about the search capabilities of the SJSU library website. Mr. Butler does

not claim to have pcrsonal knowlcdgc— of the general library practices of the

SJSU library, or the search capabilities of the SJSU library website. For

example, he does not testify as to the procedures, if any, the university uses

to index or catalog project reports, or the manner, if at all, in which project

11
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reports are indexed or cataloged (e;g., by author, title, subject). He also does

not testify as to the search capabilities of the SJSU library website. Further,

neither Petitioner nor Mr. Butler introduces any evidence that Venkataramu

was actually disseminated to any interested skilled artisans prior to the

earliest possible effective filing date for the ’860 patent. Additionally,

Petitioner has not explained why making a copy of Venkataramu accessible

on the Internet Archive constitutes publication of Venkataramu on the

Internet Archive as of October 2, 2008. In that regard, we. note that Mr.

Butler’s Affidavit does not indicate that the archived files are searchable

through a subject matter index or catalog.

We note Petitioner’s additional assertion in a footnote that “[f]urther

evidence of public availability of Venkataramu before the priority date of the

’860 Patent is the book chapter authored by Ramya Venkataramu for the

book ‘Handbook of Research on Secure Multimedia Distribution,’ published

on February 26, 2009, which provides a citation to the same internet address

archived above.” Pet. 36—37 n.4. To support that assertion, Petitioner

directs us to where the book cites the internet address for Venkataramu. Id.

(citing Ex. 1015, 155). Petitioner also directs us to a Library of Congress

record that provides some information about the book. Id. (citing Ex. 1022).

Petitioner relies on the Declaration of Amisha Manek, an attorney at Perkins

Coie, LLP. Id. (citing Ex. 1023 W 2—3); Ex. 1023 1] 1. In her Declaration,

Ms. Manek observes that both the title page 'of the book and the first page of

the book chapter (which cites the internet address for Venkataramu) have a

2009 copyright date, and that the Library of Congress record shows that the

book was “published or created” in 2009. Ex. 1023 ‘H 2 (citing Ex. 1015

(title page)); id. 11 3 (citing Ex. 1022).

12
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In response, Patent Owner counters that Petitioner “fail[s] to produce

evidence sufficient to show that the Venkataramu Report, as cited in the

[book], was publicly accessible before the critical date.” Prelim. Resp. 8.

We agree. Neither Petitioner nor Ms. Manek explains the relationship, if

any, between the book and Venkataramu. For example, Petitioner does not

explain, and Ms. Manek does not testify, as to how a member of the public

interested in the subject matter of Venkataramu would have located it by

first obtaining access to the hook.

In view of the foregoing, we determine that Petitioner has not shown

sufficiently that Venkataramu was publicly accessible prior to the earliest

possible effective filing date for the ’860 patent. Therefore, Petitioner has

not shown that Venkataramu qualifies as a printed publication. Because

each of Petitioner’s asserted grounds relies on Venkataramu, Petitioner has

not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of showing that any of claims 9,

10, and 21—30 of the ’860 patent would have been obvious over any of the

asserted grounds.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner has not demonstrated on the

record before us a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in showing the

unpatentability of any challenged claim of the ’860 patent.

V. ORDER

For the reasons given, it is

ORDERED that the Petition is denied and no trial is instituted.

13
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P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET N0. DATE FILED U.5. DISTRICT COURT
18—cv-1884 Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT
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PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
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CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton L. Fairley 3/16/2018
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PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Discover Financial Services, Inc.
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United States Patent (10) Number: US 8,533,860 K1
Grecia (45) Certificate Issued: Jan. 11, 2018 

(54) PERSONALIZED DIGITAL MEDIA ACCESS
SYSTEM—PDMAS PART II

(71) Applicant: William Grecia

(72) Inventor: William Grecia

Trial Number:

IPR2017-00791 filed Jan. 27, 2017

Petitioner: Mastercard International Incorporated

Patent Owner: William Grecia

Inter Partes Review Certificate for:

Patent No.: 8,533,860

Issued: Sep. 10, 2013

Appl. No: 13/740,086

Filed: Jan. 11, 2013

The results of IPR2017-00791 are reflected in this inter

partes review certificate under 35 U.S.C. 318(b).
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U.S. Patent 8,533,860 K1
Trial N0. IPR2017—00791

Certificate Issued Jan. 11, 2018

1 2

AS A RESULT OF THE INTER PARTES

REVIEW PROCEEDING, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 1-8 and 11-20 are cancelled.
* >X< * >X< *
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Tel: 571-272-7822 Entered: September 27, 2017

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED,

Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,

Patent Owner.

Cases IPR2017-00791

Patent 8,533,860 B1

Before JAMESON LEE, MICHAEL W. KIM, and

MICHELLE N. WORMMEESTER, Administrative Patent Judges.

KIM, Administrative Patent Judge.

JUDGMENT

37 CFR. § 42. 73(1))
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On January 27, 2017, Mastercard International Incorporated,

(“Petitioner”) filed a Petition (Paper 2) requesting inter partes review of

claims 1—30 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,533,860 B1 (Ex. 1001, “the ’860 patent”).

On July 5, 2017, we instituted trial in a Decision with respect to claims 1—8

and 11—20 of the ’860 patent. Paper 7, 49.

On September 18, 2017, William Grecia (“Patent Owner”) contacted

the Board to request authorization to file a Motion to Request Adverse

Judgment (“Motion”) on all instituted claims 1—8 and 11—20. With the

request, Patent Owner also included the instant Motion. The Board grants

the request, and for the purposes of expediency, we enter sua sponte the

included Motion into the record, and consider the Motion at this time.

Under 37 CPR. § 42.73(b)(2), a party may request judgment against

itself at any time during a proceeding, and cancellation or disclaimer of a

claim such that the party has no remaining claim in the trial is an action

construed to be a request for entry of adverse judgment. In the

circumstances of this case, the filing of a “motion” is not necessary. Patent

Owner simply could have filed a request for adverse judgment. The Motion

states “Patent Owner respectfully requests judgment against itself as to the

claims remaining in this proceeding and asks that the Board cancel claims 1—

8 and 11—20.” Motion 1-2. Accordingly, on these facts, we treat the

Motion as a request for adverse judgment.

It is

ORDERED that Patent Owner’s Motion is granted and the Motion is

entered into the record;

FURTHER ORDERED that the request is granted and adverse

judgment is entered against Patent Owner;
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FURTHER ORDERED that claims 1-8 and 11—20 of US. Patent No.

8,533,860 Bl be cancelled; and

FURTHER ORDERED that the inter partes review captioned

IPR2017-0079l is terminated.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED,
Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,

Patent Owner.

Case IPR2017-00791

Patent 8,533,860 B1

Before JAIVIESON LEE, MICHAEL W. KIM, and

MICHELLE N. WORMIVIEESTER, Administrative Patent Judges.

LEE, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Institution of Inter Partes Review

35 USC. § 314(a) and 37 CFR. § 42.108
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Summary

On January 27, 2017, Petitioner‘ filed a Petition (Paper 2, “Pet.”) to

institute inter partes review of claims 1—30 of US. Patent No. 8,533,860 B1

(Ex. 1001, “the ’860 patent”). On May 22, 2017, Patent Owner2 filed a

Preliminary Response (Paper 6, “Prelim. Resp”). To institute an inter

partes review, we must determine that the information presented in the

Petition shows “that there is a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would

prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.”

35 U.S.C. § 314(a). Having considered the arguments and evidence

presented by Petitioner and Patent Owner’s Preliminary Response, we

determine that Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would

prevail in establishing the unpatentability of any one of claims 9, 10, and

21—30 of the ’860 patent. However, Petitioner has shown a reasonable

likelihood that it would prevail in establishing the unpatentability of claims

1—8 and 11—20 of the ’860 patent.

B. Related Matters

Patent Owner has identified the following actions as related to the

’860 patent: (1) Grecia v. DISH Network LL. 0, Case No. 4:16-cv-5 88

(N.D. Cal.) (February 3, 2016); (2) Grecia v. MasterCard Incorporated,

Case No. 1:15-cv-9059 (S.D.N.Y.) (November 18, 2015); (3) Grecia v.

American Express Company, Case No. 1:15-cv-9217 (S.D.N.Y.)

(November 23, 2015); (4) Grecia v. Visa Inc., Case No. 1:15-cv-9210

‘ MasterCard International Incorporated.

2 William Grecia.
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(S.D.N.Y.) (February 23, 2015); (5) Grecia v. McDonald’s Corporation,

Case No. 1:16-cv-2560 (ND. 111.) (February 24, 2016). Paper 5. The ’860

‘ patent also is the subject of IPR2015-00422 and IPR2016-00600.3 Id.

Related Patent No. 8,887,308 B2 is the subject ofIPR2016-00602, IPR2016-

01519, IPR2017-00793, and IPR2017-00797.4 Id., Pet. 2. Related Patent

8,402,555 B2 is the subject of IPR2016-00789, IPR2017—00788, and

IPR2017-00799.5 Id.

C. The ’860 Patent

The ’860 patent relates to a “more personal” system of digital rights

management which employs electronic ID, as part of a web service

membership, to manage access rights across a plurality of devices. Ex.

1001, 1:22—26. The disclosure is directed to “an apparatus that facilitates

access to a data source to accept verification and authentication from an

enabler using at least one token and at least one reference.” Ex. 1001, Abstr.

“The at least one reference could be a device serial number, a networking

MAC address, or a membership ID reference from a web service.” Id.

According to the ’860 patent, an “excelsior enabler” is a content acquirer,

and “secondary enablers” are recognized friends and family of the excelsior

enabler. 1d. at 5:7—12. The excelsior enabler and secondary enablers are

“human beings or computerized mechanisms programmed to process the

3 IPR2015-00422 was terminated based on settlement. The Board declined

to institute review in IPR2016-00600.

4 The Board declined to institute review in IPR2016-00602 and in IPR2016-

01519. IPR2017-00797 terminated by settlement.

5 The Board declined to institute review in IPR2016-00789. IPR2017-00799

terminated by settlement.
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steps of the invention as would normally be done manually by a human

being.” Id. at 5:12—16.

The specification states:

[T]he current states of DRM measures are not satisfactory
because unavoidable issues can arise such as hardware failure or

property theft that could lead to a paying customer [losing] the
right to recover purchased products. The current metadata
writable DRM measures do not offer a way to provide unlimited

interoperability between different machines. Therefore, a
solution is needed to give consumers the unlimited

interoperability between devices and “fair use” sharing partners
for an infinite time frame while protecting commercial digital

media from unlicensed distribution to sustain long-term return of

investments.

Id. at 2:63—3z7.

Claims 1, 9, 11, and 21 are independent. Claim 1 is drawn to a

method comprising certain steps for authorizing access to digital content

using a cloud system having connected modules in operation as one or more

computing or storage units, which method facilitates access rights between a

plurality of data processing devices (id. at 14:31—15:4). Claim 9 is drawn to

a system for authorizing access to digital content using a worldwide cloud

system architecture comprising various modules that perform certain steps

' (id. at 15:45—16:28). Claim 11 is drawn to anon-transitory computer

medium comprising program code that performs certain steps (id. at 16:41—

17:14). Claim 21 is drawn to a computer product configured to perform

certain steps and further requires a customization module (id at 17:52—

1 8:3 3).

Claim 9 further defines a worldwide cloud system infrastructure

comprising connected modules in operation as computing and storage units

including a server, a database, other devices, and users. Id. at 15:46—49. For
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claim 9, the actions performed by the various modules, essentially, are the

respective steps recited in method claim 1. For instance, claim 1 recites

“authenticating the verification token,” and claim 9 recites “an

authentication module, the authentication module authenticating the

verification token.” Id. at 14:50, 16:4—5.

Claim 11 further specifies in its preamble that the program code is a

part of an operating system software or downloaded in sections from a web

server. Id. at 16:42—43. The various steps performed by the program code

of claim 11 are, essentially, the same as the steps performed by the method

of claim 1, except that while claim 1 recites that the read or write request of

metadata is performed in connection with a combination of at least one

device and the cloud system, claim 11 recites that the read or write request

of metadata is performed in connection with a combination of the operating

system software program and a cloud system.

Claim 21 further specifies that the computer product comprises a

memory, a CPU, a communications console and a non—transitory computer

usable medium, wherein the computer usable medium stores an operating

system. Id. at 17:52—55. Claim 21 also further specifies that the computer

product comprises a customization module, and that the digital content is at

least one of an application, a video, and a video game. Id. at 17:55—58.

The various steps performed by the computer product of claim 21 are,

essentially, the same as the steps performed by the method of claim 1, except

(1) that claim 21 does not require the read or write request of metadata of

digital content to be performed in connection with a combination of any

device and cloud system, (2) that claim 21 expressly requires the metadata to

be “one or more of a database or storage in connection to the computer
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product,”6 (3) that claim 21 requires the verification token to be handled by a

user as a redeemable instrument, and (4) that claim 21 provides a different

list of items than those in claim 1, that may constitute the verification token,

i.e., “at least one of a purchase permission, a rental permission, or a

membership permission, wherein the at least one of purchase permission,

rental permission, or membership permission being represented by one or

more of a tag, a letter, a number, a combination of letters and numbers, a

successful payment, a rights token, a phrase, a name, a membership

credential, an image, a logo, a service name, an authorization, a list, an

interface button, a downloadable program, or the redeemable instrument.”

Id. at 17:52—18:33.

We focus on claim 1, which is representative and reproduced below:

1. A method for authorizing access to digital content

using a cloud system, the cloud system comprising connected

modules in Operation as one or more of a cloud computing or a

cloud storage in connection with devices and users, wherein the

digital content is at least one of encrypted or not encrypted, the

method facilitating access rights between a plurality of data
processing devices, the method comprising:

receiving a digital content access request from at least one

communications console of the plurality of data processing

devices, the access request being a read or write request of

metadata of the digital content, wherein the read or write

request of metadata is performed in connection with a
combination of at least one device and the cloud system, the

request comprising a verification token provided by a first
user corresponding to the digital content, wherein the

verification token is one or more of a password, e-mail

6 We understand the language as specifying that the metadata of the digital
content is “in” one or more of a database or storage in connection to the

computer product.
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address, payment system, credit card, authorize ready device,

rights token, or one or more redeemable instruments of trade;

authenticating the verification token;

establishing connection with the at least one communication
console wherein the communication console is a

combination of a graphical user interface (GUI) and an

Application Programmable Interface (API) wherein the API
is obtained from a verified web service, the web service

capable of facilitating a two way data exchange [session] to
complete a verification process wherein the data exchange

session comprises at least one identification reference;

requesting at least one identification reference from the at least
one communications console, wherein the identification

reference comprises one or more of a verified web service

account identifier, letter, a number, rights token, e-mail,

password, access time, serial number, address, manufacturer
identification, checksum, operating system version, browser

version, credential, cookie, or key;

receiving the at least one identification reference from the at
least one communications console; and

writing at least one of the verification token or the

[identification] reference into the metadata.

Ex. 1001, 14231—1524.7 The six steps of claim 1 are illustrated in a

flowchart shown in Figure 6 of the ’860 patent, reproduced below:

7 Bracketed text reflect changes made by a Certificate of Correction,

November 12, 2013, which is provided as an attachment to Exhibit 1001.
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-02

Receive a branding request from at least
one communications console of the

plurality of data processing devices

~04

Authenticate the membership verification
token

Establish connection with the at least
one communications console

o
O O)

-08

Request at least one electronic
identification reference from the at least

one communications console

_ _ . 1 0Receive the at least one electronic
identification reference from the at least

one communications console

- 12

Brand metadata of the encrypted digital
media

FIG.6

Figure 6 shows a flowchart of the process for monitoring access to an

encrypted digital media, according to an embodiment of the ’860

patent. Id. at 4:32—34.

D. Evidence Relied Upon by Petitioner

Petitioner relies on the following references:8

3 The earliest possible effective filing date of the ’860 patent that potentially
may be established by Patent Owner is March 21, 2010. Ex. 1001, 127—14.
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Exhibit

Ameerally U.S Pub App 2006/0212401 Sept. 21,2006 Ex. 1003
A1

Zweig U.S Pub App 2007/0233606 Oct. 4, 2007 Ex. 1004
A1

iPod User zPod touch User Guide, Apple 2008 Ex. 1005

Guide Inc., 2008 .

Miller Rich Miller, Apple Moving July 28, 2009 Ex. 1006

Quickly on NC Project, Data

Center Knowlede

article/131751/2008/01/digital

copy.html, last Visited Jan. 10,

Gautier U.S. Pub. App. 2005/0021478 Jan. 27, 2005 Ex. 1011
A1

Anderson Ross Anderson, Security 2008 Ex. 1012

Wiley Publishing, Inc., Chapter
22.

Frakes Dan Frakes, First Look: iTunes Jan. 22, 2008 Ex. 1008

2017

Engineering: A Guide to
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Digital Copy, MacWorld,

David Taylor, How Do I Use a August 8 2008 Ex. 1009
Starbucks iTunes Free Pick of

the Week Song Card,

http://wcb.archive.org/web/
20080916071909/

http://www.askdavetaylor.com/

how_to_use_redeem,_starbucks

itunes_free_pick_week_song_
card.html

last Visited Jan. 10, 2017

Building Dependable

http://www.macworld.com/

iTunes® iTunes Store Terms ofService, Sept. 10, 2007 Ex. 1010
Terms A 1e Inc

Distributed Systems, 2nd Ed.,
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  Reference Exhibit

Christman Ed Christman, Brick-and-Mortar Oct. 28, 2007 Ex. 1013

Stores Eye New Music Formats,

Reuters Internet News,

http://www.reuters.com/article/ _
us—formats-idUSN28385426

20071028?pageNumber=1

last visited: Jan. 13, 2017

iMac User iMac User Guide, Apple Inc. 2008 Ex. 1016
Guide

US. Pub. App. 2008/0040379 Feb. 14,2008 Ex. 1017
A1

1 .

  
 

  

     
  

    US Pub App 2004/0254883 Dec. 16,2004 Ex. 1018
A

Petitioner also relies on the Declaration of Ravi S. Cherukuri.

Ex. 1019.

E. The Asser'ted Grounds

The following grounds of unpatentability are what we determine are at

Reference(s)

Ameerally

Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes,

Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide,
and iMac User Guide

Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes,

Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide,
iMac User Guide, Kondrk, and Suitts

issue in this preliminary proceeding:

  

  
 

Claims Challenged

 
 

 

1—4, 9—14, and 21 § 102

  

 
 

1—22, and 25—30 § 103(a)

 
 

 
23 and 24 § 103(a)

  
  

 

Petitioner is particularly imprecise and unclear in its own articulation

of the alleged grounds of unpatentability. For instance, the table provided

on page 31 of the Petition identifies only what are referred to as the “primary
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references,” to the exclusion of other references that might be combinable

with the “primary references” to yield the subject matter of any claim. Also

in that same table, on page 31 of the Petition, Petitioner mixes the reference

in support of anticipation and those in support of obviousness, such that it is

unclear whether each of the identified references serves as a basis for the

anticipation allegation. Neither Patent Owner nor the Board should have to

attempt to piece together every possible permutation of the alleged grounds

by working backwards from the discussions, and, even then, the result likely

would be subject to reasonable dispute, depending on the (manner in which a

prior art reference is referred to in the discussion. We decline to do so,

beyond noting in the above table the three specific grounds with respect to

which we determine Patent Owner and the Board have been given

reasonable notice.

All other grounds potentially arguable by Petitioner, as having been

presented in the Petition, are not recognized because they have not been

identified with sufficient specificity. Because Petitioner bears the burden of

proof for establishing unpatentability at trial, it must be clear in its Petition

with regard to its assertions, so that Patent Owner may respond

appropriately, without confusion, and so that the Board can make a proper

adjudication.

II. ANALYSIS

The question of obviousness is resolved on the basis of underlying

factual determinations including: (1) the scope and content of the prior art;

(2) any differences between the claimed subject matter and the prior art;

(3) the level of ordinary skill in the art; and (4) objective evidence of

nonobviousness. Graham v. John Deere Ca, 383 US. 1, 17—18 (1966).
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One seeking to establish obviousness, based on more than one reference,

also must articulate sufficient reasoning with rational underpinning to

combine teachings. See KSR Int ’1 Co. v. Teleflex, Inc, 550 U.S. 398, 418

(2007).

With regard to the level of ordinary skill in the art, we determine that

no express finding is necessary, on this record, and that the level of ordinary

skill in the art is reflected by the prior art of record. See Okajima v.

Bourdeau, 261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001); In re GPAC Inc., 57 F.3d

1573, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1995); In re OeIrich, 579 F.2d 86, 91 (CCPA 1978).

A. Claim Construction

In an inter partes review, claim terms in an unexpired patent are

interpreted according to their broadest reasonable construction in light of the

specification of the patent in which they appear. 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b);

Cuozzo Speed Techs, LLC v. Lee, 136 S. Ct. 2131, 2142—46 (2016).

Consistent with that standard, claim terms also are generally given their

ordinary and customary meaning, as would be understood by one of ordinary

skill in the art in the context of the entire disclosure. See In re Translogz'c

Tech, Inc., 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007). There are, however, two

exceptions to that rule: “1) when a patentee sets out a definition and acts as

his own lexicographer,” and “2) when the patentee disavows the full scope

of a claim term either in the specification or during prosecution.” Thorner v.

Sony Comp. Entm’t Am. LLC, 669 F.3d 1362, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2012).

‘ If an inventor acts as his or her own lexicographer, the definition must ‘

be set forth in the specification with reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and

precision. Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa ’ per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243,

1249 (Fed. Cir. 1998). It is improper to add into a claim an extraneous
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limitation, i.e., one that is added wholly apart from any need for the addition.

See, e. g., Hoganas AB v. Dresser Indus, Inc., 9 F.3d 948, 950 (Fed. Cir.

1993); E]. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Phillips Petroleum C0., 849 F.2d

1430, 1433 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

Only terms which are in controversy need to be construed, and only to

the extent necessary to resolve the controversy. See Wellman, Inc. v.

Eastman Chem. C0., 642 F.3d 1355, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2011); Vivid Techs,

Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999).
{t J)

0}”

Petitioner urges that we should construe “or” as “a choice between

either one of two alternatives, but not both.” Pet. 15. What Petitioner

desires is that the word “or” requires the satisfaction of one, and only one,

listed choice, to the exclusion of all others. We do not read the term this

narrowly, under the rule of broadest reasonable interpretation. Petitioner

cites to Kustom Signals, Inc. v. Applied Concepts, Inc., 264 F.3d 1326,

1331—1332 (Fed. Cir. 2001) as supporting its position. Id. But the rule of

broadest reasonable interpretation was inapplicable in Kustom Signals, and

the words of a claim are not construed in light of the specification of an

unrelated patent. We see no reason to construe narrowly the word “or” to

require the satisfaction of only one choice, to the exclusion of the

satisfaction of all other choices. The word itself conveys no such restrictive

meaning. If it is the case that the alternatives are such that only one choice

possibly can be met, then the exclusion stems from the nature of the

alternatives themselves, and not from the word “or.”
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”two way data exchange session”

Petitioner urges that we construe “two way data exchange session” as

“the ability to receive and send data.” Pet. 18. Petitioner does not explain

how its proposed construction is any different from the plain and ordinary

meaning of the phrase in the English language. We agree with Patent Owner

that no express construction is necessary for this phrase. Prelim. Resp. 24.

“metadata ofthe digital content”

Petitioner urges that we construe “metadata of the digital content” to

be “data about the digital content.” Pet. 17. Patent Owner expressed no

specific opposition in its Preliminary Response, other than to say that no

construction is necessary. Prelim. Resp. 24. We have reviewed paragraphs

61—64 of the Declaration of Mr. Cherukuri (Ex. 1019), which is cited by

Petitioner. Mr. Cherukuri testifies:

62. The ’860 Patent defines metadata as to “describe

other data.” [See ’860 Patent at 13:24—26.] It is well known in
the art that metadata need not be in the media file as the digital

content. It can be separate.

63. The term “metadata” is well-known in the art, and

includes [] data describing the encrypted digital media. Metadata
is not necessarily connected to or physically in the content file,
but can be. Rather, the metadata can be [a] separate file that

includes information or data about the digital media.

Ex. 1019 111] 62, 63. We agree with Petitioner, and, on this record, determine

that—the broadest reasonable interpretation of “metadata of the digital

content” is “data about the digital content.”
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“the request comprising a verification

token provided by afirst user,

corresponding to the digital content”

Petitioner states that during the IPR2016-00789 proceeding, which

also involved related US. Patent 8,402,555, the Board construed a

substantially identical phrase, i.e., “the request comprising a membership

verification token provided by a first user, corresponding to the encrypted

digital media” such that the portion “corresponding to the encrypted digital

media” modifies the term “membership verification token.” Pet. 16.

Petitioner states that it agrees with that construction and submits that, for the

same reasons, the phrase here should be construed such that the portion

“corresponding to the digital content” modifies the term “verification

token.” Id. Patent Owner does not express a view, beyond saying that no

construction is necessary. Prelim. Resp. 24. We determine, on this record,

that according to the plain and ordinary reading of the phrase at issue under

the broadest reasonable interpretation, “it is true that the portion

“corresponding to the digital content” modifies the term “verification

token.” '

”verified web service”

Petitioner urges that the term “verified web service” should be

construed to mean “a web service that can be used to identify a uscr or

device.” Pet. 16. Petitioner explains:

Outside the claims, the term “verified web service” appears only
once:

The web service equipped with the API is usually a

well-known membership themed application in
which the users must use an authentic identification.

Some example [sic] includes Facebook in which as

a rule, members are required to use their legal
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names identities. A reference number or name with

the Facebook Platform API represents this

information. Other verified web services in which

real member names are required such as the

LinkedIn API and the PayPal API and even others

could be used, but for this discussion, Facebook will

be used only as an example of how the
authentication element of the invention is utilized.

(’860 Patent, 10:41—51).

Pet. 16—17. Mr. Cherukuri testifies that the ’860 patent describes that an

electronic identification reference is obtained from any web service capable

of identifying a user or device, such as a device serial number, a networking

MAC address, or a membership ID reference from a web service. Ex. 1019

11 56. Each of independent claims 1, 9, 11, and 21 further recites that the

identification reference comprises “one or more of a verified web service

account identifier, letter, number, rights token, e-mail, password, access

time, serial number, address, manufacturer identification, checksum,

operating system version, browser version, credential, cookie or key.”

Patent Owner does not express a view, beyond saying that no construction

is necessary. Prelim. Resp. 24.

In light of the claim recitations, the cited portion of the Specification

of the ’860 patent, and the corresponding testimony of Mr. Cherukuri, we

determine that “verified” in “verified web service” refers to authentication of

a permissible user or device, and that the phrase “verified web service”

means a web service that can be used to identify a user or device.

B. Alleged Anticipation of Claims 1—4, 9—14, and 21

by Ameerally under 35 U.S.C. § 102

To establish anticipation, each and every element in a claim, arranged

as recited in the claim, must be found in a single prior art reference.
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Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545 F.3d 1359, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2008);

Karsten Mfg. Corp. v. Cleveland GolfC0,, 242 F.3d 1376, 1383 (Fed. Cir.

2001). While the elements must be arranged in the same way as is recited in

the claim, “the reference need not satisfy an ipsissimis verbis test.” In re

Gleave, 560 F.3d 1331, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2009); In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831,

832—33 (Fed. Cir. 1990)). Thus, identity of terminology between the prior

art reference and the claim is not required. “A reference anticipates a claim

if it discloses the claimed invention ‘such that a skilled artisan could take its

teachings in combination with his own knowledge of the particular art and

be in possession of the invention.’” In re Graves, 69 F.3d 1147, 1152 (Fed.

Cir. 1995). Also, “it is proper to take into account not only specific

teachings of the reference but also the inferences which one skilled in the art

would reasonably be expected to draw therefrom.” In re Preda, 401 F.2d

825, 826 (CCPA 1968).

1. Ameerally

Ameerally is directed to a method of operating a digital media

purchase system, including receiving a unique promotional code from one of

a plurality of consumers via a data network. Ex. 1003, Abstr. “The receipt

is in association with a user account of the one consumer with the digital

media purchase system.” Id. A database associated with the media purchase

system is used to determine particular digital media items associated with

the received promotional code. Id. “A user account of the one consumer

with the media purchase system is configured to enable access to the

determined particular digital media from the media purchase system.” Id.

At one step within Ameerally’s method, after determining the

particular digital media content associated with the received promotional
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code (step 316), but prior to making that determined digital media content

accessible to the consumer (step 318), there is step 317 that performs

account handling. Id. at Fig. 3. In that regard. Ameerally describes:

Step 317 includes processing associated with user ,
accounts with the digital media purchase system 100. If the user

is already logged in to an account with digital media purchase

system 100, then processing continues at step 318. Otherwise,
the user is prompted to log into an account (if the user has

previously created an account) or to create an account. Most of
the step 317 processing, for account handling, is part of a
conventional digital media purchase system. In some examples,

a user account may [comprise] merely the particular session in
which the user is interacting with the digital media purchase

system Viaa client, and no pre-existing and/or after-existing
relationship is implied.

Id. 11 41.

2. Discussion

a. Claims 1, 9, 11, and 21

Claim 1 begins by reciting: “A method for authorizing access to

digital content using a cloud system, the cloud system comprising connected

modules in operation as one or more of a cloud computing or a cloud storage

in connection with devices and users, wherein the digital content is at least

one of encrypted or not encrypted, the method facilitating access rights

between a plurality of data processing devices.” Ex. 1001, 14:31—37. The

recitation of a “cloud system” is not just for indicating a non-limiting

intended use, because the body of claim 1 requires a read or write request to

be performed in connection with a combination of at least one device and the

cloud system, both of which are recited in the preamble. Id. at 14:40-44.

As we have noted above, and also as argued by Petitioner (Pet. 32—

33), Ameerally discloses a media purchase system including a digital media
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storage server, that provides access to digital items which have been

purchased by a user. Ex. 1003 1111 4, 9, 19, 23, 45. Mr. Cherukuri testifies

that Ameerally describes that its system confirms that a code submitted by a

user has not been used previously and satisfies other eligibility requirements

prior to authorizing the user access to the digital media. Id. 11 129. Based on

the foregoing, Petitioner has sufficiently shown that Ameerally discloses a

method for authorizing access to digital media content, encrypted or non-

encrypted. I

With respect to the use of a cloud system, Mr. Cherukuri testifies:

111. Ameerally refers to the iTunes Music Store® by
name at [0006] and [0007], and includes screenshots from iTunes

in FIGS. 5, 6, and 7. Text in FIG. 5 identifies various

requirements for redeeming the disclosed codes, including
hardware and software requirements, and the requirement that

codes “must be redeemed through the iTunes Music Store.”

115. With regard to the “cloud system,” Apple’s cloud

system infrastructure was well known, with Apple providing
service worldwide, such that anyone of ordinary skill reading

Ameerally would have understood that the disclosed digital
media purchase system was a “a cloud system, the cloud system

comprising connected modules in operation as one or more of a
cloud computing or a cloud storage in connection with devices
and users.”

Ex. 1019 111], 111, 115. Further, Mr. Cherukuri cites to publications to

support the above-noted testimony. For instance, he testifies:

116. Apple iTunes system included multiple data centers

and used global content delivery networks to distribute content

to users. This is described, among other places, in Miller on page

2: “The new North Carolina facility will be nearly five times the

size of the 109,000 square foot Newark, Calif. data center Apple

bought in 2006 to support its growing infrastructure. Apple also

operates a data center in its Cupertino, Calif. campus, and has
used content delivery networks from Akamai (AKAM) and
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Limelight Networks (LLNW) to distribute content to its users
around the globe”; also Gautier [0142]: “The computer readable
medium can also be distributed over network-coupled computer

systems so that the computer readable code is stored and
executed in a distributed fashion.”

Id. 11 116. For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner has sufficiently shown that

Ameerally’s method makes use of a cloud system as is recited in the claim.

We add for completeness that Petitioner offers another reason why

Ameerally’s method uses a cloud system as is required by claim 1, but a

reason which we do not deem sufficiently persuasive. Specifically,

Petitioner asserts:

In Ameerally, system components and client devices are
connected via a data network 106 (a cloud), including a media

commerce server 102, media store 110, promotional database

116, and optionally the “separate digital media storage server.”

(Cherukuri Decl. 1111 107—113). Thus, the claimed “cloud system
comprising connected modules in operation as one or more of a
cloud computing or a cloud storage” is disclosed. (Id.)

Pet. 34-35. The argument pertains to Figure 1 of Ameerally, which we

reproduce below:

102

  . Media Commerce

110

FIG. 1
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Figure 1 illustrates an embodiment of Ameerally’s digital media purchase

system. As is shown in the above illustration, none of media commerce

server 102, media store 110, and promotional database 116 is located within

data network 106, and nothing indicates the optional “separate digital media.

storage server” as being located within data network 106. Those

components may all be situated locally, and not distributed across a wide-

area network.9

With regard to facilitating access rights between a plurality of data

processing devices, Petitioner asserts that that would have been understood

by one with ordinary skill in the art, based on the disclosure ofAmeerally,

because “[flacilitating access rights between a plurality of data processing

devices is a well-known and inherent feature of the Apple ecosystem

described in Ameerally.” Pet. 35. The assertion is supported by the

testimony of Mr. Cherukuri. Ex. 1019 1] 114. Petitioner also supports the

assertion by citing Frakes, which pertains to the iTunes® system: “[y]ou can

play [the encrypted downloaded movie] in iTunes or Front Row, and you

can transfer it to an iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, or another Mac.” Pet 35 (citing

Ex. 1019 11 114). Petitioner has sufficiently shown that Ameerally’s method

facilitates accessing rights between a plurality of data processing devices.

Claim 1 further recites: “receiving a digital content access request

from at least one communications console of the plurality of data processing

devices, the access request being a read or write request of metadata of the

digital content, wherein the read or write request of metadata is performed in

9 Consistent with the claim language and the testimony of Mr. Cherukuri, we

understand a cloud system as having its components distributed over a wide-
area or non-local network such as the Internet.
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connection with a combination of at least one device and the cloud system,

the request comprising a verification token provided by a first user

corresponding to the digital content, wherein the verification token is one or

more of a password, e—mail address, payment system, credit card, authorize

ready device, rights token, or one or more redeemable instruments of trade.”

Ex. 1001, 14:38—49. For reasons discussed below, Petitioner sufficiently

establishes that Ameerally itself, as would have been read by one with

ordinary skill in the art, discloses this limitation. Pet. 36—39. In particular,

Ameerally describes:

The present invention pertains to methods and systems to employ
unique promotional codes, associated with particular digital
media items.

Ex. 1003 11 8.

Here, the digital media commerce server 102 includes at least

information (e.g., metadata) for a large number of digital media
items that are available to be purchased from the media

commerce server 102, though the content of the media items that

are purchased may be acquired at the client Via download with
respect to another remote server, such as the media storage
SCI‘VCI‘.

Id. 11 26.

At step 314, the digital media purchase system 100 receives one
ofthe unique promotional codes. Typically, as illustrated in FIG.
1, the promotional code is provided to the digital media purchase

system 100 using the client 104 coupled to the digital media
commerce server via the data network 106.

Id. 1138.

At step 402, a unique promotional code is received. At step 404,

the unique promotional code is evaluated (e.g., by processing a
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database such as the database 306 in FIG. 3) to determine the

promotion with which the promotional code is associated.

1617.11 45.

Figure 2 of Ameerally is reproduced below:
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Figure 2 illustrates a card-shaped promotional medium 202 having thereon

unique promotional code 208 associated with a promotion by digital media

purchase system 100. Id. 1] 30. Ameerally describes that a user may

manually enter the promotional code via the iTunes Music Store® page or,

alternatively, the promotional media, such as an e-mail message, may

contain a hyperlink that, when activated by a user, causes the promotional

code to be automatically provided to digital media purchase system 100. Id.

1i 47.

As is explained by Petitioner, the receiving limitation is met by

Ameerally’s disclosure that a user enters or submits a request in the form of

a unique promotional code to the iTunes® media server. Pet. 39.

Submission of the promotional code constitutes a read request of the

metadata associated with the digital media content being promoted. In that
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regard, Mr. Cherukuri testifies: “Submission of the request including the

code in Ameerally causes the iTunes media server to read metadata of digital

media corresponding to the code, such as the title, date and other file

metadata associated with the media.” Ex. 1019 1] 126. Mr. Cherukuri

further explains that the metadata of the 8digital content must be read,

because Ameerally’s FIG. 6 shows the metadata of the corresponding digital

content being displayed for the user on the client device. Id. 1] 127.

Also, as explained above, one with ordinary skill in the art, reading

Ameerally, would have understood that the iTunes® system referred to in

Ameerally has a cloud infrastructure. See Ex. 1019 1] 115. Thus, the request

in Ameerally is performed in connection with a device and a cloud system.

Furthermore, Ameerally’s promotional code constitutes the claimed

“verification token.” In that regard, Mr. Cherukuri testifies: “The

‘promotional codes’ described in Ameerally correspond to the claimed

‘Verification token.’ The codes are described as unique and ‘correspond[] to

the digital content.”’ Id. 1] 125. Mr. Cherukuri further testifies:

“Ameerally’s unique promotional code, hypertext link ([0031]), and bar

code ([0031]) all correspond to [a] redeemable instrument of trade. See,

e.g., Ameerally [0042] characterizing free as a 100% discount.” Id. 1] 128.

Claim 1 recites a step of “authenticating the verification token.”

Ex. 1001, 14:50. Citing the testimony of Mr. Cherukuri, Petitioner asserts

that Ameerally discloses using database 306 to authenticate the promotional

code submitted by a user, and explains that the database would confirm

whether the promotional code has not been used previously. Pet. 40. The

assertion is supported by the testimony of Mr. Cherukuri. Ex. 1019 1] 129.

Mr. Cherukuri further testifies that, as described by Ameerally, there may be.
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other eligibility requirements associated with the promotional codes, such as

the residence of the user or dates of eligibility. Id. Accordingly, Petitioner

sufficiently establishes that Ameerally discloses the step of authenticating

the verification token.

Claim 1 recites: “establishing a connection with the at least one

communications console, wherein the communications console is a

combination of a graphic user interface (GUI) and an Application

Programmable Interface (API) wherein the API is obtained from a verified

web service, the web service capable of facilitating a two way data exchange

session to complete a verification process wherein the data exchange session

comprises at least one identification reference.” Ex. 1001, 14:51—59

(“establishing clause”).

Claim 1 also recites: “requesting the at least one identification

reference from the at least one communications console, wherein the

identification reference comprises one or more of a verified web service

account identifier, letter, number, rights token, e—mail, password, access

time, serial number, address, manufacturer identification, checksum,

operating system version, browser version, credential, cookie, or key.” Id.

at 14:60—67 (“requesting clause”).

Claim 1 further recites: “receiving the at least one identification

reference from the at least one communications console.” Id. at 15:1—2

(“receiving clause”).

For the three limitations of the establishing clause, the requesting

clause, and the receiving clause, Petitioner relies on the same disclosure of

Ameerally. Ameerally describes:
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Step 317 includes processing associated with user
accounts with the digital media purchase system 100. If the user

is already logged in to an account with digital media purchase
system 100, their processing continues at step 318. Otherwise,
the user is prompted to log into an account (if the user has

previously created an account) or to create an account.

Ex. 1003 11 41. Mr. Cherukuri testifies:

131'. Referring to the “establishing a connection” clause
in claim 1 of the ’860 Patent, The iTunes® media player interface

on a user’s device is a “communications console” that “is a

combination ofa graphic user interface (GUI) and an Application

Programmable Interface (API).” The GUI is illustrated, among
other places, in Ameerally’s FIGS. 5—7, and the API is the API

used by the iTunes media player to communicate with the iTunes
system. Use of an API such as the iTunes store search API to
communicate with the iTunes store (i.e., the server) is well

known to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention. [See e.g., Linking to the iTunes Music Store, version
1.2 dated December 07, 2009 available at

http://images.apple.corn/itunesaffiliates/US/2009/Document/Li
nktoiTune.pdf.]

132. The iTunes® media player interface is connected to

and communicates with “two-day data exchange session” with
the iTunes® media store. This is evident from the fact that all

processing and communications is conducted through the
iTunes® media player interface, which provide requests to and
receive content from the iTunes® system.

133. The two way data exchange session to complete the

verification process includes prompting the user to log into their
account, and receiving their log in credentials (Ameerally

[0041]).

134. The iTunes system is “a verified web service,” as

users must be registered and authenticated to log into respective
accounts. The user’s login includes (in part) their e-mail address,
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which is the claimed “electronic identification reference,” since

the user’s e-mail address identifies their account.

139. Ameerally discloses that “Typically, the media

purchase system 100 would include a plurality ofdifferent clients
104, and each client 104 includes a digital media player 108. The

digital media player 108 is an application program (e.g., specific
software application, or web browser program) that operates on
the client 104, which is a computing device.” (Ameerally

[0019]).

140. The GUI in Ameerally is provided by the

application program on the client 108, which in Ameerally’s
FIG. 5, is identified as iTunes V. 4 or later. The iTunes

application necessarily includes an API for accessing the iTunes
Music Store, which is a web service that requires that the user

log in with an account (such that it is a verified web service).

144. The log in information included a user’s e-mail
address, which identifies their iTunes account, such that the
user’s e-mail address is also the claimed “verified web service

.account identifier.” As noted above, iTunes is a verified web
service.

145. Referring to the “receiving the at least one
electronic identification reference” clause in claim 1 of the ’860

Patent, Ameerally says the user is logged into the digital media
purchases system (Ameerally [0041]), such that the user’s e-mail
address (i.e., “electronic identification reference”) which
identifies their account is received by the iTunes® system

through the iTunes® media player interface (i.e.,
“communications console”).

Ex.10191111131434,139,140,144,145.

On this record, and notwithstanding the contrary arguments of Patent

Owner, which we discuss below, we determine that Petitioner has

sufficiently shown that Ameerally discloses each of the establishing clause,

requesting clause, and the receiving clause limitations of claim 1.
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Patent Owner argues that each independent claim requires six separate

steps or operations and, thus, Petitioner may not use the same operation in

the prior art to meet a plurality of the required steps or operations. Preli‘r’h.

Resp. 24—26. For instance, Patent Owner argues that Petitioner has used the

operation of “establishing a connection” to also be the operations of

“requesting an identification reference” and “receiving an identification

reference.” Id. at 26. Patent Owner states: “In other words, assuming

Ameerally establishes the connection with the verified web service when

iTunes prompts the user to input her Apple ID, Ameerally does not use that

connection to request and receive the identification reference, as disclosed in

the ’860 claims.” Id. Patent Owner further states:

[Petitioner] admits this by lumping together the steps of

“establishing the connection,” “requesting the identification
reference,” and “receiving the identification reference” and

pointing to the same prior art teachings to meet these different
elements. (Paper 2 at 41—44, 57—58, 60—61, 66.) Simply put, if
the user’s Apple ID is used in Ameerally to establish the
connection, that Apple ID cannot then also be the identification

reference, as [Petitioner] would have it.

Id. at 26—27. For reasons discussed below, Patent Owner’s arguments are

misplaced and unpersuasive.

Claim 1 does not require a certain sequence between the establishing

clause limitation, the requesting clause limitation, and the receiving clause

limitation. Additionally, under the rule of broadest reasonablc

interpretation, nothing precludes the “establishing a connection” step or

operation from also constituting the steps or operations of “requesting the

identification reference” and “receiving the identification reference.”

Although the ’860 patent discloses an embodiment, in which the connection

with a verified web service is first established, and then that connection,
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with the verified web service, is used to request and receive an electronic

identification reference, the claims simply are not so narrow. See

SuperGuz'de Corp. v. DirecTVEnterprises, Inc, 358 F.3d 870, 875 (Fed. Cir.

2004) (“Though understanding the claim language may be aided by the

explanations contained in the written description, it is important not to

import into a claim limitations that are not a part of the claim. For example,

a particular embodiment appearing in the written description may not be

read into a claim when the claim language is broader than the

embodiment”).

Patent Owner notes that the applied prior art references do not

mention “API.” Prelim. Resp. 27. Patent Owner argues that to the extent

- Mr. Cherukuri’s testimony (Ex. 1019 fl 131) accounts for the requirement of

an API, there is improper incorporation by reference of the argument from

Mr. Cherukuri’s declaration into the Petition. Prelim. Resp. 27. We are

unpersuaded that there is improper incorporation by reference, in light of

Petitioner’s expressly stated argument that: “The iTunes® media player

interface on a user’s computer is a ‘communications console’ that ‘is a

combination of a graphic user interface (GUI) and an Application

Programmable Interface (API).’ (CherukuriDecl.1Hl 131—133).” Pet. 43.

There is sufficiently specific introduction on page 43 of the Petition that

leads to the pertinent testimony of Mr. Cherukuri. Note also that Ameerally

describes its digital media player 108 as “an application program, e.g.,

specific software application, or web browser program.” Ex. 1003 1] 19.

For the foregoing reasons, we are sufficiently persuaded that

Ameerally discloses the “establishing clause” limitation, the “requesting

clause” limitation, and the “receiving clause” limitation of claim 1.
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Claim 1 recites: “writing at least one of the verification token or the

[identification] reference into the metadata.” Id. at 15:3—4; Certificate of

Correction (Sept. 10, 2013). Although this limitation requires the writing of

only one of the verified token and the identification reference into the

metadata, Petitioner takes the dual position that Ameerally discloses writing

an identification reference into the metadata, and that it would have been

obvious in light of Ameerally for one with ordinary skill in the art to write

Ameerally’s promotional code, which is a verification token, into the

metadata of the digital media content. Pet. 46—48.

Because the ground of unpatentability being discussed is that of

anticipation based on Ameerally, Petitioner’s obviousness argument based

on the disclosure of Ameerally does not help Petitioner and need not be

further addressed. We focus, instead, on Petitioner’s argument that

Ameerally discloses, “writing the identification reference into the metadata.”

In that regard, Petitioner argues:

“Writing the identification reference into the metadata”
was a well-known feature of iTunes® DRM, and would have

been understood to be part of the metadata content (EX1003

[0025]). (Cherukuri Decl. 111] 146—148). The inclusion of the
identification reference is illustrated in the “Summary”

screenshot in Frakes, where the displayed metadata of the

iTunes® media file includes “Purchased By” and “Account

Name” (grayed out in image for privacy, but fields illustrated),
such that the claimed “reference” was necessarily written into the

metadata as saved by iTunes®. (Id).

This is further supported by Zweig, since when Alice
shares media with Bob, for the iTunes® store to identify Alice’s

decrypt key to provide access to Bob, the content store must
identify that the shared media file had been encrypted for Alice
(EX1004 [0074]). (Cherukuri Decl. 111] 149—153). Having
identified Alice from the metadata, the iTunes® system
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rcgcnerates the decrypt key for that particular file based on
Alice’s decrypt key and the unique header. (Id.) Thus, writing
the identification reference into the metadata was an inherent

feature of iTunes DRM, such that claim 1 is anticipated. (Id.)

Pet. 46—47.

Petitioner regards the user’s login information, as received by the

iTunes® system through the iTunes® media player interface, as the

“electronic identification reference.” Pet. 44. Mr. Cherukuri testifies that

that login information in the iTunes® system includes the user’s e-mail

address, which constitutes the “electronic identification reference.” Ex.

1019 11 134. Rather than tracing what happens to this login information, e.g.,

e-mail address, after it is received, to see if it is then written into the

.metadata of the digital content, Petitioner starts anew with some other

information that it believes is an “electronic identification reference” that is

written into the metadata of the digital content.

Petitioner identifies (Pet. 45) a Figure from Frakes, reproduced below:
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Ex. 1008, 5. The Figure illustrates detailed information kept by Frakes’s

iTunes® system for a digital movie file. Id. at 4. Petitioner asserts: “Frakes

illustrates ‘Purchased By’ and ‘Account Name’ in the metadata of the

iTunes® media file (grayed out in image for privacy, but field illustrated),

such that the claimed ‘electronic identification reference’ was necessarily

written into the metadata as saved by iTunes®. (Cherukuri Decl. 1] 139).”

Pet. 46. However, neither Petitioner nor Mr. Cherukuri explains why the

“Purchased By” or “Account Name” field is necessarily the login

information, e.g., the user’s e-mail address, that the iTunes® system had

requested and received, as had been explained by Petitioner and

Mr. Cherukuri above when accounting for requesting an electronic

identification reference and receiving the electronic identification reference.

It is not explained why the fields cannot be another identification reference
other than the user’s e-mail address.

Petitioner, referring to Zweig, further argues:

This is further supported by Zweig, since when Alice
shares media with Bob, for the iTunes® store to identify Alice’s

decrypt key to provide access to Bob, the content store must
identify that the shared media file had been encrypted for Alice.
(EX1004 [0074]). (Cherukuri Decl. W149—153). Having
identified Alice form the metadata, the iTunes® system

regenerates the decrypt key for that particular file based on
Alice’s decrypt key and the unique header. (Id.). Thus, writing
the identification reference into the metadata was an inherent

feature of iTunes DRM, such that claim 1 is anticipated. (Id.)

Pet. 46—47. The argument establishes that, in the metadata for the digital

content purchased or downloaded by a user there is an identifier, an

electronic identification reference, that identifies that user. However, neither

Petitioner nor Mr. Cherukuri explains why that identifier in the metadata is
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necessarily the login information, e.g., the user’s e-mail address, that the

iTunes® system had requested and received, as had been explained by

Petitioner and Mr. Cherukuri above when accounting for requesting an

electronic identification reference and receiving the electronic identification

reference. It is not explained why the fields cannot be another identification

reference.

Like claim 1, each of claims 9 and 11 requires the operation of

“writing at least one of the verification token or the identification reference

into the metadata.” Ex. 1001,. 16:26—28; 17:13—14. Similarly, claim 21

requires the operation of “writing at least one of the verification token or the

identification reference into the said metadata.” Id. at 18:32—33.

Petitioner’s accounting for these limitations are the same as its explanation

for the same limitation in claim 1. For the same reasons discussed above in

the context of claim 1, the same operation as is required by claims 9, 11, and

21 is not sufficiently accounted for by Petitioner.

Accordingly, Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it

would prevail in establishing unpatentability of any of claims 1, 9, 11, and

21 as anticipated by Ameerally.

b. Claims 2—4, 10, and 12—14

Claims 2—4 each depend, directly or indirectly, from claim 1. Claim

10 depends from claim 9. Claims 12—14 each depend, directly or indirectly,

from claim 11. The deficiencies of Petitioner’s arguments with respect to

independent claims 1 and 9 carry through to dependent claims 2—4, 10, and

12—14. Thus, Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would

prevail in establishing unpatentability of any of claims 2—4, 10, and 12—14 as

anticipated by Ameerally.
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C. Allcged Obviousness of Claims 1—22 and 25—30

over Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor,

Anderson, iPod User Guide, and iMac User Guide

1. Zweig

Zweig is directed to a system and method for granting users a right in

a copy of a digital content unit, without having to download another copy of

the same digital content. Ex. 1004 11 19. It also is directed to a system and

method for transcrypting and converting a digital content unit encrypted,

with a given key, into a decryptable copy of the digital content unit for a

user having a legal right to obtain a copy of the digital content unit. Id. 11 20.

According to one embodiment of Zweig, each digital content unit in

the digital content store is encrypted with a unique key based on the header

of the content unit, and a secret key associated with a user. Id. 11 20. Zweig

states that “[b]ecause the header is unique to each digital content unit, each

digital content unit is encrypted with a unique key, even for the same user.”

Id. 11 29. Each time a user purchases or downloads an encrypted digital

content unit, a different decrypt key is generated. Id. 11 31.

Zweig discloses an embodiment in which user A provides user B a

copy of the encrypted digital content purchased or downloaded by user A,

and user B is provided authorization to access that copy, perhaps for a fee, as

part of a subscription, in exchange for other consideration, or even for free

for a finite period of time. Id. 1111 68—69. The digital content user system in

user B’s device would communicate, with a digital content distribution

system in the digital content store, so as to obtain an appropriate key to

decrypt the copy. Id. 1111 70, 71. Zweig describes:

After obtaining the appropriate decrypt key to decrypt the

copy, the digital content user system in user B’s device may
decrypt the copy unit, and at operation 525, re-encrypt it with an
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encrypt key associated with user B to generate a legitimate copy

of the digital content unit for user B to enjoy. Alternatively,

operation 525 may be performed by the digital content store 115
or digital content distribution system 200. In such embodiments,

the entire copy unit may be transmitted to the store or system, or

simply the header of the copy unit may be so transmitted.

Id. 11 75. Zweig explains: “As described hereinabove, one of ordinary skill

in the art should understand that the legitimate copy may be generated

without user B having to download the digital content unit from digital

content store 115.” Id. 11 76.

2. Discussion

a. Claims 1—8

Claim 1 has been discussed in detail above, in the context of alleged

anticipation of claim 1 by Ameerally. As explained above, Ameerally

discloses all limitations of claim 1 except for the step: “writing at least one

of the verification token or the [identification] reference into the metadata.”

Ex. 1001, 1523—4. In the context of obviousness, however, Petitioner has

shown sufficiently that it would have been obvious to one with ordinary skill

in the art, in light of the disclosures of Ameerally and Zweig, to write the

promotional code of Ameerally, which is a verification token, into the

header of the digital media, or to write the unique serial number of Frakes,

which is a verification code, into the header of the digital media, because

they are unique and specific to the digital content. Pet. 47—49.

Specifically, Petitioner explains:

Regarding the claimed “writing the verification token . . .
into the metadata,” Zweig teaches that having identified Alice

from the metadata, the iTunes system regenerates the decrypt key

for that particular file based on Alice’s decrypt key and the
unique header. (Cherukuri Decl. M 153—156). The uniqueness
of the header must depend on more than Alice’s account
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identifier, the media description information, and the media

itself, since those alone would not differentiate headers if Alice

acquired two distinct copies ofa same song or movie. (Id.) Thus,
there necessarily is unique identifier included in each file’s
header to differentiate copies. (Id.).

According to Zweig, the uniqueness of the header is

important, since using a combination of the unique header and
the user’s key to create a unique file-specific key enables every
file to be encrypted differently. (EX1004 [0030]). (Cherukuri
Decl. 11 157). This also allows the iTunes® system to associate a
single decrypt key with a user’s account. (Id.)

Topically, Anderson discusses techniques for embedding
unique codes or messages in digital media files. Such embedding
could be "fingerprints which are hidden serial number”, and the

iTunes® system uses such “fingerprints.” (EX1012, p. 710).
(CherukuriDecl.1[ 158).

Pet. 47. Petitioner’s assertions are supported by the testimony of

Mr. Cherukuri. EX. 1019 1111 153—159.

Petitioner explains that, based on Zweig’s teaching that each header is

unique, Frakes’ teaching that Apple associates the unique serial number with

the user’s iTunes account, and Anderson’s teachings that Apple embeds

“fingerprints” that could include hidden serial numbers, it wbuld have been

obvious to write the serial number ofFrakes or the promotional code of

Ameerally into the header of the digital content. Pet. 48. The explanation is

supported by the testimony of Mr. Cherukuri. Ex. 1019 1i 160.

Petitioner presents additional reasons for one with ordinary skill in the

art to write the verification token into the metadata of the digital content.

Pet. 48—49. In particular, Petitioner states:

Further, the purpose of the unique codes in Ameerally and

Taylor is promotional marketing. By embedding the unique
promotional codes in the header ofeach user’s copy ofthe media,
when media is shared, the viral success of the promotion can be
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monitorcd without the need to track the media from user to user.

(Cherukuri Decl. llll 162—164). A consideration when
monitoring the spread of media via sharing is the restrictions on

collecting personal information on people in places such as

Europe. Embedding the original promotion code in each shared
copy has the added advantage of associating the shared media
with the original promotion, without the need to store data that

directly associates users with each other. (Id.).

1d. at 49. The assertions are supported by the testimony of Mr. Cherukuri.

Ex. 1019 1111162—164.

Moreover, with regard to the limitations of claim 1 other than the step

of writing at least one of the verification token or the identification reference

into the metadata, Petitioner’s position is even stronger in the context of the

obviousness assertion than it was as discussed in the context of anticipation

by Ameerally. For instance, with respect to “facilitating access rights

between a plurality of data processing devices,” Frakes states: “You can play

[the encrypted downloaded movie] in iTunes or Front Row, and you can

transfer it to an iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, or another Mac.” Ex. 1008, 3.

With respect to receiving an access request that is “a read or write

request of metadata,” Frakes discloses the entering of a code that is a serial

number corresponding to the digital content and which is a redeemable

instrument of trade (Ex. 1008, 3), and Taylor discloses the entering of a

promotional code that corresponds to digital content and is a redeemable

instrument of trade (Ex. 1009, 3). Both Frakes and Taylor refer to the

iTunes® system by name and, thus, we are persuaded that their disclosure of

entering codes is usable in Ameerally. With respect to authenticating the

verification token, Frakes discloses checking to see if the entered code

already has been used, because each code can be used only once. Ex. 1019
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11 130 (citing Ex. 1008, 4). Frakes describes the iTunes® system and, thus,

its disclosure of authenticating the inputted code is usable in Ameerally.

With respect to the establishing clause, the requesting clause, and the

receiving clause of claim 1, Frakes discloses that if the user is not currently

logged into his or her iTunes® Store account, the user will be prompted to do

so. Ex. 1008, 3. Also, Zweig describes that users accessing the iTunes®

Music Store may do so with the use of iTunes client software residing in

their user devices. Ex. 1004 ‘H 51.

With regard to claims 2—8, each of which depends, directly or

indirectly, from claim 1, we have reviewed Petitioner’s arguments presented

on pages 50—56 of the Petition and the associated underlying evidence. On

this record, the presentation of Petitioner is sufficiently persuasive.

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner has shown a reasonable

likelihood that it would prevail in establishing that each of claims 1—8 would

have been obvious over the combined teachings of Ameerally, Zweig,

Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide, and iMac User Guide.

b. Claims 11—20

Claim 11 is independent. Claims 12—20 each depend, directly or

indirectly, from claim 11. Claim 11 recites a non-transitory computer

medium comprising program code that performs certain steps (id. at 16:41—

17:14). The steps performed by the program code are, essentially, the same

as the steps that are recited in claim 1. The above-analysis of the various

steps of claim 1 are applicable to claim 11, and need not be reiterated. Here,

we address the recitation of a non-transitory computer medium comprising

program code. Claim 11 specifies that the program code is “a part of an

Operating system software or downloaded in sections from a web server.”
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Ex. 1001, 16:42—43. Claim 11 also recites that the operating system

software is “coupled with a user executing a method for authorizing access

to digital content.” Id. at 16:44—46. These requirements have been

adequately addressed by the Petitioner.

Specifically, Petitioner cites to Gautier, which is the published version

of US. Application 10/833,267. Ex. 1011. Ameerally incorporates by

reference the entirety of US. Application 10/833,267. Ex. 1003 1] 1.

Petitioner cites (Pet. 60) to Paragraph 142 of Gautier:

The invention is preferably implemented by software, but
can also be implemented in hardware or a combination of
hardware and software. The invention can also be embodied as

computer readable code on a computer readable medium. The
computer readable medium is any data storage device that can
store data which can thereafter be read by a computer system.

Examples of the computer readable medium include read-only
memory, random-access memory, CD-ROMs, DVDs, magnetic
tape, optical data storage devices, and carrier waves. The
computer readable medium can also be distributed over network-
coupled computer systems so that the computer readable code is
stored and executed in a distributed fashion.

Ex.101111142.

Claim 11 differs slightly from claim 1, in reciting that the read or

write request “is performed in connection with a combination of the

operating system software program and a cloud system.” Ex. 1001, 16:52—

55. In contrast, the correSponding step of claim 1 recites that the read or

write request “is performed in connection with a combination of at least one

device and the cloud system.” Id. at 14:41—44. It is understood that the

operating system program operationally relates to the operations that are

being performed in the system with regard to the read or write request.
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Thus, the read or write request in the prior art would have been performed in

connection with the operating system software program.

On this record, in light of the cited disclosure of Gautier, Petitioner

sufficiently has established that it would have been obvious to one with

ordinary skill in the art that the various operations of claim 11,

corresponding to the steps of claim 1, are executed by program code on a

non-transitory computer medium, and that the program code is part of an

operating system or downloaded in sections from a server. Gautier

expressly states that the computer readable medium can be distributed such

that the code therein is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. Id.

With regard to claims 12—20 each of which depends, directly or

indirectly, from claim 11, we have reviewed Petitioner’s arguments

presented on pages 61—65 of the Petition and the associated underlying

evidence. On this record, the presentation of Petitioner is sufficiently

persuasive.

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner has shown a reasonable

likelihood that it would prevail in establishing that each of claims 11—20

would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Ameerally, Zweig,

Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide, and iMac User Guide.

c. Claims 9 and 10

Claim 9 is independent and claim 10 depends from claim 9. Claim 9

is reproduced below:

9. A system for authorizing access to digital content using a
worldwide cloud system infrastructure, the worldwide cloud

system infrastructure comprising connected modules in
operation as computing and storage, the computing and storage
comprising a server, a database, devices, and users, wherein the
digital content is at least one of encrypted or not encrypted, the
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system facilitating access rights between a plurality of data
processing devices, the system working as a front-end agent for
access rights authentication between the plurality of data
processing devices, the system further comprising:

a first receipt module, the first receipt module receiving a digital
content access request from at least one communications

console of the plurality of data processing devices, the access

request being a read or write request ofmetadata of the digital
content, wherein the read or write request of metadata is

performed in connection with a combination of a device, the
server, the database and the cloud system, the metadata

further comprises one or more of a software or contents of a
web page, the request comprising a verification token

provided by a user corresponding to the digital content,
wherein the verification token is one or more of a password,

e-mail address, payment system, credit card, authorize ready

device, rights token, or one or more redeemable instruments
of trade;

an authentication module, the authentication module

authenticating the verification token;

a connection module, the connection module establishing a
connection with the at least one communications console,

wherein the communications console is a combination of a

graphic user interface (GUI) and an Application
programmable Interface (API) wherein the API is obtained
from a verified web service, the web service capable of

facilitating a two way data exchange to complete a
verification process wherein the data exchange session

comprises at least one identification reference;

a request module, the request module requesting the at least one
identification reference from the at least one communications

console, wherein the identification reference comprises one
or more of a verified web service account identifier, letter,

number, rights token, e—,mail, password, access time, serial
number, address, manufacturer identification, checksum,

operating system version, browser version, credential, cookie,
or key;
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a secondary receipt module, the secondary receipt module

receiving the at least one identification reference from the at
least one communications console; and

a branding module, the branding module writing at least one of
the verification token or the identification reference into the

metadata.

Ex. 1001,15z45—16228.

Claim 9 raises its own separate issues relating to its recitation of

various “modules” that perform respective operations. Claim 9 is an

apparatus claim and each recited “module” represents a required structural

element that performs the operation expressly recited for that “module.” It is

not enough for the prior art just to meet the recited Operation. The structural

requirements of each module have to be satisfied as well.

On this record, a module does not identify any specific structure.

Petitioner’s expert, Mr. Cherukuri, has not testified that, to one with ordinary

skill in the art, “module” denotes a specific known structure or class of

structures. Moreover, our reviewing court, the Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit, has expressly noted tha “‘[m]odule’ is a well-known nonce

word that can operate as a substitute for ‘means’ in the context of § 112,

para 6.” Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339, 1350 (Fed. Cir.

2015). The Court stated:

Generic terms such as “mechanism,” “element,” “device,” and

other nonce words that reflect nothing more than verbal

constructs may be used in a claim in a manner that is tantamount
to using the word “means” because they “typically do not
connote sufficiently definite structure” and therefore may invoke

§ 112, para. 6. '

Id. Paragraph 6, 35 U.S.C. § 112, provides: “An element in a claim for a

combination may be expressed as- a means or step for performing a specified
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function without the recital of strUclure, material, or acts in support thereof,

and such claim shall be construed to cover the corresponding structure,

material, or acts described in the specification and equivalents thereof.”lo

Petitioner asserts on page 60 of its Petition in IPR2017-00788,

directed to claims of related Patent No. 8,402,555 B2, that “[t]he recitation

of modules is not limiting, being used solely to distinguish an entity or an

action from others.” Ex. 3001, 60. Similar terms in related patents within

the same family of patents ordinarily should be construed consistently.

Petitioner’s assertion further indicates that “module” is used merely as a

place holder or black box that does not itself set forth any structure. In that

connection, Figure 1 of the ’860 patent is reproduced below:

104 106

Authentication Connection
Module module

Second receipt Request modulemodule

1 10 , 108

FIG.1

  

 
First

receipt
module

Branding Module

112

 
 

 
  

‘0 Paragraphs 1 through 6 of 35 U.S.C. § 112 were renamed as paragraphs
(a) through (i) when § 4(0) of the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L.
No. 112—29, 125 Stat. 284, 329 (2011) (“AIA”) took effect on September 16,

2012. Because the patent application resulting in the ’555 patent was filed
before the effective date of the AIA, we refer to the pre-AIA version of

§112.
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Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a system according to an embodiment

according to the ’860 patent. It shows merely black boxes or place holders

corresponding to specific “module” functions.

Per 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(3), a petition must identify the specific

portions of the specification that describe the structure, material, or acts

corresponding to each function of a means-plus-function claim limitation.

That identification is not present in the Petition. Thus, even under

Petitioner’s assertion, it follows that Petitioner has not explained how any

prior art teaching accounts for the structure of each of the “module”

recitations in the claim.

Petitioner also argues:

The Apple references do not describe the functionality
using “modules,” but'do refer to including “software routines and
associated hardware.” [E].g., Zweig (EX1004) [0049].

Referring FIG. 1 ofAmeerally, the overall functionality provided
by the iTunes® music store is distributed across multiple devices,
with the media commerce server 102 working with the

promotional database 116, the media store 110 and/or a separate
digital media storage server (EX1003 [0023]), and the users’
client devices 104, to provide access rights authorization to the
media players 108 on the client devices 104. (Cherukuri Decl.
{[11 181—182). Configuring the different operations as software
and/or hardware “modules” implies nothing more than a

conventional and well-known networking architecture. (Id).

Pet. 58. As quoted above, Petitioner identifies a multitude of structural

elements in Ameerally as collectively performing the overall functionalities

provided by the iTunes® system. That is inadequate to explain what specific

structure is disclosed in the ’860 patent as performing the specific operation

at issue for each recited module, and why that specific structure is found in

the prior art to perform the same corresponding function.
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It is also not understood what Petitioner means in referring to

configuring the operations as software and/or hardware modules. An

operation is an activity or step that is performed, and a module, supposedly,

is structure that performs the operation. The two are different in kind and

one cannot be configured as the other. Even assuming what Petitioner

intended to assert is just that a “module” is a conventional and well-known

structure, the assertion is insufficient to establish what that structure is, that

it was conventional for it to perform the particular operation at issue, or how

it is met by the applied prior art.

Mr. Cherukuri testifies:

The Apple references do not describe the functionality using
“modules,” but do refer to including “software routines and

associated hardware.” [E].g., Zweig [0049]. As such,

characterizing components of the system as modules was
obvious.

Ex. 1019 11 181. The testimony is not sufficiently specific. No specific

algorithm is identified and neither is any specific hardware. The reference to

“associated hardware” is patently vague. Also, the issue is not merely

characterizing components as modules, but what in fact constitutes the

specific module, and how it is found in the prior art. The testimony provides

no answer. It is insufficient for Petitioner simply to show that, somewhere '

in the overall iTunes® system, something performs the recited operation or

step at. issue, to meet the limitation of any specific “modulc” that has been

recited to perform a specified function.

In summary, for each of the specific modules recited in claim 9, we

cannot discern, from the Petition, what Petitioner regards as the structure of

the required module, and what Petitioner identifies as such a module in any

of the prior art references. We recognize that claim 9 also recites a “cloud
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system infrastructure comprising connected modules in operation as

computing and storage, the computing and storage comprising a server, a

database, devices, and users.” Ex. 1001, 15:47—49. That recitation is overly

generic, and does not sufficiently define the particular structure of the

various specifically recited modules. It is insufficient to define the structure

of the various specific module recitations even if the iTunes® system, in

general, includes a server, a database, devices, and users.

Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail

in establishing unpatentability of either claim 9 or claim 10 as obvious over

Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide, and

iMac User Guide.

d. Claims 21, 22, and 25—30

Claim 21 is independent. Claims 22 and 25—30 each depend, directly

or indirectly, from claim 21. Claim 21 recites:

A computer product comprising a memory, a CPU, a
communications console and a non-transitory computer usable

medium, the computer usable medium having an operating

system stored therein, the computer product further comprising
a customization module, the computer product authorizing

access to digital content, wherein the digital content is at least
one of an application, a video, or a video game, wherein the
digital content is at least one of encrypted or not encrypted

Ex. 1001, 17:52—60 (emphasis added). Petitioner asserts: “Independent

claim 21 is invalid for the reasons discussed above about independent claims

1, 9, and 11.” Pet. 65. However, none of claims 1, 9, and 11 recites a

customization module. Petitioner’s discussion of claim 21, on pages 64—66

of the Petition, does not account for “customization module” in any way,

except to say that (1) “[t]he preamble clause ‘further comprising a

customization module’ is non-limiting on the metes and bounds of the claim
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and should not be given patentable weight,” and (2) “[i]f the clause is given

weight, the claim is nonetheless invalid for reasons discussed below about

claim 24.” Id. at 64—65.

We disagree with Petitioner that “customization module” is only

recited in the preamble of claim 21 and, thus, is non—limiting. Claim 21

begins with: “A computer product comprising a memory, a CPU, a

communications console and a non-transitory computer usable medium, the

computer usable medium having an operating system stored therein, the

computer product further comprising a customization module, . . . .”

Ex. 1001, 17:52—56. For this apparatus claim, the preamble is only the three

words preceding “comprising,” i.e., “[a] computer product.” The recitation

“customization module” is squarely within the central body of claim 21, and

does not present merely a field of intended use. Rather, it is a structural

element of the claimed computer product.

We also have reviewed Petitioner’s arguments regarding claim 24,

presented on page 70 of the Petition. The arguments and underlying

evidence only pertain to the function or operation supposedly performed by

the customization module, and do not shed sufficient light on what specific

structure is required by a customization module, and how that structure is

found in the applied prior art to perform customization.

Furthermore, Petitioner’s prior discussion of claim 9 only attempts to

account for modules in general. Pet. 58. As we explained above in the

context of the analysis of claim 9, that is inadequate to explain what specific

structure is disclosed in the ’860 patent as performing the specific operation

at issue for a recited module, and why that specific structure is found in the

prior art to perform the corresponding function. For the same reasons
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discussed above, in connection with the various “modules” of claim 9,

Petitioner has not made an adequate accounting for the “customization

module” of claim 21.

The above-noted deficiency with respect to independent claim 21

carries through to each of dependent claims 22 and 25-30. Petitioner has

not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in establishing

obviousness of any of claims 21, 22, and 25-30 over Ameerally, Zweig,

Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide, and iMac User Guide.

D. Alleged Obviousness of Claims 23 and 24 over

Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson

iPod User Guide, iMac User Guide, Kondrk, and Suitts

Each of claims 23 and 34 depends from claim 21. Claim 23 further

recites, relative to base claim 21: “wherein the customization module

customizes the tag.” Ex. 1001, 18:43—44. Claim 24 further recites, relative

to base claim 21: “wherein the customization module customizes a user

access panel.” Id. at 18:45—46.

The deficiencies of Petitioner’s submission with regard to independent

claim 21 carry through to dependent claims 23 and 24. We have reviewed

Petitioner’s discussions with respect to claims 23 and 24, on pages 67—70 of

the Petition. They do not cure the above-noted deficiencies with respect to

base claim 21. Specifically, Petitioner’s additional explanations pertain to

the function or operation that is performed by the claimed customization

module, as further narrowed by claims 23 and 24, and does not provide any

more specificity with respect to the structure of the customization module,

whether in claims 23 and 24 or in the prior art references.

Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail

in establishing obviousness of either claim 23 or claim 24 over Ameerally,
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Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, iPod User Guide, iMac User Guide, Kondrk,

and Suitts.

III. CONCLUSION

Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail

in establishing that any of claims 1—4, 9—14, and 21 is unpatentable as

anticipated by Ameerally. '

Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihoodthat it would prevail

in establishing that any of claims 9, 10, and 21, 22, and 25—30 would have

been obvious over Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson,

iPod User Guide, iMac User Guide, Kondrk, and Suitts.

Petitioner has not shown a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail

in establishing that either claim 23 or 24 would have been obvious over

Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, Anderson, iPod User Guide,

iMac User Guide, Kondrk, and Suitts.

Petitioner has shown a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in

establishing that claims 1—8 and 11—20 would have been obvious over

Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor, iPod User Guide, and iMac User

Guide.

No final determination has yet been made with regard to the

patentability of any claim.

IV. ORDER

It is

ORDERED that, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes

review is instituted as to claims 1—8 and 11—20 of the ’860 patent on the

following ground of unpatentability:
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IPR2017-0079l

Patent 8,533,860 B1

Claims 1—8 and 11—20 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as

obvious over Ameerally, Zweig, Gautier, Frakes, Taylor,

Anderson, iPod User Guide, and iMac User Guide.

FURTHER ORDERED that no other ground of unpatentability, with

respect to any claim, is instituted for trial; and

FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(0) and

37 CPR. § 42.4, notice is hereby given of the institution of a trial, which

commences on the entry date of this decision.

Counsel for Petitioner:

Joseph Lanser
David Klein

Joseph Walker
Brian Michaelis

jlanser@seyfarth.com

daklein@seyfarth.com

jmwalker@seyfarth.com

bmichaelis@seyfarth.com

Counsel for Patent Owner:

Isaac Rabicoff

isaac@rabilaw.com
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Case 1:16Hr5v@7826R33 Decumem 29 Filed 04/24/1? Page 1 of 2

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Southern District of New York on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

16-Cv-07026 9/8/2016 Southern District of New York
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Neiman Marcus Group, Inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

1 8, 533, 860 9/10/2013 WILLIAM GRECIA 
In the above%ntitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 See Attached Sheet — See Attached Sheet 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

COPY ATTACHED: Notice of Dismissal

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Ruby J. Krajick s/ Javier Supelano 4/24/2017

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-003401
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Case 1:16-{:v~07026um$ Document 29 Filed 04/24/1? Page 2 of 2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

______________________________________________________X

WILLIAM GRECIA,

16 Civ. 7026 (RJS)

Plaintiff,

V. NOTICE OF VOLUNTARY

DISMISSAL PURUSUANT TO

NEHVIAN MARCUS GROUP, INC, F.R.C.P. 411aMIflAMiL

Defendant.

______________________________________________________X

Plaintiff William Grecia, pursuant to Rule 41(a)(l)(A)(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, hereby gives notice of dismissal of this action without prejudice. Defendant has not

served an answer or motion for summary judgment.

Date: April 21, 2017 Respectfully Submitted,

/s/Maiihew M Wawrzyn

Matthew M. Wawrzyn (pro hac vice)

mail@wawrzynlaw. com
WAWRZYN & JARVIS LLC

2700 Patriot Blvd, Suite 250

Glenview, IL 60026
847-656-5864

Counselfor William Grecia

EWS-003402
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A0 120 Rev. 08/10

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
in Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District of Illinois on the following

' 1Trademarks or matents. I. ( 1:] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
16-cv-10213 10/31/2016 Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

   

 

  William Grecia Cablevision Systems Corporation

—__
—_
—_

 

  
  

 

 

 

  
El Answer [:1 Cross Bill I] Other Pleading

PATENT OR

TRADEMARK NO. HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Michelle Copeland 11/1/2016

 
Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy Z—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - CM/ECF LIVE, Ver 6.1.1
Eastern Division

William Grecia

Plaintiff,

V. Case No.: l:l6-cv-10213

Honorable Harry D. Leinenweber

Cablevision Systems Corporation
Defendant.

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Thursday, January 26, 2017:

MINUTE entry before the Honorable Harry D. LeinenweberzThe Joint Motion to
transfer case to the Southern District of New York and vacating all pending deadlines and

hearing dates in this case [18] is granted. Civil case terminated. Mailed notice(wp, )

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure or Rule 49(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the civil and
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please
refer to it for additional information.

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, Visit our
web Site at www.ilnd. uscourts.gov.

A TRUEQQRY-ATTEST
THOM/isioréautou, CLERK

 us. Drain

mam 72017
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(Page 1 of 2) Inventor and current owner of this letters patent hereby deposit for historical

record —one use case— out of many possible use cases by which the Inventor and current

patent owner is making, using, and selling the invention with concurrent venture ownership

interests in the product, patent, and trademarks comprising all or a portion of the illustrations

hereto. Signed this day June 2, 2017 /william grecia/

fiW
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(Page 2 of 2) Inventor and current owner of this letters patent hereby deposit for historical

record —one use case— out of many possible use cases by which the Inventor and current

patent owner is making, using, and selling the invention with concurrent venture ownership

interests in the product, patent, and trademarks comprising all or a portion of the illustrations

hereto. Signed this day June 2, 2017 /william grecia/

$
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Open orgasm chasm-‘7

\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

“—

——

Title of Invention: PERSONALIZED DIGITAL MEDIA ACCESS SYSTEM — PDMAS PART II

——
——
——

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

4978386

 
Miscellaneous Incoming Letter DDG_WG_IP_notice.pdf 02954536c559d14f1df57c620baele23060 -

5699 
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 4978386

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Case 3:15-cv-02808—WHA Document 72 Filed 02/11/16 Page 1 of 1

 

   
 

 REPORT ON THE

FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
TRADEMARK

TO: Mail Stop 8
Director of the US. Patent & Trademark Office
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
  

In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has
been filed in the US. District Court Northern District of California on the following:

(ta/Patents or ( )Trademarks

DOCKET NO: DATE FILED: UNITED STATES DISCTRICT COURT

l5-CV—02808—Wl-iA ' 2mm than: i"? Mi Phillip Burton Federal Building
450 Golden Gate Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94102

 
 
 

PLAINTIFF: DEFENDANT:

Grecia DISH Network L.L.C.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT OR

TRADEMARK NO. TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
%

In the above-entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included.

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY:

( ) Amendment ( ) Answer ( ) Cross Bill ( ) Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

———— —— —l

E
In the above-entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT:

CASE DISMISSED 2/3/2016

‘Wr 77:.'V ' /
. b . .

Susan Y. Soong, Clerk (by) Deputy Clerk, “5 Merry

Copy 1 — Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Commissioner
Copy 2 — Upon filing document adding patent(s) mail this copy to Commissioner
Copy 3 — Upon termination of action, mail this copy to the Commissioner
Copy 4 — Case file copy

EWS-003409
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Case: 1:15-cv-02617 Document #: 23 Filed: 12/15/15 Page 1 of 19 PagelD #:185

REPORT ON THE
Mail Stop 8

FILING OR DETERMINATION OF ANDirector of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT 0R

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District of Illinois on the following

I] Trademarks or MPatents. ( [:1 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO.
15CV2617

PLAINTIFF

William Grecia

 

 

DEFENDANT

DirectTV, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK N0- OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT 0R TRADEMARK

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY
[:1 Amendment I] Answer [:1 Cross Bill I] Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

__—  
 

In the above'entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton T. Torres 12/15/2015

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-003410
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Case 1:1?—cvw01?84uiiPF Doetia‘nent 2? Fiied 04/05/1? Page 1 of 3

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Southern District of New York on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

17cv1784 10/31/2016 Southern District of New York
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Cablevision Systems Corporation

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

1 US 8, 533, 860 B1 9/10/2013 William Grecia

2 US 8,402,555 B2 3/19/2013 William Grecia 
In the above%ntit1ed case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Ruby J. Krajick s/ C. Attanasio 4/6/2017

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-00341 1
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Case 1:1?—cvw£}1?€34uE<PF Comment 255 File-Ed {34:’£35,ii”_~ —'
USDC SDNY

 
DOCUMENT

ELECTRONICALLY FILED

DOC #2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DATE FILED: April 6 2017
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

_________________________________________________X

WILLIAM GRECIA,

Plaintiff,

17 CiV. 1784 (KPF)
V.

. ORDER

CABLEVISION SYSTEMS 2 OF DISCONTINUANCE

CORPORATION, '

Defendant. :

________________________________________________ X

KATHERINE POLK FAILLA, District Judge:

By letter dated April 5, 2017, the parties reported to the Court that they

have reached a settlement in this case. Accordingly, it is hereby:

ORDERED that this action be conditionally discontinued without

prejudice and without costs; provided, however, that within thirty (30) days of

the date of this Order, the parties may submit to the Court their own

Stipulation of Settlement and Dismissal for the Court to 80 Order. Otherwise,

within such time Plaintiff may apply by letter for restoration of the action to the

active calendar of this Court in the event that the settlement is not

consummated. Upon such application for reinstatement, the parties shall

continue to be subject to the Court’s jurisdiction, the Court shall promptly

reinstate the action to its active docket, and the parties shall be directed to

appear before the Court, without the necessity of additional process, on a date

within ten (10) days of the application, to schedule remaining pretrial

EWS-003412
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Case 1:1?—evw£}1?€34uE<PF DOQLJiTif-Brii 255 File-ad {34:’£35.i1? Page .33 of 8

proceedings and/or dispositive motions, as appropriate. This Order shall be

deemed a final discontinuance of the action with prejudice in the event that

Plaintiff has not requested restoration of the case to the active calendar within

such 30—day period.

The Clerk of Court is directed to terminate all pending motions, adjourn

all remaining dates, and close this case.

SO ORDERED.

 Dated: April 6, 2017

New York, New York
 

KATHERINE POLK FAILLA

United States District Judge

EWS-003413
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Case: magi/"10222 Document it: 4 Filetl: 11103.!165 Page 1 of l Paw-310 #:54

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court U.S. District Courts/Northern District on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET N0. DATE FILED U.5. DISTRICT COURT

1 :16—cv-10222 10/31/2016 U.S. District Courts/Northern District
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia STARZ Entertainment, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

1 US 8, 533, 860 B1 9/10/2013 William Grecia

2 US 8,402,555 B2 3/19/2013 William Grecia

 

 
In the above%ntit1ed case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton T. Torres 11/1/2016

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-0034‘l 4
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Case: lzlfi~cvu10213 Decurr‘aent it: 4 Fiieti: meme Page 1 of l PageiD #:54

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

16-cv-10213 10/31/2016 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Cablevision Systems Corporation

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

1 US 8, 533, 860 B1 9/10/2013 William Grecia

2 US 8,402,555 B2 3/19/2013 William Grecia 
In the above%ntit1ed case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Michelle Copeland 11/1/2016

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Trials@uspto.gov Paper No. 8

Tel: 571-272—7822 Entered: April 26, 2017

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL RELATED SERVICES COMPANY,

INC.,

Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,

Patent Owner.

Case: IPR2017—00801

Patent 8,533,860 B1

Before JAMESON LEE, MICHAEL W. KIM, and

MICHELLE N. WORIVIMEESTER, Administrative Patent Judges.

LEE, Administrative Patent Judge.

JUDGEMENT

Joint Motion to Terminate

37 C.F.R. §§ 42. 72, 42. 74

EWS-003416
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IPR2017-00801

Patent 8,533,860 B1

On April 4, 2017, we authorized American Express Travel Related

Services Company, Inc. (“Petitioner”) and William Grecia (“Patent Owner”)

to file a joint motion to terminate the above-identified proceeding. On April

10, 2017, Petitioner and Patent Owner filed a Joint Motion to terminate this

inter partes review proceeding. Paper 6 (“Joint Motion” or “Joint Mot”).

Petitioner and Patent Owner also filed a copy of their settlement and license

agreement covering, inter alia, Patent No. 8,533,860 B1, at issue in this inter

partes review. Ex. 1016 (“Settlement Agreement”). The parties represent

that the filed copy of the Settlement Agreement is a true copy. Joint Mot. 3.

Other than the Petition, no substantive papers have been filed. The

Board has not yet decided the merits of any issue in this proceeding, and a

decision on whether to institute review has not yet issued. Petitioner and

Patent Owner represent that the related District Court litigation in the

Southern District of New York has been dismissed with prejudice. Joint

Mot. 3.1 Petitioner and Patent Owner filed a copy of the District Court’s

Order dismissing the action. Ex. 1015. Petitioner and Patent Owner further

represent that they have settled their dispute with respect to the patent at

1 The Joint Motion cites “[t]he related District Court litigation between the

Parties, No. 1:15-cv-09059-RJS (S.D.N.Y).” Joint Mot. 3. The Order

referenced in the Joint Motion, and submitted as Exhibit 1015, however,

refers to William Grecia v. American Express Co. , No. 1:15-cv-9217 (RJS)

(S.D.N.Y.). Ex 1015; see also Paper 5, 2 (citing “Grecia v. MasterCard

Incorporated, Case. No. 1:15-cv-9059 (S.D.N.Y.)” and “Grecia v. American

Express Company, Case No. 1:15-cv-9217 (S.D.N.Y.)”). We regard the

reference to “[t]he related District Court litigation between the Parties, No.

1:15-cv-09059-RJS (S.D.N.Y)” in the Joint Motion as a reference to William

Grecia v. American Express Co., No. 1:15—cv-9217 (RJS) (S.D.N.Y.).

2
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IPR2017-00801

Patent 8,533,860 B1

issue. Joint Mot. 2. Accordingly, we determine that it is appropriate to

terminate this proceeding.

Petitioner and Patent Owner also filed a Joint Request to File

Settlement Agreement as Business Confidential Information. Paper 7

(“Joint Request”). The parties requested that the Settlement Agreement be

filed as business confidential information, and that the Settlement

Agreement be kept separate from the file of the patent involved in the inter

partes review and be made available only on a showing of good cause or to

Federal Government agencies on a written request. Id.

“A party to a settlement may request that the settlement be treated as

business confidential information and be kept separate from the files of an

involved patent or application. The request must be filed with the

settlement. If a timely request is filed, the settlement shall only be available:

(1) To a Government agency on written request to the Board; or (2) To any

other person upon written request to the Board to make the settlement

agreement available, along with the fee specified in § 42.15(d) and on a

showing of good cause.” 37 C.F.R.4§ 42.74(c). After reviewing the

Settlement Agreement between Petitioner and Patent Owner, we find that the

Settlement Agreement contains confidential business information regarding

the terms of settlement. We determine that it is appropriate to treat the

Settlement Agreement between Petitioner and Patent Owner as business

confidential information pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.74(c).

ORDER

It is

ORDERED that the Joint Motion to Terminate (Paper 6), as to both

Petitioner and Patent Owner, is granted;

3
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IPR2017-00801

Patent 8,533,860 B1

FURTHER ORDERED that the Joint Request (Paper 7) to treat the

settlement agreement (Exhibit 1016) as business confidential information

under 37 CPR. § 42.74(c) is granted; and

FURTHER ORDERED that this proceeding is terminated with respect

to both Petitioner and Patent Owner.

EWS-003419
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IPR2017-00801

Patent 8,533,860 B1

PETITIONER:

David Tennant

dtennant@whitecase.com

Shamita Etienne-Cummings

setienne@whitecase.com

PATENT OWNER:

Isaac Rabicoff

isaac@rabilaw.com

EWS-003420
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Ceaes .1: 15(N10211 Decurraeratrli: 4 Ftie r1: 11;'01:"165 Page ‘1 016 PageiD #:54

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

160v10211 10/31/2016 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Big Ten Network Services, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 
In the above%ntitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Thomas G. Bruton Jacquline Hollimon 11/1/2016

 
Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Ceaes .1: 15(N10221 Decurraeratrli: 4 Ftie r1: 11;'01:"165 Page ‘1 016 PageiD #135

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks 0r EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

160v10221 10/31/2016 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia NFL Network Services, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 

 
In the above%ntitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Thomas G. Bruton Jacquline Hollimon 11/1/2016

 
Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Case: lzlfi~evu10216 Document it: 4 Fiieti: 11/01/165 Page 1 of l PageiD #:54

A0 120 (Rev. 0‘ ' ‘ 

Mail Step 8 REPGRT ON THE
Director Of the US. Patent and Trademark ()ffice FILING 0R DETERNEENATTON OF AN

RU. Box 145%} ACTEGN REGARDENG A PATENT 0R

Alexandria, VA 22313-1459 TRADERTARK

TO:

 
{n Cempiianee with 35 USC § 291') and/or 15 USE. § 1116 yam are hereby advised that a mutt action has been

filed in the US District Court NOi’ihei’i’i District of iiiineis on the following 

:] 'i‘radetnatks m’ MI’atents. ( Z the patent action involves 35 USC. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE EELED Us. DESTRECT COURT

1:16—Cv—10216 11/1/2016 . Northern Dietriet of iiiénoés
PLAiNTEFF DEFENDANT

Wiiiiam Gretia Fox Entertainment Greup, inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT w T‘ ‘
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PA‘ENT OR TRADEMARK

1 8,533,860 81 </’t 0/2013 Wiiiiam Gracia

2 8,402,555 BE 3/19/2013 Wéiiiam Gracia

DATE {NCLUDED

PATENT OR DATE OF FATE NT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK 

[n the above 77777emitted ease. the foilewing decision has been rendered (it judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDG EMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Themas G. Bruten Kerwin Pesiey 11/1/2016

 
Cam 1 -----Upim initiatien (if amt/em maii this sepy ti) Directer (3093‘ 3------Upon terminatimt (if aciien, maii this cepy t0 Directer
Cepy 2-----iJpon filing (imminent adding patenflsfi maii this cepy ti) Directer (3093‘ 4------Case fiie mpy
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TO: Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent & Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.O. BoX 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has

been filed in the US. District Court Northern District of California on the following:
( )Patents or ( )Trademarks

DOCKET NO: DATE FILED: UNITED STATES DISCTRICT COURT

Kiev-062838 K October 31, 2016 Phillip Burton Federal Building
450 Golden Gate Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94102

PLAINTIFF: DEFENDANT:

Grecia AdobeSstems Incor orated

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT OR

TRADEMARK NO. TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
1.US8,533, 860 B1 Set. 10, 2013 William Grecia

2.US8,402,555 B2 Mar. 19, 2013 William Grecia 
In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included.

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY:

( ) Amendment ( ) Answer ( ) Cross Bill ( ) Other Pleading

 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT:

 
   Susan  
Copy 1 — Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Commissioner

Copy 2 — Upon filing document adding patent(s) mail this copy to Commissioner

Copy 3 — Upon termination of action, mail this copy to the Commissioner

Copy 4 — Case file copy
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Case: 1:16ucv-10211 Document it: 29 Fiieti: DBIQQll?’ Page 1 of ? PagetD #2156

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks or EPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

160v10211 10/31/2016 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Big Ten Network Services, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 
In the above%ntit1ed case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment D Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the aboveientitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Thomas G. Bruton Brook Gudausky 3/9/2017

 
Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Up0n termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Up0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Case: 1:16ucv-10211 Document it: 29 Fiiec}: DBIQQIN Page 5 of ? Pagein #160
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Cage: lzlficvulmll Document #1 29 Filed: QBXOBIZL? Page "i of ? Pageia #:162

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE Northern District of Illinois — CM/ECF LIVE, Ver 6.1.1
Eastern Division

William Grecia

Plaintiff,

V. Case N0.: 1:16—CV—10211

Honorable Joan H. Lefkow

Big Ten Network Services, LLC

Defendant.

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Wednesday, March 8, 2017:

MINUTE entry before the Honorable Joan H. Lefliosztatus hearing of 3/14/2017

stricken. Pursuant to Stipulation of Dismissal With Prejudice [27], case dismissed with

prejudice, with each party to bear its own costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees. Civil case
terminated. Mailed notice(mad, )

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure or Rule 49(C) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was

generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the Civil and

criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please
refer to it for additional information.

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our

web site at www.ilnd.usc0urts.g0v.
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EWS-003439

CEaeelflllfiec-VMGIQZIJDDOUUIHEEWSQ Filed: (13/08/16 Page 1 of 6 PageID #:560

Mail Stop 8 _ REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

[I Trademarks or MPatents. ( [I the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
160v10221 10/31/2016 Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia NFL Network Services, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 

 
 

   
 

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[:1 Amendment

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK -

[:1 Answer I] Cross Bill [:1 Other Pleading  

 
—_
_—
——
__
—-

 

 

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 
   CLERK , (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE
Thomas G. Bruton ’ Chez Chambers 3/8/2017

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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A0 120 (Rev. 08/10
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

REPORT ON THE

FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
TRADEMARK

Mail Stop 8

Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TO:

 
  

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the US. District Court Northern District Of Illinois on the following

1:] Trademarks or [Z Patents. (I:] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

 

DOCKET NO. INK—TE FILED
16—cv-10213 10/31/2016

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia Cablevision Systems Corporation

PATENT OR , DATE OF PATENT , .1 j ,
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATEN F OR IRADEMARR

l US 8,533,860 B1 9/10/2013 William Grecia

2 US 8,402,555 82 William Grecia

_____._—.L-—‘a—

in the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:
_._____..r__

DATE INCLUDED lINCLUDED BY
_ i D Amendment E} Answer E] Cross Bill 1:! Other Pleading

TRZiéEiE/iN/IFREITJO. IggTERngIE/fiigg HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

in the abovewerititled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/.IUDGEVI ENT

 

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Michelle Copeland 11/1/2016 
Copy l—Ilpon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Inventor submits a record of current day practicing products in presentation to entities after

December 2016. Claim steps of this patent for which products must perform to operate are:

Independent Claim Steps:

1) Receive a verification token from a user

2) Authenticate the verification token

3) Establish a connection with the API web service of Apple or Google

4) Request an identification reference (Device Token for push notifications)

5) Receive the identification reference (Device Token for push notifications)

6) Write at least one of the verification token or the identification reference into a data

store (e.g., metadata) associated with the computer based apparatus.

EWS-00344‘l
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1
SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DOCUMENT

AND DATA PROTECTION

FIELD

The present disclosure generally relates to document and
data protection, and more particularly, to systems and meth-
ods for the protection of sensitive documents and/or data in
conjunction with a cloud computing application, or external
hosting services.

BACKGROUND

At present, enterprise documents and data are protected in
several ways, each having their respective disadvantages.
Briefly, documents and/or data may be encrypted and
uploaded to a cloud computing application. Obviously, this
method leaves sensitive data and/or documents exposed to
unwanted decryption if encryption keys are breached. In
addition, encryption may break application/user functions
such as Search, Sort, etc. In addition, many cloud providers
will not accept documents exceeding a certain file size (e.g.,
five megabytes). Moreover, company policies may prohibit
the exportation of sensitive data to a cloud application, while
some markets (e.g., China, Germany, and Switzerland) may
have very strict data exportation laws, such that documents
and/or data stored in a Europe-based cloud may not be
exported, for example, to a United States based location.

To mitigate some of these problems, various enterprises
have stored unencrypted documents and/or data to a local
data storage system (e.g., a token vault or file system)
through the use of a tokenization system. To gain access to
this data, and to leverage cloud applications for data and
document distribution within the enterprise, the data and/or
documents have been tokenized (i.e., associate the docu-
ments or data with a random alphanumeric string or file
path) and the token stored to the cloud application. Disad-
vantages exist here as well. For example, a hacker or
disgruntled employee may hack into the token vault or file
system, and gain access to the unencrypted documents
and/or data stored on the enterprise system.

SUMMARY

The present disclosure includes a method comprising of a
system or process that entails encrypting sensitive data,
generating a token comprising a data identifier, tokenizing
the encrypted sensitive data, and/or storing the encrypted
sensitive data in association with the token to a token vault.

Tokenizing may comprise mapping the encrypted sensitive
data to the token. The method may further comprise storing
the token to a cloud application, wherein the cloud appli-
cation comprises a software application that functions within
a cloud computing environment. In addition, the token
comprises a randomly generated value. Moreover, the sys-
tem may retrieve the token from a cloud application and/or
identify the encrypted sensitive data, based upon a token
associated with the encrypted sensitive data. The system
may also decrypt the encrypted sensitive data and present it
to the user.

The present disclosure further includes a method for
encrypting a sensitive document. The method may include
encrypting the sensitive document to create an encrypted
sensitive document, generating a token comprising a docu-
ment identifier, tokenizing the encrypted sensitive docu-
ment, and/or storing the encrypted sensitive document to a
local file storage system. Tokenizing may comprise associ-
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2

ating the token with the encrypted sensitive document, and
a token may comprise a file path. The method may also
include storing the token to a cloud application, wherein the
cloud application that comprises a software application that
functions within a cloud computing environment. The
method may, in addition, comprise receiving a request for
the sensitive document. The method may include receiving
the token from a cloud application and/or identifying the
encrypted sensitive document, based upon a token associ-
ated with the encrypted sensitive document. The system may
also decrypt the encrypted sensitive document and present it
to the user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The features and advantages of the present disclosure will
become more apparent from the detailed description set
forth below when taken in conjunction with the drawings.
The left-most digit of a reference number identifies the
drawing in which the reference number first appears.

FIG. 1A illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a system for protecting a sensitive document;

FIG. 1B illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a system for protecting sensitive data;

FIG. 2A illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a process for protecting a sensitive document; and

FIG. 2B illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a process for protecting sensitive data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The detailed description of exemplary embodiments
herein makes reference to the accompanying drawings,
which show the exemplary embodiments by way of illus-
tration and their best mode. While these exemplary embodi-
ments are described in sufficient detail to enable those

skilled in the art to practice the disclosure, it should be
understood that other embodiments may be realized and that
logical and mechanical changes may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. Thus,
the detailed description herein is presented for purposes of
illustration only and not of limitation. For example, the steps
recited in any of the method or process descriptions may be
executed in any order and are not limited to the order
presented. Moreover, any of the functions or steps may be
outsourced to or performed by one or more third parties.
Furthermore, any reference to singular includes plural
embodiments, and any reference to more than one compo-
nent may include a singular embodiment.

As used herein, a “document” may comprise any record
(e.g., electronic record) that provides, comprises, and/or
includes information. A document may, in various embodi-
ments, be referenced and accessed by a file path associated
with the document (e.g., Cz/mydocuments/patent applica-
tions/systems and methods for document and data protec-
tion).

As used herein, “data” (or a “data element”) may com-
prise any information whatsoever. Thus, data may not be
accessible, as above, via a file path. Rather, data may
comprise, for example, a transaction account (credit card)
number, expiry date, and the like.

As used herein, a document or data may be “tokenized”
by associating an identifier with the document and/or data.
For example, a document may be tokenized by associating
a file path or “token” with the document. The file path may
comprise the directory location of the document within a file
storage system. Data may likewise be tokenized by associ-
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ating an identifier or “token” with the data. A token may, in
various embodiments, comprise a random number, which
may be associated with the data.

Referring to FIG. 1A, a system 100A for protecting a
sensitive document is shown. The system 100A may com-
prise a web-client 102, a gateway 104, a cloud application
106, and/or a file storage system 108.

A web-client 102 may include any device (e.g., personal
computing device/mobile communication device) which
communicates Via any network. A web-client 102 may
communicate (e.g., Via a network) with a gateway 104.
Web-client 102 may be associated with and/or used by a
consumer, a merchant, or both. Web-client may comprise a
variety of browsing software or browser applications (e.g.,
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome, Apple Safari, or any other of the myriad software
packages available for browsing the internet). Such browser
applications may comprise Internet browsing software
installed within a computing unit or a system to conduct
online transactions and/or communications. These comput-
ing units or systems may take the form of a computer or
processor, or a set of computers/processors, although other
types of computing units or systems may be used, including
laptops, notebooks, hand held computers, personal digital
assistants, cellular phones, smart phones (e.g., iPhone®,
BlackBerry®, Droid®, etc.) set-top boxes, workstations,
computer-servers, main frame computers, mini-computers,
PC servers, pervasive computers, network sets of computers,
personal computers, such as iPads, iMACs, and MacBooks,
kiosks, terminals, point of sale (POS) devices and/or termi-
nals, televisions, or any other device capable of receiving
data over a network.

As those skilled in the art will appreciate, web-client 102
may include an operating system (e.g., Windows NT, 95/98/
2000/CE/Mobile, OS2, UNIX, Linux, Solaris, MacOS, Pal-
mOS, etc.) as well as various conventional support software
and drivers typically associated with computers. A web-
client may implement security protocols such as Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). A
web-client may implement one or more application layer
protocols, including, for example, http, https, ftp, and sftp.
Transactions originating at a web client may pass through a
firewall (not shown; see below) in order to prevent unau-
thorized access from users of other networks.

A gateway 104 may comprise any hardware and/or soft-
ware configured to communicate with a cloud application
106, a web-client 102, a file storage system 108, and/or a
transaction vault 110, as described below. For example, a
gateway 104 may perform encryption/decryption operations
as well as tokenize a document and/or data.

Encryption may be performed by way of any of the
techniques now available in the art or which may become
availableie.g., Twofish, RSA, El Gamal, Schorr signature,
DSA, PGP, PKI, and symmetric and asymmetric cryptosys-
tems.

A cloud application 106 may comprise any software
application that functions within a cloud computing envi-
ronment. Briefly, a cloud computing environment may com-
prise a network of remote servers hosted on the intemet to
store, manage, and/or process data. Thus, a cloud computing
environment may serve, for example, to replace one or more
local servers or personal computers.

A file storage system 108 may comprise any combination
of hardware and/or software configured to store documents
and/or data. For example, a file storage system 108 may
comprise one or more databases, hard disk drives, and the
like.
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With reference now to FIG. 1B, a system 100B for
protecting sensitive data is shown. The system may com-
prise a web-client 102. Similarly, the system may comprise
a gateway 104 as well as one or more cloud applications 106.
The system 100B may further comprise a token vault 110.

A token vault 110 may comprise a data storage system,
such as one or more databases, that store one or more tokens.
As described herein, a document and/or data may be asso-
ciated with a tokeni“tokenized.” Where data is tokenized,
the token associated with the data may be stored securely
within the token vault 110. A mapping table may be stored
within the token vault 110 to map data to its corresponding
token.

With reference to FIG. 2A, an example process 200A for
protecting one or more sensitive documents is disclosed.
Returning briefly to the definition of document, a document
may be referenced and accessed by a file path associated
with the document (e.g., Cz/mydocuments/patent applica-
tions/systems and methods for document and data protec-
tion).

Accordingly, to protect the document, a user of a web-
client 102 may upload the document to a cloud application
106 residing within a cloud computing environment and/or
a gateway 104 (step 202A). The gateway 104 may receive
the document (step 204A) and/or encrypt the document (step
206A). In response to encrypting the document, the gateway
104 may tokenize the document by associating the file or
directory path of the document with the document. This
document token may be stored by the gateway 104 (e.g., via
a network) to a cloud application 106 (step 208A). The
gateway 104 may further store the encrypted document to
the file storage system 108.

In response to a request by a user for a particular docu-
ment (e.g., via the web-client 102) (step 212A), the gateway
may retrieve the token associated with the document from
the cloud application 106 (step 214A). This may occur, for
example, in response to a request from the gateway for the
token from the cloud application 106. In various embodi-
ments, the gateway 104 may “de-tokenize” the token, mean-
ing that the gateway 104 may read and/or store the file or
directory path comprising the token. The gateway 104 may
further request, retrieve, and/or receive the encrypted docu-
ment associated with the token from the file storage system
108 (step 216A). The gateway 104 may, in addition, decrypt
the encrypted document (step 218A), and communicate the
decrypted document to the user (step 220A).

With reference now to FIG. 2B, a process 200B for
protecting sensitive data is shown. In various embodiments,
a user may upload, using a web-client 102, data to the
gateway 104 (step 202B). The gateway 104 may receive the
data (step 204B). In response to receiving the data, the
gateway 104 may encrypt the data and/or store it to the token
vault 110 (step 206B). The gateway may further tokenize the
data (step 208B). For example, the gateway 104 may gen-
erate a random number or “token,” and associate that token
with the encrypted data stored in the token vault 110. As
described herein, the token vault 110 may include a mapping
table (or other data structure, such as a database, suitable for
storing a mapping between one or more tokens and one or
more encrypted data elements). The token may therefore be
stored by the gateway 104 with its associated mapping in the
mapping table held within the token vault 110. The gateway
104 may upload one or more tokens associated with one or
more data elements to the cloud application 106 (step 210B).

In various embodiments, the user may request data (e.g.,
using the web-client 102) (step 212B). The gateway 104
may receive this request and retrieve one or more tokens
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associated with the requested data from the cloud applica-
tion 106 (step 214B). The gateway 104 may de-tokenize the
token to retrieve the encrypted data from the token vault 110
(step 216B). As described herein, the process of de-tokeni-
zation may simply comprise locating, within the mapping
table, the data stored in association with the token or tokens.
The gateway 104 may further decrypt the data retrieved
from the token vault 110 (step 218B). In response to
decrypting the data, the gateway 104 may communicate the
data to the user’s web-client 102 (step 220B).

Thus, the systems and methods 100A, 100B, 200A, and
200B may mitigate the data insecurities and problems asso-
ciated with many conventional systems. For example,
although a conventional system may store a token to a cloud
application, the system may leave the documents and/or data
associated with the token unencrypted and open to theft by
a hacker. Moreover, where a conventional system may leave
the documents and data unencrypted, the systems and meth-
ods 100A, 100B, 200A, and 200B may encrypt the docu-
ments and data, so that even a compromised token (e.g., in
the case of data) will lead to unsuccessful data theft. Further
still, the systems and methods 100A, 100B, 200A, and 200B
described herein permit the storage of encrypted documents
and data across international borders, as described above, as
well as the storage of documents and data greater than a
particular size accepted by a could provider.

As used herein, the term “network” includes any cloud,
cloud computing system or electronic communications sys-
tem or method which incorporates hardware and/or software
components. Communication among the parties may be
accomplished through any suitable communication chan-
nels, such as, for example, a telephone network, an extranet,
an intranet, Internet, point of interaction device (point of sale
device, personal digital assistant (e.g., iPhone®, Palm
Pilot®, Blackberry®), cellular phone, kiosk, etc.), online
communications, satellite communications, off-line commu-
nications, wireless communications, transponder communi-
cations, local area network (LAN), wide area network
(WAN), virtual private network (VPN), networked or linked
devices, keyboard, mouse and/or any suitable communica-
tion or data input modality. Moreover, although the system
is frequently described herein as being implemented with
TCP/IP communications protocols, the system may also be
implemented using IPX, Appletalk, IP-6, NetBIOS, 081,
any tunneling protocol (e.g. IPsec, SSH), or any number of
existing or future protocols. If the network is in the nature
of a public network, such as the Internet, it may be advan-
tageous to presume the network to be insecure and open to
eavesdroppers. Specific information related to the protocols,
standards, and application software utilized in connection
with the Internet is generally known to those skilled in the
art and, as such, need not be detailed herein. See, for
example, DILIP NAIK, INTERNET STANDARDS AND
PROTOCOLS (1998); JAVA 2 COMPLETE, various
authors, (Sybex 1999); DEBORAH RAY AND ERIC RAY,
MASTERING HTML 4.0 (1997); and LOSHIN, TCP/IP
CLEARLY EXPLAINED (1997) and DAVID GOURLEY
AND BRIAN TOTTY, HTTP, THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE
(2002), the contents of which are hereby incorporated by
reference. The various system components described herein
may be independently, separately or collectively coupled to
the network via one or more data links including, for
example, a connection to an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
over a local loop as is typically used in connection with
standard modem communication, cable modem, Dish net-
works, ISDN, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), or various
wireless communication methods, see, e.g., GILBERT
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HELD , UNDERSTANDING DATA COMMUNICATIONS

(1996), which is hereby incorporated by reference. It is
noted that the network may be implemented variously. For
example, network may be implemented as an interactive
television (ITV) network. The systems and methods dis-
closed herein contemplate the use, sale and/or distribution of
any goods, services or information over any network having
functionality similar to that described above with reference
to network.

The various system components described herein may be
independently, separately or collectively coupled to the
network via one or more data links including, for example,
a connection to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) over a
local loop as is typically used in connection with standard
modem communication, cable modem, Dish networks,

ISDN, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), or various wireless
communication methods, see, e.g., GILBERT HELD,
UNDERSTANDING DATA COMMUNICATIONS (1996),
which is hereby incorporated by reference. It is noted that
the network may be implemented variously. For example,
network may be implemented as an interactive television
(ITV) network. The systems and methods disclosed herein
contemplate the use, sale and/or distribution of any goods,
services or information over any network having function-
ality similar to that described above with reference to
network.

Phrases and terms similar to a “transaction account

holder,” “buyer,” “participant”, “consumer,” and/or “user”
may include any person, entity, software and/or hardware
that receives items in exchange for consideration (e.g.
financial payment). For example, a buyer may purchase,
lease, rent, barter or otherwise obtain items from a supplier
and pay the supplier using a transaction account.

As used herein, “transmit” may include sending electronic
data from one system component to another over a network
connection. Additionally, as used herein, “data” may include
encompassing information such as commands, queries, files,
data for storage, and the like in digital or any other form.

Phrases or terms similar to “transaction account” may
include any account that may be used to facilitate a financial
transaction. A “transaction account” as used herein refers to

an account associated with an open account or a closed
account system (as described herein). The transaction
account may exist in a physical or non-physical embodi-
ment. For example, a transaction account may be distributed
in non-physical embodiments such as an account number,
frequent-flyer account, and telephone calling account or the
like. Furthermore, a physical embodiment of a transaction
account may be distributed as a financial instrument.

In general, transaction accounts may be used for transac-
tions between the user (or “transaction account holder”) and
merchant through any suitable communication means, such
as, for example, a telephone network, intranet, the global,
public Internet, a point of interaction device (e.g., a point of
sale (POS) device, personal digital assistant (PDA), mobile
telephone, kiosk, etc.), online communications, off-line
communications, wireless communications, and/or the like.

Phrases and terms similar to an “item” may include any
good, service, information, experience, data, discount,
rebate, points, virtual currency, content, access, rental, lease,
contribution, account, credit, debit, benefit, right, reward,
points, coupons, credits, monetary equivalent, anything of
value, something of minimal or no value, monetary value,
non-monetary value and/or the like. Moreover, the “trans-
actions” or “purchases” discussed herein may be associated
with an item. Furthermore, a “reward” may be an item.
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An “account , account code”, or “account number”, as

used herein, may include any device, code, number, letter,
symbol, digital certificate, smart chip, digital signal, analog
signal, biometric or other identifier/indicia suitably config-
ured to allow the consumer to access, interact with or

communicate with the system (e.g., one or more of an
authorization/access code, personal identification number
(PIN), Internet code, other identification code, and/or the
like). The account number may optionally be located on or
associated with a rewards card, charge card, credit card,
debit card, prepaid card, telephone card, embossed card,
smart card, magnetic stripe card, bar code card, transponder,
radio frequency card or an associated account. The system
may include or interface with any of the foregoing cards or
devices, QR codes, Bluetooth, Near Field Communication,
or a transponder and RFID reader in RF communication
with the transponder (which may include a fob). Typical
devices may include, for example, a key ring, tag, card, cell
phone, wristwatch or any such form capable of being
presented for interrogation.

As used herein, a system, computing unit or device may
include a “pervasive computing device,” which may include
a traditionally non-computerized device that is embedded
with a computing unit. Examples can include watches,
Internet enabled kitchen appliances, restaurant tables
embedded with RF readers, wallets or purses with imbedded
transponders, etc.

The account code may be distributed and stored in any
form of plastic, electronic, magnetic, radio frequency, wire-
less, audio and/or optical device capable of transmitting or
downloading data from itself to a second device. A customer
account code may be, for example, a sixteen-digit transac-
tion account code, although each transaction account pro-
vider has its own numbering system, such as the fifteen-digit
numbering system used by American Express. Each com-
pany’s transaction account codes comply with that compa-
ny’s standardized format such that the company using a
fifteen-digit format will generally use three-spaced sets of
numbers, as represented by the number “0000 000000
00000”. The first five to seven digits are reserved for
processing purposes and identify the issuing bank, card type,
etc. In this example, the last (fifteenth) digit is used as a sum
check for the fifteen digit number. The intermediary eight-
to-eleven digits are used to uniquely identify the customer.
A merchant account code may be, for example, any number
or alpha-numeric characters that identify a particular mer-
chant for purposes of card acceptance, account reconcilia-
tion, reporting, or the like.

It should be noted that the transfer of information in

accordance with the present disclosure, may be completed in
a format recognizable by a merchant system or account
issuer. In that regard, by way of example, the information
may be transmitted from a contactless (e.g., an RFID device)
to a contactless (e.g., RFID) reader or from the contactless
reader to the merchant system in a variety of formats, e.g.,
magnetic stripe or multi-track magnetic stripe format.

As used herein, phrases and terms similar to “financial
institution,” “transaction account issuer” and “payment pro-
cessor” may include any person, entity, software and/or
hardware that offers transaction account services. Although
often referred to as a “financial institution,” the financial
institution may represent any type of bank, lender or other
type of account issuing institution, such as credit card
companies, card sponsoring companies, or third party issu-
ers under contract with financial institutions. It is further
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noted that other participants may be involved in some phases
of the transaction, such as an intermediary settlement insti-
tution.

The terms “payment vehicle,” “financial transaction
instrument,” “transaction instrument,” or “transaction
account product” may be used interchangeably throughout
to refer to a financial instrument. As used herein, an account
code may or may not be associated with a physical financial
instrument.

In the detailed description herein, references to “one
embodiment”, “an embodiment”, “an example embodi-
ment”, “various embodiments”, etc., indicate that the
embodiment described may include a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic, but every embodiment may not
necessarily include the particular feature, structure, or char-
acteristic. Moreover, such phrases are not necessarily refer-
ring to the same embodiment. Further, when a particular
feature, structure, or characteristic is described in connection
with an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the
knowledge of one skilled in the art to effect such feature,
structure, or characteristic in connection with other embodi-
ments whether or not explicitly described. After reading the
description, it will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant
art(s) how to implement the disclosure in certain embodi-
ments.

In various embodiments, the methods described herein are
implemented using the various particular machines
described herein. The methods described herein may be
implemented using the particular machines, and those here-
inafter developed, in any suitable combination, as would be
appreciated immediately by one skilled in the art. Further, as
is unambiguous from this disclosure, the methods described
herein may result in various transformations of certain
articles.

For the sake of brevity, conventional data networking,
application development and other functional aspects of the
systems (and components of the individual operating com-
ponents of the systems) may not be described in detail
herein. Furthermore, the connecting lines shown in the
various figures contained herein are intended to represent
exemplary functional relationships and/or physical cou-
plings between the various elements. It should be noted that
many alternative or additional functional relationships or
physical connections may be present in a practical system.

The various system components discussed herein may
include one or more of the following: a host server or other
computing systems including a processor for processing
digital data; a memory coupled to the processor for storing
digital data; an input digitizer coupled to the processor for
inputting digital data; an application program stored in the
memory and accessible by the processor for directing pro-
cessing of digital data by the processor; a display device
coupled to the processor and memory for displaying infor-
mation derived from digital data processed by the processor;
and a plurality of databases. Various databases used herein
may include: client data; merchant data; financial institution
data; and/or like data useful in the operation of the system.
As those skilled in the art will appreciate, user computer
may include an operating system (e.g., Windows NT, 95/98/
2000, XP, Vista, 082, UNIX, Linux, Solaris, MacOS, etc.)
as well as various conventional support software and drivers
typically associated with computers. A user may include any
individual, business, entity, government organization, soft-
ware and/or hardware that interact with a system.

In an embodiment, various components, modules, and/or
engines of the systems described herein may be imple-
mented as micro-applications or micro-apps. Micro-apps are
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typically deployed in the context of a mobile operating
system, including for example, a Palm mobile operating
system, a Windows mobile operating system, an Android
Operating System, Apple iOS, a Blackberry operating sys-
tem and the like. The micro-app may be configured to
leverage the resources of the larger operating system and
associated hardware Via a set of predetermined rules which
govern the operations of various operating systems and
hardware resources. For example, where a micro-app desires
to communicate with a device or network other than the

mobile device or mobile operating system, the micro-app
may leverage the communication protocol of the operating
system and associated device hardware under the predeter-
mined rules of the mobile operating system. Moreover,
where the micro-app desires an input from a user, the
micro-app may be configured to request a response from the
operating system which monitors various hardware compo-
nents and then communicates a detected input from the
hardware to the micro-app.

The system contemplates uses in association with web
services, utility computing, pervasive and individualized
computing, security and identity solutions, autonomic com-
puting, cloud computing, commodity computing, mobility
and wireless solutions, open source, biometrics, grid com-
puting and/or mesh computing.

Any databases discussed herein may include relational,
hierarchical, graphical, or object-oriented structure and/or
any other database configurations. Common database prod-
ucts that may be used to implement the databases include
DB2 by IBM (Armonk, NY), various database products
available from Oracle Corporation (Redwood Shores,
Calif.), Microsoft Access or Microsoft SQL Server by
Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, Wash.), MySQL by
MySQL AB (Uppsala, Sweden), or any other suitable data-
base product. Moreover, the databases may be organized in
any suitable manner, for example, as data tables or lookup
tables. Each record may be a single file, a series of files, a
linked series of data fields or any other data structure.
Association of certain data may be accomplished through
any desired data association technique such as those known
or practiced in the art. For example, the association may be
accomplished either manually or automatically. Automatic
association techniques may include, for example, a database
search, a database merge, GREP, AGREP, SQL, using a key
field in the tables to speed searches, sequential searches
through all the tables and files, sorting records in the file
according to a known order to simplify lookup, and/or the
like. The association step may be accomplished by a data-
base merge function, for example, using a “key field” in
pre-selected databases or data sectors. Various database
tuning steps are contemplated to optimize database perfor-
mance. For example, frequently used files such as indexes
may be placed on separate file systems to reduce In/Out
(“I/O”) bottlenecks.

More particularly, a “key field” partitions the database
according to the high-level class of objects defined by the
key field. For example, certain types of data may be desig-
nated as a key field in a plurality of related data tables and
the data tables may then be linked on the basis of the type
of data in the key field. The data corresponding to the key
field in each of the linked data tables is preferably the same
or of the same type. However, data tables having similar,
though not identical, data in the key fields may also be linked
by using AGREP, for example. In accordance with one
embodiment, any suitable data storage technique may be
utilized to store data without a standard format. Data sets

may be stored using any suitable technique, including, for
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example, storing individual files using an ISO/IEC 7816-4
file structure; implementing a domain whereby a dedicated
file is selected that exposes one or more elementary files
containing one or more data sets; using data sets stored in
individual files using a hierarchical filing system; data sets
stored as records in a single file (including compression,
SQL accessible, hashed via one or more keys, numeric,
alphabetical by first tuple, etc.); Binary Large Object
(BLOB); stored as ungrouped data elements encoded using
ISO/IEC 7816-6 data elements; stored as ungrouped data
elements encoded using ISO/IEC Abstract Syntax Notation
(ASN.1) as in ISO/IEC 8824 and 8825; and/or other pro-
prietary techniques that may include fractal compression
methods, image compression methods, etc.

In one exemplary embodiment, the ability to store a wide
variety of information in different formats is facilitated by
storing the information as a BLOB. Thus, any binary infor-
mation can be stored in a storage space associated with a
data set. As discussed above, the binary information may be
stored on the financial transaction instrument or external to
but affiliated with the financial transaction instrument. The

BLOB method may store data sets as ungrouped data
elements formatted as a block of binary via a fixed memory
offset using either fixed storage allocation, circular queue
techniques, or best practices with respect to memory man-
agement (e.g., paged memory, least recently used, etc.). By
using BLOB methods, the ability to store various data sets
that have different formats facilitates the storage of data
associated with the financial transaction instrument by mul-
tiple and unrelated owners of the data sets. For example, a
first data set which may be stored may be provided by a first
party, a second data set which may be stored may be
provided by an unrelated second party, and yet a third data
set which may be stored, may be provided by an third party
unrelated to the first and second party. Each of these three
exemplary data sets may contain different information that is
stored using different data storage formats and/or tech-
niques. Further, each data set may contain subsets of data
that also may be distinct from other subsets.

As stated above, in various embodiments, the data can be
stored without regard to a common format. However, in one
exemplary embodiment, the data set (e.g., BLOB) may be
annotated in a standard manner when provided for manipu-
lating the data onto the financial transaction instrument. The
annotation may comprise a short header, trailer, or other
appropriate indicator related to each data set that is config-
ured to convey information useful in managing the various
data sets. For example, the annotation may be called a
“condition header”, “header”, “trailer”, or “status”, herein,
and may comprise an indication of the status of the data set
or may include an identifier correlated to a specific issuer or
owner of the data. In one example, the first three bytes of
each data set BLOB may be configured or configurable to
indicate the status of that particular data set; e.g., LOADED,
INITIALIZED, READY, BLOCKED, REMOVABLE, or
DELETED. Subsequent bytes of data may be used to
indicate for example, the identity of the issuer, user, trans-
action/membership account identifier or the like. Each of
these condition annotations are further discussed herein.

The data set annotation may also be used for other types
of status information as well as various other purposes. For
example, the data set annotation may include security infor-
mation establishing access levels. The access levels may, for
example, be configured to permit only certain individuals,
levels of employees, companies, or other entities to access
data sets, or to permit access to specific data sets based on
the transaction, merchant, issuer, user or the like. Further-
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more, the security information may restrict/permit only
certain actions such as accessing, modifying, and/or deleting
data sets. In one example, the data set annotation indicates
that only the data set owner or the user are permitted to
delete a data set, various identified users may be permitted
to access the data set for reading, and others are altogether
excluded from accessing the data set. However, other access
restriction parameters may also be used allowing various
entities to access a data set with various permission levels as
appropriate.

The data, including the header or trailer may be received
by a stand alone interaction device configured to add, delete,
modify, or augment the data in accordance with the header
or trailer. As such, in one embodiment, the header or trailer

is not stored on the transaction device along with the
associated issuer-owned data but instead the appropriate
action may be taken by providing to the transaction instru-
ment user at the stand alone device, the appropriate option
for the action to be taken. The system may contemplate a
data storage arrangement wherein the header or trailer, or
header or trailer history, of the data is stored on the trans-
action instrument in relation to the appropriate data.

One skilled in the art will also appreciate that, for security
reasons, any databases, systems, devices, servers or other
components of the system may consist of any combination
thereof at a single location or at multiple locations, wherein
each database or system includes any of various suitable
security features, such as firewalls, access codes, encryption,
decryption, compression, decompression, and/or the like.

A firewall may comprise any hardware and/or software
suitably configured to protect systems, components, and/or
enterprise computing resources from users of other net-
works. Further, a firewall may be configured to limit or
restrict access to various systems and components behind
the firewall for web clients connecting through a web server.
A firewall may reside in varying configurations including
Stateful Inspection, Proxy based, access control lists, and
Packet Filtering among others. A firewall may be integrated
within a web server or any other CMS components or may
further reside as a separate entity. A firewall may implement
network address translation (“NAT”) and/or network
address port translation (“NAPT”). A firewall may accom-
modate various tunneling protocols to facilitate secure com-
munications, such as those used in virtual private network-
ing. A firewall may implement a demilitarized zone
(“DMZ”) to facilitate communications with a public net-
work such as the Intemet. A firewall may be integrated as
software within an Internet server, any other application
server components or may reside within another computing
device or may take the form of a standalone hardware
component.

The computers discussed herein may provide a suitable
website or other Internet-based graphical user interface
which is accessible by users. In one embodiment, the
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), Microsoft
Transaction Server (MTS), and Microsoft SQL Server, are
used in conjunction with the Microsoft operating system,
Microsoft NT web server software, a Microsoft SQL Server
database system, and a Microsoft Commerce Server. Addi-
tionally, components such as Access or Microsoft SQL
Server, Oracle, Sybase, Inforrnix MySQL, Interbase, etc.,
may be used to provide an Active Data Object (ADO)
compliant database management system. In one embodi-
ment, the Apache web server is used in conjunction with a
Linux operating system, a MySQL database, and the Perl,
PHP, and/or Python programming languages.
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Any of the communications, inputs, storage, databases or
displays discussed herein may be facilitated through a
website having web pages. The term “web page” as it is used
herein is not meant to limit the type of documents and
applications that might be used to interact with the user. For
example, a typical website might include, in addition to
standard HTML documents, various forms, Java applets,
JavaScript, active server pages (ASP), common gateway
interface scripts (CGI), extensible markup language OiML),
dynamic HTML, cascading style sheets (CSS), AJAX
(Asynchronous Javascript And XML), helper applications,
plug-ins, and the like. A server may include a web service
that receives a request from a web server, the request
including a URL (http://yahoo.com/stockquotes/ge) and an
IP address (123.56.789.234). The web server retrieves the
appropriate web pages and sends the data or applications for
the web pages to the IP address. Web services are applica-
tions that are capable of interacting with other applications
over a communications means, such as the intemet. Web
services are typically based on standards or protocols such
as XML, SOAP, AJAX, WSDL and UDDI. Web services
methods are well known in the art, and are covered in many
standard texts. See, e.g., ALEX NGHIEM, IT WEB SER-
VICES: A ROADMAP FOR THE ENTERPRISE (2003),
hereby incorporated by reference.

Middleware may include any hardware and/or software
suitably configured to facilitate communications and/or pro-
cess transactions between disparate computing systems.
Middleware components are commercially available and
known in the art. Middleware may be implemented through
commercially available hardware and/or software, through
custom hardware and/or software components, or through a
combination thereof. Middleware may reside in a variety of
configurations and may exist as a standalone system or may
be a software component residing on the Internet server.
Middleware may be configured to process transactions
between the various components of an application server
and any number of internal or external systems for any ofthe
purposes disclosed herein. WebSphere MQTM (formerly
MQSeries) by IBM, Inc. (Armonk, NY.) is an example of a
commercially available middleware product. An Enterprise
Service Bus (“ESB”) application is another example of
middleware.

Practitioners will also appreciate that there are a number
of methods for displaying data within a browser-based
document. Data may be represented as standard text or
within a fixed list, scrollable list, drop-down list, editable
text field, fixed text field, pop-up window, and the like.
Likewise, there are a number of methods available for
modifying data in a web page such as, for example, free text
entry using a keyboard, selection of menu items, check
boxes, option boxes, and the like.

The system and method may be described herein in terms
of functional block components, screen shots, optional
selections and various processing steps. It should be appre-
ciated that such functional blocks may be realized by any
number of hardware and/or software components configured
to perform the specified functions. For example, the system
may employ various integrated circuit components, e.g.,
memory elements, processing elements, logic elements,
lookup tables, and the like, which may carry out a variety of
functions under the control of one or more microprocessors
or other control devices. Similarly, the software elements of
the system may be implemented with any programming or
scripting language such as C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript,
VBScript, Macromedia Cold Fusion, COBOL, Microsoft
Active Server Pages, assembly, PERL, PHP, awk, Python,
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Visual Basic, SQL Stored Procedures, PL/SQL, any UNIX
shell script, and extensible markup language OiML) with
the various algorithms being implemented with any combi-
nation of data structures, objects, processes, routines or
other programming elements. Further, it should be noted that
the system may employ any number of conventional tech-
niques for data transmission, signaling, data processing,
network control, and the like. Still further, the system could
be used to detect or prevent security issues with a client-side
scripting language, such as JavaScript, VBScript or the like.
For a basic introduction of cryptography and network secu-
rity, see any of the following references: (1) “Applied
Cryptography: Protocols, Algorithms, And Source Code In
C,” by Bruce Schneier, published by John Wiley & Sons
(second edition, 1995); (2) “Java Cryptography” by Jona-
than Knudson, published by O’Reilly & Associates (1998);
(3) “Cryptography & Network Security: Principles & Prac-
tice” by William Stallings, published by Prentice Hall; all of
which are hereby incorporated by reference.

Each participant is equipped with a computing device in
order to interact with the system and facilitate online com-
merce transactions. The customer has a computing unit in
the form of a personal computer, although other types of
computing units may be used including laptops, notebooks,
hand held computers, set-top boxes, cellular telephones,
touch-tone telephones and the like. The merchant has a
computing unit implemented in the form of a computer-
server, although other implementations are contemplated by
the system. The bank has a computing center shown as a
main frame computer. However, the bank computing center
may be implemented in other forms, such as a mini-com-
puter, a PC server, a network of computers located in the
same of different geographic locations, or the like. More-
over, the system contemplates the use, sale or distribution of
any goods, services or information over any network having
similar functionality described herein.

The electronic commerce system may be implemented at
the customer and issuing bank. In an exemplary implemen-
tation, the electronic commerce system is implemented as
computer software modules loaded onto the customer com-
puter and the banking computing center. The merchant
computer does not require any additional software to par-
ticipate in the online commerce transactions supported by
the online commerce system.

As will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art,
the system may be embodied as a customization of an
existing system, an add-on product, upgraded software, a
stand alone system, a distributed system, a method, a data
processing system, a device for data processing, and/or a
computer program product. Accordingly, the system may
take the form of an entirely software embodiment, an
entirely hardware embodiment, or an embodiment combin-
ing aspects of both software and hardware. Furthermore, the
system may take the form of a computer program product on
a computer-readable storage medium having computer-read-
able program code means embodied in the storage medium.
Any suitable computer-readable storage medium may be
utilized, including hard disks, CD-ROM, optical storage
devices, magnetic storage devices, and/or the like.

The system and method is described herein with reference
to screen shots, block diagrams and flowchart illustrations of
methods, apparatus (e.g., systems), and computer program
products according to various embodiments. It will be
understood that each functional block of the block diagrams
and the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of func-
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tional blocks in the block diagrams and flowchart illustra-
tions, respectively, can be implemented by computer pro-
gram instructions.

These computer program instructions may be loaded onto
a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or
other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a
machine, such that the instructions that execute on the
computer or other programmable data processing apparatus
create means for implementing the functions specified in the
flowchart block or blocks. These computer program instruc-
tions may also be stored in a computer-readable memory that
can direct a computer or other programmable data process-
ing apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that
the instructions stored in the computer-readable memory
produce an article of manufacture including instruction
means which implement the function specified in the flow-
chart block or blocks. The computer program instructions
may also be loaded onto a computer or other programmable
data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational
steps to be performed on the computer or other program-
mable apparatus to produce a computer-implemented pro-
cess such that the instructions which execute on the com-

puter or other programmable apparatus provide steps for
implementing the functions specified in the flowchart block
or blocks.

Accordingly, functional blocks of the block diagrams and
flowchart illustrations support combinations of means for
performing the specified functions, combinations of steps
for performing the specified functions, and program instruc-
tion means for performing the specified functions. It will
also be understood that each functional block of the block

diagrams and flowchart illustrations, and combinations of
functional blocks in the block diagrams and flowchart illus-
trations, can be implemented by either special purpose
hardware-based computer systems which perform the speci-
fied functions or steps, or suitable combinations of special
purpose hardware and computer instructions. Further, illus-
trations of the process flows and the descriptions thereof
may make reference to user windows, webpages, websites,
web forms, prompts, etc. Practitioners will appreciate that
the illustrated steps described herein may comprise in any
number of configurations including the use of windows,
webpages, web forms, popup windows, prompts and the
like. It should be further appreciated that the multiple steps
as illustrated and described may be combined into single
webpages and/or windows but have been expanded for the
sake of simplicity. In other cases, steps illustrated and
described as single process steps may be separated into
multiple webpages and/or windows but have been combined
for simplicity.

Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to problems
have been described herein with regard to specific embodi-
ments. However, the benefits, advantages, solutions to prob-
lems, and any elements that may cause any benefit, advan-
tage, or solution to occur or become more pronounced are
not to be construed as critical, required, or essential features
or elements of the disclosure. The scope of the disclosure is
accordingly to be limited by nothing other than the appended
claims, in which reference to an element in the singular is
not intended to mean “one and only one” unless explicitly so
stated, but rather “one or more.” Moreover, where a phrase
similar to ‘at least one of A, B, and C’ or ‘at least one of A,
B, or C’ is used in the claims or specification, it is intended
that the phrase be interpreted to mean that A alone may be
present in an embodiment, B alone may be present in an
embodiment, C alone may be present in an embodiment, or
that any combination of the elements A, B and C may be
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present in a single embodiment; for example, A and B, A and
C, B and C, orA and B and C. Although the inventions have
been described as a method in certain embodiments, it is

contemplated that it may be embodied as computer program
instructions on a tangible computer-readable carrier, such as
a magnetic or optical memory or a magnetic or optical disk.
All structural, chemical, and functional equivalents to the
elements of the above-described exemplary embodiments
that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art are
expressly incorporated herein by reference and are intended
to be encompassed by the present claims. Moreover, it is not
necessary for a device or method to address each and every
problem sought to be solved by the present disclosure, for it
to be encompassed by the present claims. Furthermore, no
element, component, or method step in the present disclo-
sure is intended to be dedicated to the public regardless of
whether the element, component, or method step is explic-
itly recited in the claims. No claim element herein is to be
construed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 112(f) unless
the element is expressly recited using the phrase “means
for.” As used herein, the terms “comprises”, “comprising”,
or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a
non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method, article,
or apparatus that comprises a list of elements does not
include only those elements but may include other elements
not expressly listed or inherent to such process, method,
article, or apparatus.

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
intercepting, by a tokenization gateway computer-based

system, sensitive data prior to the sensitive data reach-
ing a cloud application in an externally hosted system,
wherein the sensitive data is being uploaded to the

externally hosted system;
encrypting, by the tokenization gateway computer-based

system and in response to the intercepting, the sensitive
data to create encrypted sensitive data;

associating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, a file path with the encrypted sensitive data;

generating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in response to the encrypting, a token
comprising a data identifier;

tokenizing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in response to the generating, the encrypted
sensitive data, wherein the tokenizing comprises map-
ping the encrypted sensitive data to the token;

storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based sys-
tem and in response to the tokenizing, the token to the
cloud application, wherein the cloud application com-
prises a software application that functions within the
externally hosted system, wherein the externally hosted
system includes a cloud computing environment;

storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based sys-
tem and in response to the storing the token to the cloud
application, the encrypted sensitive data to a token
vault internal to the tokenization gateway computer-
based system, wherein the token vault comprises a data
storage system;

retrieving, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, the token from the cloud application in
response to a request from the computer-based system
for the token from the cloud application,

reading, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, the file path associated with the token; and
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in response to the reading the file path associated with the
token, receiving and decrypting, by the tokenization
gateway computer-based system, the encrypted sensi-
tive data.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the token comprises
the file path, wherein the file path comprises a directory
location of the encrypted sensitive data within the data
storage system.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the token comprises a
randomly generated value, and wherein a mapping table is
stored in the token vault, wherein the mapping table maps
the encrypted sensitive data to the token.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising receiving,
by the tokenization gateway computer-based system, a
request for the sensitive data.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying,
based upon the token associated with the encrypted sensitive
data, the encrypted sensitive data.

6. A system comprising:
a tangible, non-transitory memory communicating with a

tokenization gateway processor,
the tangible, non-transitory memory having instructions

stored thereon that, in response to execution by the
tokenization gateway processor, cause the tokenization
gateway processor to perform operations comprising:

intercepting, by the tokenization gateway processor, sen-
sitive data prior to the sensitive data reaching a cloud
application in an externally hosted system,
wherein the sensitive data is being uploaded to the

externally hosted system;
encrypting, by the tokenization gateway processor and in

response to the intercepting, the sensitive data to create
encrypted sensitive data;

associating, by the tokenization gateway processor, a file
path with the encrypted sensitive data;

generating, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the encrypting, a token comprising a data
identifier;

tokenizing, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the generating, the encrypted sensitive data,
wherein the tokenizing comprises mapping the
encrypted sensitive data to the token;

storing, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the tokenizing, the token to the cloud
application, wherein the cloud application comprises a
software application that functions within the exter-
nally hosted system, wherein the externally hosted
system includes a cloud computing environment;

storing, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the storing the token to the cloud applica-
tion, the encrypted sensitive data to a token vault
internal to the tokenization gateway processor, wherein
the token vault comprises a data storage system;

retrieving, by the tokenization gateway processor, the
token from the cloud application in response to a
request from the tokenization gateway processor for the
token from the cloud application,

reading, by the tokenization gateway processor, the file
path associated with the token; and

in response to the reading the file path associated with the
token, receiving and decrypting, by the tokenization
gateway processor, the encrypted sensitive data.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the token comprises the
file path, wherein the file path comprises a directory location
of the encrypted sensitive data within the data storage
system.
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8. The system of claim 7, wherein the token comprises a
randomly generated value, and wherein a mapping table is
stored in the token vault, wherein the mapping table maps
the encrypted sensitive data to the token.

9. The system of claim 8, further comprising receiving, by
the tokenization gateway processor, a request for the sensi-
tive data.

10. The system of claim 6, further comprising identifying,
based upon the token associated with the encrypted sensitive
data, the encrypted sensitive data.

11. An article of manufacture including a non-transitory,
tangible computer readable storage medium having instruc-
tions stored thereon that, in response to execution by a
tokenization gateway computer-based system, cause the
computer-based system to perform operations comprising:

intercepting, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, a sensitive document prior to the sensitive
document reaching a cloud application in an externally
hosted system,
wherein the sensitive document is being uploaded to

the externally hosted system;
encrypting, by the tokenization gateway computer-based

system and in response to the intercepting, the sensitive
document to create an encrypted sensitive document;

associating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, a file path with the encrypted sensitive docu-
ment;

generating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in response to the encrypting, a token
comprising a document identifier;

tokenizing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in response to the generating, the encrypted
sensitive document, wherein the tokenizing comprises
associating the token with the encrypted sensitive docu-
ment;
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storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based sys-
tem and in response to the tokenizing, the token to the
cloud application, wherein the cloud application com-
prises a software application that functions within the
externally hosted system, wherein the externally hosted
system includes a cloud computing environment;

storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based sys-
tem and in response to the storing the token to the cloud
application, the encrypted sensitive document to an
internal to the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, wherein the token vault comprises file storage
system;

retrieving, by the computer-based system, the token from
the cloud application in response to a request from the
computer-based system for the token from the cloud
application,

reading, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, the file path associated with the token; and

in response to the reading the file path associated with the
token, receiving and decrypting, by the tokenization
gateway computer-based system, the encrypted sensi-
tive document.

12. The article of claim 11, wherein the token comprises
the file path, wherein the file path comprises a directory
location of the encrypted sensitive document within the
document storage system.

13. The article of claim 12, wherein the token comprises
a randomly generated value, and wherein a mapping table is
stored in the token vault, wherein the mapping table maps
the encrypted sensitive document to the token.

14. The article of claim 13, further comprising receiving,
by the tokenization gateway computer-based system, a
request for the sensitive document.

* * * * *
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SECURING EXTERNAL SYSTEMS WITH

ACCOUNT TOKEN SUBSTITUTION

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of US. Provisional
Application No. 61/373,163, filed Aug. 12, 2010, entitled
“SECURING SECONDARY SYSTEMS WITH TOKEN

PAN SUBSTITUTION,” and US. Provisional Application
No. 61/381,322, filed Sep. 9, 2010, entitled “ACCOUNT
NUMBER TOKENIZATION,” which are herein incorpo-
rated by reference in their entirety for all purposes.

BACKGROUND

As methods and devices for engaging in financial transac-
tions have increased, old problems of protecting sensitive
information persist. For example, one common source of
fraud occurs when a hacker gains access to a data center and
obtains sensitive information such as credit card numbers and

other cardholder data. As another example, an employee
entrusted to maintain sensitive information can provide a
fraudster access to the cardholder data, either by voluntary
act, trick, negligence, or accident.

To protect sensitive information from such fraud, a data
center may encrypt the data it stores. For example, a merchant
may wish to track financial transactions at one or more stores
to gain insight on the purchasing tendencies of its customers.
In this example, the merchant may store financial information
(e.g., credit card numbers) associated with the purchases.
However, because such information is sensitive and could be
used to conduct fraudulent transactions, the merchant may
secure the credit card numbers it collects by encrypting the
credit numbers it stores in its data center.

A merchant processor that performs payment gateway ser-
vices on behalf of a merchant is another example of a data
center. For example, the merchant processor (as provided by
CYBERSOURCETM, of Mountain View, Calif.), may receive
payment information from a merchant computer, process the
payment information into the format of an authorization
request message, send the authorization request message to
the appropriate payment processing network (as may be
offered by VISATM), receive an authorization response mes-
sage, and route the authorization response message back to
the merchant computer so that the merchant can provide a
good or service to a customer.

Other examples of data centers include acquirers and
acquirer processors. An acquirer is typically a business entity
(e.g., a commercial bank) that has a business relationship with
a particular merchant. Acquirers may facilitate and manage
financial transactions on behalf of merchants. An acquirer
processor is typically a transaction processing entity that has
a business relationship with a particular acquirer. Acquirer
processors may provide merchants with transaction clearing,
settlement, billing and reporting services.

In addition to the payment services described above, the
acquirer or acquirer processor can also provide a variety of
financial reports to the merchants registered for its services.
For example, once a transaction has completed, the merchant
may request information specifically for that transaction by
sending a report request message to the acquirer or acquirer
processor. The acquirer or acquirer processor may respond to
the report request message by sending full payment informa-
tion related to the specified transaction to the merchant.

To provide full payment information back to the merchant
as part of these financial reports, the acquirer or acquirer
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processor may store the credit card numbers involved in the
transactions. Accordingly, the acquirer or acquirer processor
can be a form of a data center that stores cardholder informa-
tion and other sensitive information. For the reasons

described above, the acquirer or acquirer processor may pro-
tect the cardholder information against potential fraudsters.
In one approach, the acquirer or acquirer processor may
encrypt the credit card numbers that it receives. Further, to
avoid collisions between the credit card numbers, the acquirer
or acquirer processor may use an encryption key specific to
each merchant when the acquirer or acquirer processor
encrypts an account number, for example.

When a data center (e.g., a merchant processor, merchant,
acquirer processor, or acquirer) maintains a database of sen-
sitive information, the data center may have to comply with a
number regulations. Such regulations attempt to increase
controls around cardholder data to reduce credit card fraud

via its exposure. For example, the Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is an information security
standard for organizations that handle cardholder information
for the major debit, credit, prepaid, e-purse, ATM, and POS
cards. As part of the PCI DSS, a data center that stores and/or
processes cardholder information must ensure that the card-
holder data is secured. Further, the data center must perform
periodic compliance testing.

As described above, a data center may encrypt cardholder
information to comply with the PCI DSS. There are many
known methods ofencryption. Comparatively secure encryp-
tion systems are typically expensive and may consume large
portions of a computer system’s processing bandwidth.

Embodiments ofthe invention address the above problems,
and other problems, individually and collectively.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the present invention can be directed to
systems, apparatuses, and methods for providing account
tokens to external systems during the lifecycle of a payment
transaction. As is explained below, an account token is a less
sensitive form of an account identifier. Such account tokens

can be sent to external entities, such as a merchant or a support
computer, during the lifecycle of a transaction.

Some embodiments are directed to a method for providing
an account token to a merchant computer. The method may
involve a tokenization server receiving an authorization
request message sent by a merchant computer. The authori-
zation request message may request authorization for pay-
ment of a good or service and may include an account iden-
tifier and a merchant verification value. A token derivation

key is then selected using the merchant verification value. The
tokenization server then uses the token derivation key to
generate the account token of the account identifier. The
account token is inserted in an authorization response mes-
sage that is then sent to the merchant computer.

Some embodiments are directed to a server that provides an
account token to a merchant computer. The server receives an
authorization request message sent by a merchant computer.
The authorization request message includes an account iden-
tifier and a merchant verification value. The server then

selects a token derivation key using the merchant verification
value. The server then uses the token derivation key to gen-
erate the account token of the account identifier. The account

token is inserted in an authorization response message that is
then sent to the merchant computer.

Some embodiments are directed to a computer readable
medium for performing a method of providing an account
token to a merchant computer. The method may involve a
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tokenization server receiving an authorization request mes-
sage sent by a merchant computer. The authorization request
message includes an account identifier and a merchant veri-
fication value. A token derivation key is then selected using
the merchant verification value. The tokenization server then

uses the token derivation key to generate the account token of
the account identifier. The account token is inserted in an

authorization response message that is then sent to the mer-
chant computer.

Some embodiments are directed to a method for providing
an account token to an external entity. The method may
involve receiving a payment message that is associated with
an account identifier. Then a tokenization server generates an
account token of the account identifier associated with the

payment message. An external request message with the
account token is then transmitted to an external entity. An
example of an external entity is a support computer that
provides a risk score for a transaction. An external response
message is then received. An example ofan external response
message is a risk score that corresponds to the payment mes-
sage. After the external response message is received, the
account identifier is then determined from the account token.

Some embodiments are directed to a server that provides an
account token to an external entity. The server may receive a
payment message that is associated with an account identifier.
The server then generates an account token of the account
identifier associated with the payment message. An external
request message with the account token is then transmitted by
the server to an external entity. An example of an external
entity is a support computer that provides a risk score for a
transaction. An external response message is then received by
the server. An example of an external response message is a
risk score that corresponds to the payment message. After the
external response message is received, the account identifier
is then determined from the account token.

Some embodiments are directed to a computer readable
medium that includes instructions that, when executed by a
processor, performs a method for providing an account token
to an external entity. The method may involve receiving a
payment message that is associated with an account identifier.
Then a tokenization server generates an account token of the
account identifier associated with the payment message. An
external request message with the account token is then trans-
mitted to an external entity. An example of an external entity
is a support computer that provides a risk score for a transac-
tion. An external response message is then received. An
example of an external response message is a risk score that
corresponds to the payment message. After the external
response message is received, the account identifier is then
determined from the account token.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system that uses account
tokens, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the components of a payment
processing network, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram that shows the messages involved
in sending an account token, according to example embodi-
ments.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram that shows the messages involved
in sending an account token to a first merchant, according to
example embodiments.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram that shows the messages involved
in sending an account token to a second merchant, according
to example embodiments.
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FIGS. 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, and 6E are diagrams that show
various formats of an authorization request message, accord-
ing to example embodiments.

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram that shows a method for generating
an account token, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the primary func-
tional components of a computer or computing system that
may be used to implement an element or component used in
some embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing account tokens sent to a
support computer, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram showing steps for sending an
account token to a support computer, according to an example
embodiment.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing a first technique for
normalizing account tokens, according to example embodi-
ments.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing a second technique for
normalizing account tokens, according to example embodi-
ments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments of the invention relate to methods and sys-
tems for mitigating risks associated with transmitting and
storing sensitive account identifiers. Particularly, example
embodiments ofthe invention relate to generating an account
token at a payment processing network as part of an authori-
zation process involving a merchant computer, an acquirer
computer, and/or a support computer.

However, prior to discussing the example embodiments of
the invention, a further description of some terms can be
provided for a better understanding of embodiments of the
invention.

As used herein, an “account identifier” can refer to any
information that identifies an account that holds value for a

user. An account identifier can be represented as a sequence of
characters or symbols. An account identifier is typically pro-
vided as part of a transaction, such as a payment transaction,
that credits value to the account, debits value to the account,
or performs any other suitable action on the account. Credit
card numbers, checking and saving account numbers, prepaid
account numbers, aliases and/or a passwords, phone num-
bers, and any other suitable identifier are all examples of
account identifiers.

As used herein, an “account token” can refer to the result of
transforming an account identifier into a form that is not
considered sensitive in the context of the environment in

which the account token resides. A “tokenization algorithm”
can refer to the sequence ofsteps used to transform an account
identifier into an account token. Still further, a “reverse
tokenization algorithm” can refer to the sequence of steps
used to transform the account token back to the account

identifier. The tokenization algorithm may replace sensitive
data, or portions thereof, with a value that is not considered
sensitive.

As used herein, a “token derivation key” can refer to any
piece of information that is used as a parameter of a tokeni-
zation algorithm. The token derivation key can be used to vary
the output ofa tokenization algorithm. In some embodiments,
a token derivation key is symmetric as the same token deri-
vation key is used for both tokenization and reverse tokeni-
zation. In other embodiments, a token derivation key is asym-
metric as the token derivation key used to tokenize an account
identifier is not used in the reverse tokenization algorithm.
Instead, a second token derivation key is used in the reverse
tokenization.
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An “authorization request message” can refer to a message,
or sequence of messages, that requests an issuer of the pay-
ment card to authorize a transaction. An authorization request
message according to an embodiment of the invention may
comply with ISO (International Organization for Standard-
ization) 8583, which is a standard for systems that exchange
electronic transactions made by cardholders using payment
cards. An authorization request message according to other
embodiments may comply with other suitable standards.

An “authorization response message” can refer to a mes-
sage, or sequence ofmessages, that responds to a merchant’s
and/or acquirer’ s request to authorize a transaction. An autho-
rization response message according to an embodiment ofthe
invention may comply with ISO 8583, which, as described
above, is a standard for systems that exchange electronic
transactions made by cardholders using payment cards. An
authorization response message according to other embodi-
ments may comply with other suitable standards.

A “merchant verification value” may refer to any informa-
tion that identifies a merchant as a participant in a service or
program. As an example, a merchant verification value may
be assigned to a business, person, or organization that has
agreed to accept payment cards when properly presented by
the cardholder. A merchant verification value can be any
combination of characters and/or symbols. Further, a mer-
chant verification value can be transmitted to a payment pro-
cessing network as part of an authorization request message.

A “support system verification value” may refer to any
information that identifies a support system as a provider of a
service or program. As an example, a support system verifi-
cation value may be assigned to a web service that provides a
fraud score for a transaction. As another example, a support
system verification value can be assigned to an alert web
service that sends a message to a consumer’s communication
device (e.g., mobile phone) when one or more conditions
applied. Such a message can be for a coupon or an alert that a
transaction or activity has occurred with regard to a particular
account. A support system verification value can be any com-
bination of characters and/or symbols. Further, in some
embodiments, a support system verification value can be
transmitted to a payment processing network as part of an
authorization request message.

A “verification value,” as used herein, can refer to a mer-
chant verification value, a support system verification value,
or some combination thereof.

Generally, embodiments relate to apparatuses, systems,
and methods of securing sensitive data. In particular, some
embodiments improve security ofa data center that stores, for
example, account identifiers by communicating account
tokens from a tokenization server to external entities (e.g.,
merchant computers or a support computers). Further, in
some embodiments, the account tokens communicated to the
external entity is generated specific for the external entity. For
example, when a merchant is enrolled with a tokenization
service, the merchant is assigned a merchant verification
value and token derivation key. Thereafter, subsequent com-
munications between a merchant computer and a tokeniza-
tion server may cause the tokenization server to generate an
account token specific to the merchant by using the assigned
token derivation key.

To illustrate, when a consumer swipes a credit card at a
merchant’s store to purchase an item, a bank associated with
the merchant may send an authorization request message with
a particular account identifier and the merchant verification
value assigned to the merchant to the payment processing
network. In generating an authorization response message, a
tokenization server associated with the payment processing
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network may select the token derivation key assigned to the
merchant (as may be determined by matching a merchant
verification value included in the authorization request mes-
sage to a previously assigned token derivation key) and then
generate an account token of the account identifier using the
token derivation key. The account token is then inserted in the
authorization response message, which is then sent back to
the merchant via the bank.

A similar technique can be used to communicate account
tokens to support systems, as is further described below.

By communicating an account token to the merchant,
example embodiments can provide comparatively secure
communication and comparatively secure storage for sensi-
tive information, such as the cardholder data (e.g., credit card
number) and other financial information. For example, if a
fraudster hacks into the merchant’s systems, the account
tokens of the account identifiers stored by the merchant will
not be useful to the fraudster because the account tokens can

not be used alone to conduct financial transactions. That is,
the fraudster will be unable to use the account tokens to

perform financial transactions.
In some embodiments, a merchant and/or support system

does not have access to the reverse token derivation keys
needed to transform the account tokens to the corresponding
account identifiers. Instead, a tokenization server stores the
reverse token derivation keys. Therefore, the risk of compro-
mised cardholder data is further limited in that a fraudster

may have to breach the merchant and/or support system to
obtain the account tokens and may also have to breach the
tokenization server to obtain the reverse token derivation

keys. Furthermore, even if the account tokens are compro-
mised for a particular merchant and/or support system (e.g., if
the fraudster obtains both the account tokens and reverse

token derivation keys), the account tokens for other mer-
chants and/or support systems may remain inaccessible to the
fraudster.

Still further, because an account token is received in the
authorization response message in addition to or in lieu ofthe
actual account identifier, the apparatuses, methods, and sys-
tems described herein also reduce merchant post-processing
efforts needed to support encryption or hashing ofthe account
numbers after the authorization response message is received.

As a further advantage, the merchant can use the tokenized
account identifier to conduct customer analytics in lieu ofthe
original card identifier. Once the card account numbers are
removed from the merchant’s systems (often during or after
the daily batch sales draft clearing process), the merchant can
retain the tokenized account identifier for future analytics and
customer tracking, while simultaneously complying with
security standards (such as Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard (PCI DSS)) and reducing risk of damaging
data breaches. For example, in order to maximize sales, mer-
chants often have the need to perform customer activity track-
ing and segmentation/spend analyses using sales history.
However, using the account identifier to identify customers
requires long-term storage of cardholder account identifiers,
potentially leading to increased data breach risk and security
standards non-compliance. Embodiments of the invention
provide a method to tokenize the account identifier so that it
can be used in lieu of the actual account identifier to perform
merchant customer analytics.

In another example, embodiments of the invention may
facilitate customer analytics that allow merchants to measure
velocity ofpurchases (e.g., if five transactions occur within a
relatively short time period over a disperse geographic area).
Based on an application observing the account tokens, the
merchant may deny selected transactions if the merchant
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detects a suspicious velocity pattern, even if the transaction is
authorized by the payment processing network.

In another example, embodiments of the invention may
facilitate customer analytics that allow merchants to measure
the velocity ofpurchases to provide various customer loyalty
services. For example, based on an application observing the
account tokens, the merchant may provide a benefit to repeat
customers (e.g., if a customer purchases the same product on
five occasions, the merchant can provide the customer with an
additional product at no cost).
I. Exemplary Payment System

Example embodiments are typically implemented in the
context of a payment transaction. Therefore, prior to further
discussing the use of a tokenization server configured to
provide account tokens, a brief description of standard con-
sumer purchases will be presented.

An exemplary system 100 for embodiments of the inven-
tion can be seen in FIG. 1. For simplicity of discussion, only
one of each component is shown. It is understood, however,
that embodiments ofthe invention may include more than one
of each component. In addition, some embodiments of the
invention may include fewer than all of the components
shown in FIG. 1. Also, the components in FIG. 1 may com-
municate via any suitable communication medium (including
the internet), using any suitable communication protocol.

FIG. 1 shows a system 100 that can be used in an embodi-
ment of the invention. The system 100 includes a merchant
computer 120 and an acquirer computer 130 communica-
tively coupled to the merchant computer 120. In a typical
payment transaction, a consumer 110 may purchase goods or
services at a merchant associated with the merchant computer
120 using a portable consumer device 115. The acquirer
computer 130 can communicate with an issuer computer 160
via a payment processing network 140.

The consumer 110 may be an individual, or an organization
such as a business that is capable of purchasing goods or
services.

The portable consumer device 115 may be in any suitable
form. For example, suitable portable consumer devices can be
hand-held and compact so that they can fit into a consumer’s
wallet and/or pocket (e.g., pocket-sized). The portable con-
sumer device 115 can include a processor, and memory, input
devices, and output devices, operatively coupled to the pro-
cessor. Specific examples of portable consumer devices
include cellular or wireless phones, personal digital assistants
(PDAs), pagers, portable computers, smart cards, and the like.
The portable consumer devices can also be debit devices (e.g.,
a debit card), credit devices (e.g., a credit card), or stored
value devices (e.g., a pre-paid or stored value card).

The payment processing network 140 may include data
processing subsystems, networks, and operations used to sup-
port and deliver authorization services, exception file ser-
vices, and clearing and settlement services. An exemplary
payment processing network may include VisaNetTM. Pay-
ment processing networks such as VisaNetTM are able to
process credit card transactions, debit card transactions, and
other types of commercial transactions. VisaNetTM, in par-
ticular, includes a VIP system (Visa Integrated Payments
system) which processes authorization request messages and
in some instances also performs clearing services, and a Base
II system which performs clearing services in instances when
it is not performed by the VIP system.

The payment processing network 140 may include a server
computer. A server computer is typically a powerful com-
puter or cluster of computers. For example, the server com-
puter can be a large mainframe, a minicomputer cluster, or a
group of servers functioning as a unit. In one example, the
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server computer may be a database server coupled to a Web
server. The payment processing network 140 may use any
suitable wired or wireless network, including the Internet.

The merchant computer 120 may also have, or may receive
communications from, an access device 125 that can interact
with the portable consumer device 115. The access devices
125 according to embodiments of the invention can be in any
suitable form. Examples of access devices include point of
sale (POS) devices, cellular phones, PDAs, personal comput-
ers (PCs), tablet PCs, handheld specialized readers, set-top
boxes, electronic cash registers, automated teller machines
(ATMs), virtual cash registers, kiosks, security systems,
access systems, and the like.

If the access device 125 is a point of sale terminal, any
suitable point of sale terminal may be used including card or
phone readers. The card or phone readers may include any
suitable contact or contactless mode of operation. For
example, exemplary readers can include RF (radio fre-
quency) antennas, magnetic stripe readers, etc. to interact
with the portable consumer devices 115.

In a typical purchase transaction, the consumer 110 pur-
chases a good or service at the merchant associated with the
merchant computer 120 using the portable consumer device
115 such as a credit card or mobile phone. The consumer’s
portable consumer device 115 can interact with an access
device 125 such as a POS (point of sale) terminal communi-
catively coupled to the merchant computer 120. For example,
the consumer 110 may swipe the credit card through a POS
terminal or, in another embodiment, may take a wireless
phone and may pass it near a contactless reader in a POS
terminal.

An authorization request message may then forwarded by
the merchant computer 120 to the acquirer computer 130.
After receiving the authorization request message, the autho-
rization request message may then be sent to the payment
processing network 140. The payment processing network
140 may then forward the authorization request message to
the issuer computer 160 associated with the portable con-
sumer device 115.

As shown in FIG. 1, the payment processing network 140
can be communicatively coupled to a support computer 150.
The support computer 150 can perform functions that support
or supplement the authorization process. Fraud scoring sys-
tem, alert systems, reporting systems, etc are examples of
support computers, according to various embodiments.

After the issuer computer 160 receives the authorization
request message, the issuer computer 160 may send an autho-
rization response message back to the payment processing
network 140 to indicate whether or not the current transaction

is authorized (or not authorized). The transaction processing
system 140 may then forward the authorization response
message back to the acquirer computer 130. The acquirer
computer 130 may then send the response message back to
the merchant computer 120.

After the merchant computer 120 receives the authoriza-
tion response message, the access device 125 communica-
tively connected to the merchant computer 120 may then
provide the authorization response message for the consumer
110. The authorization response message may be displayed
by the POS terminal, or may be printed out on a receipt.

During the lifecycle of a transaction, the payment process-
ing network 140 may generate account tokens of the account
identifiers sent in the authorization request message. In some
embodiments, an account token 128 can be generated and
sent to the merchant computer 120 and/or the acquirer com-
puter 130. The merchant computer 120 and/or acquirer com-
puter 130 can store the account token 128 in account token
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database 126. In other embodiments, an account token 158
can be generated and sent to a support computer 150. The
support computer 150 can store the account token 158 in
account token database 156.

At the end of the day, a normal clearing and settlement
process can be conducted by the payment processing network
140. A clearing process is a process of exchanging financial
details between and acquirer and an issuer to facilitate posting
to a consumer’s account and reconciliation ofthe consumer’ s

settlement position. During the clearing process, the acquirer
computer 130 can send the account token 128 to the payment
processing network 140. The payment processing network
140 may then use the reverse token derivation key for the
particular merchant to retrieve the corresponding account
identifier. The payment processing network 140 can send the
account identifier to the issuer computer 160 to perform clear-
ing and settlement. In some embodiments, clearing and settle-
ment can occur simultaneously.

Once clearing and settlement are performed, the merchant
computer 120 may remove the account identifiers stored in
their systems. In other embodiments of the invention, as
described herein, the merchant computer 120 can receive
account tokens in lieu of account identifiers, thus eliminating
the need to remove account identifiers stored in the mer-

chant’s systems. As an advantage of embodiments of the
invention, the merchant computer 120 may retain the account
tokens, thereby allowing customer analytics, as described
above.
II. Tokenization Server

FIG. 2 is a block diagram that shows components of the
payment processing network 140, according to embodiments
of the invention. As shown, the payment processing network
140 includes a tokenization server 220. The tokenization

server 220 may be embodied by one or more computational
apparatuses, which can perform the methods and process
described herein. Typically, the tokenization server 220 is a
computer or cluster of computers that behave as a single
computer. For example, the tokenization server 220 can be a
mainframe computer, a personal computer, a microprocessor,
or some combination thereof. In another example, the tokeni-
zation server 220 may include one or more database servers
and one or more Web servers. The tokenization server 220

may service the requests of one or more client computers.
The tokenization server 220 may include an enrollment

module 222, an authorization response module 224, a tokeni-
zation module 226, a normalization module 228, and an
authorization request module 230.

The enrollment module 222 may receive requests for
enrolling external entities, such as merchants and support
systems, in the tokenization service provided by the payment
processing network 140. In some embodiments, the enroll-
ment module 222 may assign an identifier to an external entity
that is successfully enrolled in the tokenization service. For
example, a merchant may be assigned a merchant verification
value which is sent in subsequent authorization request mes-
sages sent to the payment processing network. The merchant
verification values assigned to merchants can be stored in
MVV database 242. Alternatively, a support system may be
assigned a support system verification value that uniquely
identifies the support system. The support system verification
values assigned to support systems can be stored in support
system database 246.

The authorization response module 224 performs a number
offunctions related to inserting account tokens into messages
communicated between the payment processing network 140
and merchants, issuers, and acquirers. For example, accord-
ing to one embodiment, the payment processing network 140
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receives an authorization response messages from an issuer,
processes the received authorization response message, and
sends the processed authorization response message to the
appropriate merchant and/or acquirer. Inserting an account
token into the authorization response message by the autho-
rization response module 224 is an example of one type of
processing the payment processing network 140 performs.
The authorization response module 224 can receive account
tokens from the tokenization module 226.

The tokenization module 226 may generate the account
tokens that are used in the embodiments described herein. In

one embodiment, the tokenization module 226 generates
account tokens based on an merchant verification value

received in an authorization request message. For example,
the tokenization module 226 may use the merchant verifica-
tion value as an index into a token derivation key database (as
is discussed below) to obtain a token derivation key assigned
to the merchant. Once the token derivation key is obtained,
the tokenization module 226 can then generate the account
token by applying the account identifier to an encryption or
hash function, with the merchant’s token derivation key as a
parameter. This and other techniques are described in greater
detail below.

The normalization module 228 may provide facilities that
allow the payment processing network 140 to transform an
account token from a first account token form to a second

account token form. Such may be an advantage for comparing
the account tokens received by two or more merchants. This
is because the account tokens generated by the tokenization
module 226 are merchant specific. As explained below, the
normalization module 228 may provide a scheme for gener-
ating an account token common to one or more merchants to
provide for comprehensive analytics and services, as may be
provided by merchant support systems.

The authorization request module 23 0 may perform a num-
ber of functions related to receiving and forwarding authori-
zation request messages. As part ofreceiving an authorization
request message, the authorization request module 230 may
forward the authorization request message to the issuer com-
puter 160 or to the support computer 150. Alternatively, the
payment processing network 140 can forward the authoriza-
tion request message to the issuer computer 160 or to the
support computer 150 without using the authorization request
module 230.

Further, the tokenization server 220 may have access to one
or more databases of information. As shown in FIG. 2, the
tokenization server 220 may have access to a MVV database
242, a TDK database 244, and a support system database 246.
The MVV database 242 can store merchant verification val-

ues that are assigned to merchants that enroll in the tokeniza-
tion services. As discussed above, a merchant verification
value is one example of a merchant identifier and other suit-
able identifiers can also be used in other embodiments of the
invention.

The TDK database 244 may store the token derivation keys
that are assigned to merchants enrolled in the tokenization
services. As described above, a token derivation key can be in
any number of suitable forms using, for example, symmetri-
cal or asymmetrical key algorithms. Further, as described
above, in some embodiments, the tokenization server 220 can
update the token derivation key assigned to a merchant at
various points in time. For example, the tokenization server
220 may update a merchant’ s token derivation key if a fraud-
ster compromises the account token data stored at a merchant.
To provide such dynamic updates, the TDK database 244 can
associate a token derivation key index with the assigned token
derivation key.
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The support system database 246 may store information
regarding the support systems communicatively coupled to
the payment processing network. For example, each support
system may be assigned a unique support system verification
value at the time that the support system is deployed or, in
some embodiments, the support system may perform an
enrollment process. Additionally, the support system data-
base 246 may store information on whether the support sys-
tem is capable of receiving account tokens rather than the
account identifiers. In this way, the process of connecting
support systems to the payment processing network can be
achieved dynamically. Such dynamic connections can be
implemented according to various system architectures, such
as a directory service, event based systems, or any other
scalable architecture.

III. Provisioning Account Tokens to External Parties
As described above, some embodiments of the present

invention relate to a tokenization server that generates
account tokens of account identifiers for merchants. Other

embodiments of the present invention relate to a tokenization
server that generates account tokens of account identifiers for
support systems of a payment processing network. Further,
there are still other embodiments where the tokenization

server provides facilities for providing account tokens to a
support system of one or more merchants. These various
embodiments are described separately below. In particular,
Section IV describes various embodiments for generating and
sending account tokens to merchants, Section V describes
various embodiments for generating and sending account
tokens to support systems of the payment processing net-
work, and Section VI describes various embodiments for
generating and sending account tokens to merchant support
systems.
IV. Provisioning Account Tokens to Merchants

FIG. 3 is a block diagram that illustrates a simplified sys-
tem 300 that provides account tokens to merchants. In par-
ticular, the system includes a first facility for registering a
merchant and a second facility for sending an account token
in an authorization response message that was generated in
response to an authorization request message. The operation
ofthe system 300 is described with reference to FIG. 7, which
shows a flow diagram for a method 700 of sending an account
token to a merchant.

A. Merchant Registration
In some embodiments, the merchant computer 120 may

transmit a registration request message M302 to the tokeni-
zation server 220. This is shown as step S701 of FIG. 7. The
registration request message may include registration infor-
mation, such as a merchant name, merchant category type,
merchant location, contact information, account information,
and any other suitable information. The registration informa-
tion may be transmitted via ofiline communication channels
(e.g., via a telephone) or online communication channels (via
software interfaces communicating over the network, for
example).

Responsive to receiving the registration request message
M302, the payment processing network 140 may assign the
merchant a merchant verification value (MVV), if a MVV is
not already assigned. With respect to FIG. 7, this is shown as
step S704. The MVV may be used by the payment processing
network 140 to identify the merchant and information corre-
sponding to the merchant. The MVV can be generated and
maintained by the payment processing network 140 in MVV
database 242 to identify the merchant. The payment process-
ing network 140 may communicate the assigned MVV to the
merchant.
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In addition to assigning the MVV, the payment processing
network 140 may generate a token derivation key (TDK)
corresponding to the merchant and/or the MVV (message
M304). With regard to FIG. 7, this is shown as step S706. As
described above, and further explained below, the TDK may
be a piece of information used by the tokenization module
226 to generate an account token. The payment processing
network 140 may assign a unique TDK for each merchant
registered in the tokenization service. In an example embodi-
ment, the payment processing network 140 may store and
maintains the TDK in database 244.

By assigning the TDK to the MVV, the payment processing
network 140 provides an additional layer of security to the
tokenization algorithm. To illustrate, in the event that a fraud-
ster is able obtain the TDK assigned to merchant 120, the
account token databases maintained by other merchants will
be secure. Such is the case because the TDK of one merchant

can not be used to reverse tokenize the account tokens gen-
erated for other merchants.

In addition to generating the TDK, some example embodi-
ments may generate a TDK index associated with the TDK.
The TDK index may allow identification of a particular TDK
for those embodiments that may generate multiple or subse-
quent TDKs for a given MVV. The TDK index and supporting
multiple TDKs per merchant are described further below.

A merchant may only need to register once, and after
completion of the registration process, subsequent commu-
nications with the merchant and or the acquirer of the mer-
chant may include the account token rather than the less
secure account identifier, as will be further described below.
B. Authorization

Once a merchant is registered in the tokenization service, a
payment processing network may transmit an account token
in communications exchanged with the merchant and/or
acquirer. One situation that the payment processing network
may transmit the account token to the merchant and/or
acquirer is in the authorization process, for example, when a
consumer’ s credit card is swiped at a POS terminal located at
the merchant site. When the consumer’s credit card is swiped,
the acquirer computer 130 may transmit an authorization
request message M306 to the payment processing network
140. This is shown as step S703 of FIG. 7. The authorization
request message may be in the form ofa typical authorization
request message, wherein the authorization request message
may include the account identifier and the MVV assigned to
the merchant (e.g., as may be stored in fields 2 and 62.20 ofan
ISO 8583 message, respectively).

Once the authorization request message is received by the
payment processing network 140 (step S708 of FIG. 7), the
payment processing network 140 may use the MVV stored in
the authorization request message M306 to retrieve informa-
tion related to the merchant. As an example, upon receipt of
the authorization request message M306, the payment pro-
cessing network 140 may utilize the MVV included in the
authorization request message to determine if the merchant
participates in the tokenization service. If so, the payment
processing network 140 can retrieve the TDK associated with
the MVV (step S710 of FIG. 7) and send the card account
identifier and the TDK to a tokenization module 226. This is

shown as message M3 08. The tokenization module 226 may
use the TDK to generate an account token based on the token
derivation key (step S711 of FIG. 7). The tokenization mod-
ule 226 may ensure that the account token is unique for each
account identifier, and may guarantee that the same account
identifier will generate the same account token when the same
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TDK is used. The tokenizing function may also prevent,
absent the TDK, recovery of the account identifier from the
account token.

In example embodiments, the TDK assigned to merchant
computer 120 is securely housed in the payment processing
network 140, and is not communicated or otherwise known to
external parties. However, if the TDK is somehow compro-
mised for a specific merchant (e.g., the merchant associated
with merchant computer 120), the payment processing net-
work 140 may generate a new TDK for the specific merchant
and link the generated TDK with a TDK index. In an example
embodiment ofthe invention, the first generated TDK may be
linked with a beginning index (e.g., zero or one) and each
successive TDK index generated by the payment processing
network may be incremented by a determinable number, such
as one. Thus, the TDK index linked to the merchant’ s original
TDK may have the value of zero, the second TDK may be
linked with a TDK index with a value of one, the third TDK
may be linked with a TDK index with a value of two, and soon.

In other embodiments of the invention, the TDK index is a
hidden index. Examples of hidden indexes are numbers pro-
duced by a random number function or indexes that are oth-
erwise hidden. For example, the payment processing network
140 may apply such incremental indices described above to a
hash function or decryption algorithm. An advantage ofusing
a hidden index is that it provides an additional level of sepa-
ration to the tokenization scheme. This is because hidden

indices hide the relationship between prior and later indices.
To illustrate, in an incrementing scheme without hidden indi-
ces, a fraudster may observe that two frequently occurring
account tokens may represent the same underlying account
identifier if the ending of occurrences of one of the account
tokens coincides with the beginning of occurrences of the
other and if the TDK indices for the two account tokens are
one off from each other.

The payment processing network 140 may log the TDK
index for every transaction. In this way, for each transaction,
the payment processing network 140 may determine the
token derivation key used to generate the account token
regardless of subsequent token derivation key changes. As
shown in FIG. 3, a TDK index may be sent to the tokenization
module 226 (see message M308).

Message M314 is an authorization request message that is
sent to an issuer computer 160. With reference to FIG. 7, this
is shown as step S712. In the typical case, an issuer computer
160 performs its functions by using an account identifier and,
as a result, may not have a use for an account token. In such
cases, the tokenization server 220 can send message M314
independent ofwhen the token derivation key is selected and
the account token is generated. Accordingly, the steps of
generating an account token can operate in parallel with the
steps of sending an authorization request message M314 to
issuer computer 160 and receiving authorization response
message from the issuer. This is shown in FIG. 7 as steps S710
and S711 are performed as part of a separate path than steps
S712 and S714.

When an authorization response message is received from
the issuer computer 160 (step S714), the tokenization server
220 may embed the account token and the optional token
derivation key index in the authorization response message
M310. This embedding is shown as message M310.

If authorized, the payment processing network 140 may
return the account token and the TDK index (ifutilized by the
payment processing network 140) to the acquirer computer
130 and/or merchant computer 120 in specified fields of the
authorization response message M312. This is shown in FIG.
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7 as steps S716. As described above, the payment processing
network 140 may also log the account token and the TDK
index for the corresponding transaction.

After the acquirer computer 130 receives the authorization
response message M312, the acquirer computer 130 may then
send the authorization response message M312 to the mer-
chant computer 120 to be stored in token database 126. This
is shown in FIG. 7 as step S705.

The payment processing network optionally provides the
ability for the merchant computer 120 to use the account
tokens to request the account identifiers to be sent back to the
merchant computer 120. Via a mechanism (e.g., batch, online,
remote web interfaces, etc.) the merchant computer 120 can
submit the MVV, TDK index, and associated account
token(s). The payment processing network 140 can then
recover the original card account identifiers for secure trans-
mission back to the merchant if the payment processing net-
work 140 logged the transaction information.

An additional advantage of the embodiments is that it
allows a comparatively efficient method and system to pro-
vide merchants and/merchant acquirers account tokens. In
particular, once a merchant is registered, embodiments do not
require separate or additional requests for tokenization.
Instead, the payment processing network automatically pro-
vides an account token as part of the authorization process.
Further, because the payment processing network utilizes the
MVV and account identifier stored in the authentication

request message (e.g., as stored in field 2 and field 62.20,
respectively), embodiments may result in little, if any,
changes to how authentication request messages are presently
generated.
C. Multiple Merchants

As described above, the tokenization process communi-
cates account tokens between the merchants and the payment
processing network 140 as part of an authorization request
and response. FIGS. 4-5 are block diagrams that show an
exemplary embodiment that receives an authorization request
message, generates an account token in response to receiving
the authorization request message, and then inserts the gen-
erated account token in an authorization response message
that is sent back to the merchant. In particular, FIGS. 4-5
highlight, among other things, how embodiments of the
present invention can generate, for a single account identifier,
account tokens that vary across different merchants but are
consistent for the same merchant.

In particular, FIG. 4 shows merchant computer 120 send-
ing an authorization request message M402 to the payment
processing network 140. Authorization request message
M402 can be an authorization request message sent in
response to consumer 110 swiping a credit card at the mer-
chant’s access device 125. Alternatively, message M402 can
be an authorization request message received by the tokeni-
zation server 220 when consumer 110 makes an Internet

purchase from the merchant’s web site. In any case, the autho-
rization request message M402 can include transaction data,
such as information derived from the card (e.g., the account
identifier M402(b)), the terminal (e.g., the merchant verifica-
tion value M402(d)), the transaction (e.g., the amount M402
(0)), together with other data which may be generated
dynamically or added by intervening systems (e.g., the header
M402(a)). Although FIG. 4 shows the merchant computer
120 sending authorization request message M402 to the
tokenization server 220, such messages can be sent through
an acquirer computer 130, as is described above.

In some embodiments, authorization request message
M402 can be in the form of an ISO (International Organiza-
tion for Standardization) 8583 message. In other embodi-
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ments, authorization request message M402 can take the form
of a web based call to a web service offered by the tokeniza-
tion server 220. For example, the authorization request mes-
sage M402 can be in the form ofan XML message.

Once the tokenization server 220 receives the authorization

request message M402, the authorization request module 230
can validate the authorization request message M402 and
then can route the authorization request message M402 to the
issuer computer 160 in the form of authorization request
message M404. FIG. 4 shows that much of the information
found in authorization request message M402 is also included
in authorization request message M404. Although not shown,
authorization request message M404 can include additional
information, according to some embodiments. For example,
some embodiments can include routing information that
describe the payments systems that have received the autho-
rization request message.

In addition to verifying the authorization request message
M402 and routing authorization request message M404 to
issuer computer 160, the tokenization server 220 can also
generate an account token for the account identifier associ-
ated with the authorization request message M402. The steps
for generating the account token for the account identifier
associated with the authorization request message M402 can
begin before the tokenization server 220 receives an authori-
zation response message M406. FIG. 4 shows that authoriza-
tion request message M402, or some portion thereof, is
received by the tokenization module 226. Once the tokeniza-
tion module 226 receives authorization request message
M402, the tokenization module 226 can search for the token
derivation key associated with the merchant using the MVV
of the authorization request message. For example, FIG. 4
shows that the value of the MW of authorization request
message M402 is ‘1001001’. The tokenization module 226
then can search the TDK database 246 for a token derivation

key associated with ‘ 1 001 001 ’ . According to FIG. 4, the TDK
associated with ‘ 1001001 ’ is ‘TDKA’. Accordingly, the
tokenization module 226 can access the TDK database 246 to

retrieve the appropriate token derivation key associated with
merchant computer 120.

After the tokenization module 226 retrieves the token deri-

vation key associated with the MVV, the tokenization module
226 can generate the account token for the account identifier
of the authorization request message M402. As described
above, the tokenization module 226 can use a variety of
methods for generating account tokens. In one embodiment,
the tokenization module 226 applies a symmetric encryption
algorithm to the account identifier. The token derivation key
associated with the MVV can be used as the key for the
symmetric encryption algorithm.

The generated account token is then sent to and received by
the authorization response module. This is shown as message
M403.

Upon receiving the authorization request message M404,
the issuer computer 1 60 can analyze the authorization request
message M404 and make a determination on whether the
transaction should be authorized or not. If the issuer 160

verifies that the transaction can proceed, the issuer 160 can
send an authorization response message to the payment pro-
cessing network 140. This is shown as authorization response
message M406.

FIG. 4 shows that the account token M403 and the autho-

rization response message M406 are received by the authori-
zation response module 224. In some embodiments, because
the tokenization module 226 and the authorization request
module 230 operate independently, the authorization
response module 224 can receive the account token M403 and
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the authorization response message M406 in any order. When
both the account token M403 and the authorization response
message M406 are received, the authorization response mod-
ule 224 can then send the authorization response message
M408 to the merchant 120.

Authorization response message M408 can be in any form.
In some embodiments, authorization response message
M408 generally takes the form of an ISO 8583 message with
account token embedded in the fields. The authorization

response message M408 may include a header M408(a) that
indicates that the message is an authorization response mes-
sage and a response code M408(c) to indicate whether the
authorization request is authorized or denied. As described
above, these are fields generally provided by the authoriza-
tion response message M406 sent by the issuer computer 160.
It should be noted that the indication that the message is an
authorization request message or an authorization response
message need not be included in headers 402(a) and 408(a),
respectively. For example, as described below with respect to
FIGS. 6A-E, the messages may include a message type field
604 that specifies the message class and category of function.
Returning to FIG. 4, the authorization response module 224
can embed the account token in field M408(b) of the autho-
rization response message M408 that is sent to the merchant
computer 120. In some embodiments, as described below, the
authorization response module 224 can also embed a token
derivation key index in the authorization response message
M408 that is sent to the merchant 120 computer.

As is described in greater detail below, with reference to
FIGS. 6A-E, the format ofan authorization response message
storing an account token can vary according embodiments of
the present invention.

After the authorization response module 224 sends the
authorization response message M408, the authorization
response message M408 can be received by the merchant
computer 120. Although not shown in FIG. 4, the merchant
computer 120 can receive the authorization response message
M408 via the acquirer computer 130. The merchant computer
120 can then store the account token 128, as well as other
transaction data, in analytics database 126. The analytics
database 126 does not include any indication of the account
identifier used in the transaction, according to example
embodiments.

If at some later point in time, the consumer 110 makes
another purchase at merchant 120 with the portable consumer
device 115, the tokenization server 220 may generate an
account token with the same value as the sent in authorization

response message M408. That is, the merchant 120 may
receive another account token with the value ABCDE.

However, if at some later point in time, the consumer 110
makes another purchase with the portable consumer device
115 at a different merchant, the tokenization server 220 may
generate an account token with a different value. For
example, FIG. 5 shows another payment transaction pro-
cessed by the tokenization server 220. As shown in FIG. 5,
authorization response messages M502, M504 involve trans-
actions using the same account identifier used in FIG. 4. In
particular, account ‘12345’ is used to make a purchase at a
merchant. However, the payment transaction involves a dif-
ferent merchant than the one used in FIG. 4. This is shown in

the merchant verification value of the authorization requests
M502, M504, where the merchant verification value involved
in the transaction is ‘2003004’.

In comparison to the payment transaction processed in
FIG. 4, the tokenization module 226 may receive the mer-
chant verification value of ‘2003004’ contained in the autho-

rization request message M402. Using the merchant verifica-
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tion value, the tokenization module 226 can retrieve token
derivation key B from the TDK database 126. The tokeniza-
tion module 226 may then use the token derivation key B to
generate the account token for the account identifier stored in
the authorization request message M502. The tokenization
module 226 can then send the generated account token to the
authorization response module 224 to generate an authoriza-
tion response message M508 that is sent to merchant 121. It is
to be noted that the token 508(b) may differ from the token
generated for merchant computer 120. In turn the merchant
121 can store the account token 129 in analytics database 127.
Later, the merchant 121 can use the account token 129 to
perform analytics or supplementary processing.
D. Authorization Response Message Formats

As described above, an authorization response message
can include an account token that is generated based on an
account identifier and a merchant verification value. As is

further described above, the account token can be embedded
in the authorization response message in any number ofways.
For example, FIGS. 6A-E are diagrams that show different
ways an account token can be embedded in the authorization
response message. In particular, FIG. 6A is a diagram show-
ing an authorization response message 60011 that stores an
account token in a field of the authorization response mes-
sage. As shown in FIG. 6A, the authorization response mes-
sage 600a can include a message header filed 602, a message
type field 604, a bit map field 606, and a number ofdata fields
608.

The message header field 602 can contain basic message
identifiers and routing information along with message pro-
cessing control codes and flags.

The message type field 604 can specify the message class
and the category of function. For example, a message type
field 604 value of ‘0110’ can indicate an authorization

response message.

The bit map field 606 can specify which data fields are in an
authorization response message. For example, a first bit in the
bit map field 606 may indicate if a first type of data field is
present in the data fields 608, a second bit in the bit map field
606 may indicate ifa second type ofdata field is present in the
data fields 608, and a nth bit in the bit map field 606 may
indicate if a nth type of data field is present in the data fields
608. A bit map field can be of any size. In example embodi-
ments, a bit map field is a 64-bit field.

The data fields 608 can include any number fields used to
process a message. For example, some fields may indicate a
response code (e.g., whether a payment request is authorized
or rejected). In particular, the data fields 608 can include an
account token field 610. The account token field 610 can store

the account token corresponding to an account identifier sent
via a corresponding authorization request message. It is to be
noted that when an account token field is present in the autho-
rization response message, an appropriate bit in the bit map
field 606 can be set.

Alternatively, an authorization response message can
include a token derivation key index associated with the token
derivation key used to generate the account token. As
described above, providing a token derivation key index to the
merchant computer allows the merchant computer to request
the tokenization server 220 to return back the account iden-

tifier associated with the account token. FIGS. 6B, 6C, and 6D
are diagrams showing authorization response messages 600b,
6000, 600d that store a token derivation key index. For
example, as shown in FIG. 6B, an account token and a token
derivation key index can be stored in single data field 620 as
sub-fields 622, 624 of authorization response message 6001).
According to some embodiments, sub-fields 622, 624 can be
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of predetermined length. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 6C,
the account token and token derivation key index can be
stored in a single data field 630 of authorization response
message 6000 but may include a separation symbol 632 to
indicate where within data field 630 the account token ends

and the index begins (or vice versa). Although the separation
symbol 632 is shown to be a ‘/’, it is to be appreciated that any
other suitable symbol can be used. Using a separation symbol
allows for variable length account tokens and token deriva-
tion indexes. Still further, in other embodiments, as shown in
FIG. 6D, the account token and token derivation key index
can be stored in separate data fields 640, 642 of the authori-
zation response message 600d. Accordingly, the bit map field
644 of the authorization response message 600d may include
a first indication that the account token field 640 is present and
a second indication that the token derivation key index data
field 642 is present.

FIGS. 6A-D describe authorization response message for-
mats that rely on structured placement of the account token
and/or index. However, other embodiments can use tech-
niques that provide greater flexibility for the location and
content of the data fields stored in the authorization response
message. For example, FIG. 6E shows a simplified diagram
illustrating a markup representation of the authorization
response message. Instead of relying on a bit map, such as
may be present in FIGS. 6A-D, the authorization response
message can be sent in a form that uses tags to identify data
and attributes to describe characteristics of the data. For

example, the authorization response message can include a
message tag 652 to identify that the message is an authoriza-
tion response message. Further, the message tag 652 can
include a number of sub-tags to represent the various fields of
the authorization response message. As shown, field tag 651
includes a type attribute 653 and a index attribute 654. The
type attribute 653 indentifies that the type of field is a token
field. The optional index attribute 654 identifies the index
associated with the account token. The tag content 655 indi-
cates the value of the account token, ‘ABCDE’ . Although not
shown in FIG. 6E, the field tag 651 can optionally include an
end tag.

FIG. 6E is just an example of one format for a markup
representation of the authorization response message. Other
embodiments can use alternative markup representations.
V. Account Identifier Substitution for Support Systems

Section IV describes techniques for communicating
account tokens to a merchant computer. Such account tokens
can be sent to the merchant computer during the authorization
of a payment request, for example, in an authorization
response message sent from the tokenization server to the
merchant computer via an acquirer computer. In addition to
communicating account tokens to a merchant, a tokenization
server may also communicate with a number of support sys-
tems. Such support systems, as described above, may perform
primary and auxiliary functions involved with authorizing,
settling, and clearing transactions. The support systems may
reside within a payment processing network or as an external
partner that is in operative communication with the payment
processing network. This section now describes methods,
systems, and apparatuses for communicating an account
token to these support systems.
A. System for Providing Account Tokens to a Support System

FIG. 9 is a block diagram that shows messages exchanged
within a system 900 that communicates account tokens to a
number of support systems. In certain embodiments, a pay-
ment processing network 140 may be in operative communi-
cation with one or more acquirer computers 130 via the Inter-
net or some other communication medium.
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In embodiments of the invention, the payment processing
network 140 may be in further operative communication with
a support computer 150. The support computer 150 may
perform supporting functions for the payment processing
network 140 Via support modules 22 and 24. An example of a
supporting function is scoring a transaction for fraud.

As an illustration of the interaction between the payment
processing network 140 and the support computer 150, a
payment transaction is initiated by the acquirer computer 13 0
when a consumer 110 conducts a transaction with a merchant

associated with merchant computer 120 Via the access device
125. As described above, the acquirer computer 130, for
example, may be operated by a banking institution that over-
sees an account associated with the merchant. The acquirer
computer 130 may transmit an authorization request message
to the payment processing network 140 and the authorization
request message may be received by the tokenization server
220. In turn, the tokenization server 220 may transmit at least
some portion of the authorization request message to other
systems. For example, the tokenization server 220 may trans-
mit the account identifier to supporting module 16. Further,
the account identifier may be communicated to the support
module 24 of the support computer 150.

Although the payment processing network 140 may need
the account identifier for any number of reasons, such as
moving money, checking status, and reporting, some of the
support computers may not. For example, a support computer
may only use the account identifier as an identifier or unique
index. Exacerbating security risks associated with the use of
account identifiers, these support computers may store the
account identifier in various databases, problem logs, dump
logs, core dumps, and other similar memory storages and data
structures. Thus not only is the account identifier potentially
exposed to fraudsters when the account identifier is transmit-
ted between different systems but there is also a risk that a
fraudster may obtain the account identifiers by hacking into
these support computer, even long after the transaction has
been conducted. Accordingly, the payment processing net-
work 140 may improve security of an account identifier by
communicating account tokens rather than account identifier,
where possible.

As shown in FIG. 9, the acquirer computer 130 may com-
municate the account identifier to the payment processing
network 140. In particular, the tokenization server 220 may
receive a primary account number 912. If the tokenization
server 220 determines that the primary account number is
new to the tokenization server 220, the tokenization server
220 may generate an account token of the account identifier.
Otherwise, the tokenization server 220 can use the account
token previously generated for the account identifier. The
account token can be used to identify an account, account
identifier, and/or a transaction. The account token may
include card characteristics or, in some example embodi-
ments, the card characteristics may be data distinguishable
from the account token. The tokenization server 220 may then
store the generated account token and, if present, the associ-
ated card characteristics. In some embodiments, the charac-
teristics are updated as a change is noticed or periodically
refreshed.

Once the tokenization server 220 generates or identifies the
account token associated with the primary account number
912, the tokenization server 220 may communicate the
account token to the support modules that do not require the
account identifier (e.g., primary account number 912).

As part of the process of determining whether a support
system requires an account identifier, the tokenization server
220 may query support system database 246 (see FIG. 2) to
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determine whether the account identifier is required for a
specified support system. In such an embodiment, the tokeni-
zation server 220 may lookup the support system according to
a support system verification value assigned to the support
module when the support module is enrolled with the tokeni-
zation server 220. For example, support system database 246
may indicate that the support module 16 requires an account
identifier while the support module 18 does not require an
account identifier or can accept an account token in lieu of a
account identifier. Accordingly, after making the determina-
tion, the tokenization server 220 will transmit the account
identifier to support module 16 and an account token to sup-
port module 18. A similar process can be used for the support
modules 22, 24 residing on the support computer 150.

Alternatively, whether or not a support module requires an
account identifier or can instead accept an account token may
be determined by manual configuration (e.g., input received
by an administrator of the payment processing network 140)
or via an application programming interface (API) of the
support computer 150 that may allow the tokenization server
220 to interrogate the various support modules 22, 24 as to
their requirements as it relates to receiving an account iden-
tifier or an account token.

Embodiments of the invention provide numerous advan-
tages in the development of secure data centers. In particular,
embodiments of the invention enable the development of
comparatively more secure transactions that transmit an
account identifier. Embodiments ofthe invention can provide
such results because they utilize an account token rather than
sensitive data, such as the account identifier. Specifically,
embodiments of the invention generate account token data
that is associated with a account identifier and then commu-
nicate the account token data rather than the account identifier

to the various support systems. Use of the account token data
reduces the risks of communicating the account identifier to
various support systems as well as storing sensitive data
within such systems.
B. Method for ProvidingAccount Tokens to a Support System

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram showing a method 1000 of
providing an account token to a support system. The steps
performed by the method 1000 can be performed by the
tokenization server 220 or by any other suitable module ofthe
payment processing network 140. In alternative embodi-
ments, one or more steps described herein can be performed
by any other suitable computer system, such the issuer com-
puter 160, for example.

The method 1000 may begin by enrolling a support module
with the tokenization server 220. This is shown as step 81 002.
A support module may be running within the payment pro-
cessing network 140 (e.g., support modules 16, 18) or within
a support computer 150 that operates external and indepen-
dent of the payment processing network 140 (e.g., support
modules 22, 24). Enrolling a support module can involve, in
some embodiments, communicatively connecting the sup-
port module to the tokenization server. For example, the sup-
port computer may offer the support module as a web service.
In such cases, the tokenization server 220 (or the payment
processing network 140 in general) and the support computer
150 may communicate using an APIs defined by each entity.
Alternatively, the support modules may be deployed by the
system administrator ofthe payment processing network 140.
In such cases, the support module may be deployed wholly
within the payment processing network 140, external to the
payment processing network 140, or some combination
thereof. The enrollment process, whether offered as a web
service or as a deployed system, may indicate whether the
support module is to receive an account identifier or an
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account token in later communications. Such information

may be stored in the support system database 246 (see FIG. 2)
or may be accessible Via an interface provided by the support
module.

Once enrolled, the tokenization server 220 may receive a
payment message. This is shown as step 81004. As used
herein, a “payment message” can refer to either an authori-
zation request message or an authorization response message,
which are described above.

After receiving the payment message, the tokenization
server 220 may determine if a support module can receive an
account token. This is shown as step $1006. The tokenization
server 220 can determine ifthe support module can receive an
account token using the information received when the sup-
port module was enrolled with the tokenization server 220.
For example, the tokenization server 220 may access support
system database 246 to determine whether a specific support
module can receive an account token.

Step 81008 is a decision point on whether the support
module can receive an account token, as is determined in step
$1006. Ifyes, step 81010 is then performed. Otherwise, step
81014 is performed.

Step $1010 involves generating an account token from the
account identifier included in the payment message (see step
$1004). The tokenization server 220 may generate an account
token for the account identifier using any of the methods or
techniques described above. For example, the tokenization
server 220 may encrypt the account identifier using any suit-
able encryption method. In some embodiments, a single
token derivation key is used for tokenizing account identifiers
for all support modules. In other embodiments, each support
module, or a group of support modules, is assigned a specific
token derivation key that is used to generate the account
token. As described above, assigning different token deriva-
tion keys to different support modules can add an additional
level of security among the different support modules.

After the account token is generated, the tokenization
server 220 can then transmit an external request message to
the support module, wherein the external request message
includes the account token. This is shown as step 81012. As
used herein, an “external request message” can refer to a
message that is sent to the support module that causes the
support module to provide its supporting function. In some
embodiments, the external request message is sent according
to an API provided by the support module. For example, the
support module can provide a SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol) procedure that can be used to receive and transmit
information from and to the tokenization server 220. The

SOAP procedure may then provide an implementation of a
web service provided by the support module. XML can be
used to define the message formats for the messages sent
between the support module and the tokenization server 220.
Again, examples of such procedures may relate to scoring a
transaction for fraud, generating alerts to a customer or mer-
chant, reporting, etc.

As described above, if the support module can not receive
an account token based on decision step $1008, step 81014 is
then performed. According to step 81014, the tokenization
server 220 transmits an external request message to the sup-
port module with the account identifier. Such an external
request message can be sent according the techniques
described above, as it relates to step $1012.

After the external request message is sent to the support
module, the tokenization server 220 can receive an external
response message from the support module. This is shown as
step 81016. As used herein, an “external response message”
can refer to a message that is sent back to the tokenization
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server 220 from the support module in response to processing
the external request message. In some embodiments, the
external response message is a response message sent accord-
ing to a SOAP procedure call. XML can be used to define the
message format of the external response message. The exter-
nal response message can include an indication of the web
service initiated by the external request message. For
example, the external response message can include a field
that indicates whether the support function completed suc-
cessfully or can include specific information, such as the
fraud score of a transaction.

After receiving the external response message, the tokeni-
zation server 220 can send a payment message. This is shown
as step 81018. As described above, a payment message can be
an authorization request message. For example, the tokeniza-
tion server 220 may have sent the external request message to
a fraud scoring system in step 81012. In response to receiving
the fraud score in the external response message in step
81016, the tokenization server 220 can forward an authoriza-
tion request message with the fraud score to the issuer com-
puter 160. The issuer computer 160 can then process the
authorization request message and use the fraud score to
determine whether the transaction is authorized.

Alternatively, also described above, a payment message
can be an authorization response message. For example, the
tokenization server 220 may have sent the external request
message to a reporting system that can generate reports of
transaction histories based on a number of categories.
Because the reporting system is not used by the issuer com-
puter 160 as it relates to determining whether a transaction is
authorized, the tokenization server 220 can send the external
request message after the tokenization server 220 receives the
authorization response (e.g., in step $1004). Accordingly, the
payment message involved in step 81018 is an authorization
response message that may be sent back to the acquirer com-
puter.

Whether the payment message is an authorization request
message or an authorization response message, the payment
message may include external system data. As used herein,
“external system data” can refer to any information obtained
from the support module that is to be communicated to an
external entity, such as a merchant computer or an issuer
computer. For example, external system data can refer to an
offer or reward that a consumer obtains after a predetermined
number ofpurchases at a store. As another example, external
system data can refer to a risk score that is sent to an issuer so
that the issuer can determine whether to authorize the pay-
ment request.

Step $1018 can also include determining the account iden-
tifier from the account token stored in the external system
data. This step may allow the tokenization server 220 to route
the payment message to the appropriate merchant computer,
for example.

It is to be noted that the timing ofwhen the various steps of
the method 1000 are performed may vary according to
example embodiments. For example, in some embodiments
the authorization process operates independent of the func-
tion performed by the support module. In such cases, steps
$1016 and $1018 canbe performed in any order. Such may be
the case where the support module merely logs transactions,
for example.
VI. Provisioning Account Tokens for Merchant Support Sys-
tems

FIGS. 3, 4, 5, 6A-E, and 7 describe various embodiments
that, in response to an authorization request message, send a
merchant specific account token to a merchant in an authori-
zation response message. In comparison, FIGS. 9 and 10
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describe embodiments that, in response to an authorization
request message, send account tokens to a support system of
the payment processing network.

Although not yet discussed, a merchant may wish to com-
municate its merchant specific account tokens to a support
system. To illustrate, a merchant computer can use a third-
party to provide risk analysis services. Accordingly, when a
merchant receives an authorization response message with an
account token from a payment processing network, the mer-
chant can then send the authorization response message, or
portions thereof, to the third-party service provider for further
processing. Communicating the account token to the third-
party service provider is comparatively secure because the
account token can not be used to conduct a transaction. When

the third-party service provider receives the account token, it
can, for example, compare the account token against a data-
base that stores high risk account tokens and report a risk
score back to the merchant.

In order to provide improved risk analysis, it may be desir-
able for the third-party service provider to compare account
tokens it receives from one merchant against account tokens
it receives from another merchant. However, as described
above, the account tokens that the payment processing net-
work sends to the merchants are specific to that merchant.
That is, for a given account identifier, the account token
generated for one merchant is going to be different than the
account token generated for another merchant. As a result, the
third-party service provider will be unable to determine if a
first account token from a first merchant and a second account
token from a second merchant are associated with the same

underlying account identifier. This example illustrates the
difficulty of analyzing account tokens across different mer-
chants.

FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate various approaches that address
these and other limitations for third-party support for process-
ing account tokens across multiple merchants.

To begin, FIG. 11 is a block diagram that shows a system
1100 that includes merchants 120, 121, a merchant support
server 1102, and the tokenization server 220. As shown, mer-
chants 120, 121 may each store account token data in their
respective account token databases, 126, 127. Such account
tokens can be obtained using the techniques described above.
As a result, the account token databases 126, 127 may each
store merchant specific account token sets 126(a), 127(a). For
simplicity of illustration, account token databases 126, 127,
as shown in FIG. 11, can store account tokens for each trans-
action. However, in other embodiments, additional informa-
tion can be stored, such as a token derivation key index, and
other transaction data, such as time of day, date, location,
MVV, merchant category, etc.

FIG. 11 shows that account token database 126 may store
account tokens for transactions T1-T3 wherein the three

transactions involve only two unique account tokens:
‘12345’, which is involved in two transactions; and ‘67890’,
which is involved in one transaction. In comparison, account
token database 127 may also store account tokens for trans-
actions T4-T6, wherein the three transactions also involve
only two unique account tokens: ‘ABCD’, which is involved
in two transactions; and ‘BCDE’, which is involved in one
transaction. Thus, based on a comparison of merchant spe-
cific account tokens 126(a), 127(a), it would appear that
transactions T1-T6 involve four account tokens (i.e., ‘12345’,
‘6789’, ‘ABCD’, and ‘BCDE’), wherein two of the account
tokens are each involved in two transactions (i.e., ‘ 12345 ’ and
‘ABCD’), and the remaining two account tokens are each
involved in one transaction (i.e., ‘6789’ and ‘BCDE’).
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To enable the merchant support server 1102 to analyze the
merchant specific account tokens 126(a), the merchants 120
may send message M1110A to the merchant support server
1102. Message M1110A can include the merchant verifica-
tion value associated with merchant computer 120, one or
more ofthe merchant specific account tokens 126(a), and any
other transaction data. Message M1110A can be sent to the
merchant support server 1102 in response to receiving an
authorization response message from the payment processing
network 140. Such may be the case when the merchant sup-
port server 1102 is involved in the authorization process.
Alternatively, the merchant computer 120 may send message
M1110A as part of a batch processes that runs periodically or
at set times.

Similarly, merchant 121 can send message M1110B to the
merchant support server 1102 to communicate its merchant
specific account tokens 127(a) to the merchant support server
1102.

When the merchant support server 1102 receives messages
M1110A and/or M1110B, the merchant support server 1102
may send a normalization request message M1112 to the
tokenization server 220. FIG. 1 1 shows that the normalization

request message M1112 can include multiple verification
values. For example, the normalization request message
M1112 can include a verification value associated with the

merchant support server 1102 (e.g., SSVV). The tokenization
server 220 can use the verification value associated with the

merchant support system 1102 to identify the requester ofthe
normalization request. Further, FIG. 11 shows that the nor-
malization request message M1112 can include a merchant
verification value associated with a merchant (e.g., MVVl or
MVV2) and merchant specific account tokens.

Once the tokenization server 220 receives the normaliza-

tion request message M1112, the tokenization server 220 can
authorize the request to normalize the account token. In one
embodiment, prior to sending message M1110A, merchant
120 can register the merchant support server 1102 as a trusted
support system. In this case, the tokenization server 220 can
store this relationship in the support system database 246.
Accordingly, in one embodiment, the tokenization server 220
can search the support system database 246 using the mer-
chant verification value assigned to the merchant to determine
whether the merchant previously registered the merchant sup-
port server 1102 as a trusted support system. Alternatively, in
another embodiment, the tokenization server 220 can search
the support system database 246 using the verification value
ofthe merchant support server 1102 to determine whether the
merchant previously registered the merchant support server
as a trusted support system.

After the tokenization server 220 determines that the mer-

chant support server 1102 is authorized to normalize the
account token data, the tokenization server 220 can reverse
tokenize the merchant specific account tokens to obtain the
account identifier. In an example embodiment, the normal-
ization module 228 (see FIG. 2) can normalize the account
tokens. For example, with regard to merchant 120, the nor-
malization module 228 can use the merchant verification

value of the merchant 120 (e.g., MVVl) to search the TDK
database 244 to find the token derivation key associated with
merchant 120. Once the appropriate token derivation key is
located, the normalization module 228 can then reverse
tokenize the account token using the token derivation key
assigned to merchant 120. This process is appropriate for
those embodiments that use symmetric derivation keys. For
embodiments that use asymmetric derivation keys, the TDK
database 244 may store a token reverse key, which is similarly
associated with the merchant verification value. Accordingly,
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rather than reverse tokenizing the account token with the
token derivation key, the normalization module 228 can
reverse tokenize the account token into the account identifier

with the token reverse key. Whether a token derivation key is
symmetric or asymmetric, a token derivation key index may
also be required to reverse tokenize the account token.

The above described approach can be used with respect to
any other merchant, such as merchant 121, and the other
merchant’ s account tokens.

Once the normalization module 228 transforms the

account tokens back to the underlying account identifiers, the
normalization module 228 then searches the TDK database

244 for the token derivation key assigned to the merchant
support system 1102. With the token derivation key assigned
to the merchant support system 1102, the normalization mod-
ule 228 can then generate new account tokens of the account
identifiers. This new set of account tokens can be referred to
as normalized account tokens.

After the normalization module 228 generates the normal-
ized account tokens, the tokenization server 220 then sends
the normalized account tokens to the merchant support server
1102. This is shown as message M1114, as a normalization
response message. The merchant support server 1102 can
store the normalized account tokens in the normalized

account token database 1104. As shown in FIG. 11, the nor-
malized account token database 1104 stores normalized

account tokens 1104(a) that correspond to the six transactions
in the merchant account token databases 126, 127. However,
rather than linking the six transaction with the merchant spe-
cific account token (e.g., 126(a) and 127(a)), the transactions
are linked to the normalized account tokens 1104(a).

As FIG. 11 shows, the normalized account tokens 1104(a)
provides additional insight into the six transactions con-
ducted by merchants 120, 121. For example, as described
above, a comparison of merchant specific account tokens
126(a), 127(a) does not indicate that transactions 1 and 4
were conducted with the same account identifier because the

respective account tokens differ (e.g., ‘12345’ and ‘ABCD’,
respectively). However, based on the normalized account
tokens 1104(a), it is clear that transaction 1 and transaction 4
were conducted with the same account identifier because both

transactions involve the same normalized account token, (i .e.,
‘54321 ’). Further, after normalization, the normalized
account tokens 1104(a) stored in the normalized account
token database 1104 indicate that the six transactions are

actually conducted with only two different account identifi-ers.

The normalization approach described above provides a
number of additional advantages. For example, because sys-
tems external to the payment processing network store
account tokens rather than account identifiers, these systems
do not have to provide costly safety systems to ensure they
comply with various security standards. In particular, the
merchant support server 1102 can be completely shielded
from receiving or even communicating account identifiers.

The approach described with respect to FIG. 11 may be
well suited for situations that involve batch processing. For
example, the merchant support system 1102 may provide a
rewards program across merchants. As such, its support func-
tion may be run nightly, weekly, monthly, etc. However,
because the technique described in context with FIG. 11
involves additional messages communicated between a mer-
chant support system 1102 and the tokenization server 220,
such an approach may not be appropriate if the merchant
needs a real time response, such as a fraud alert.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram that shows an alternative
approach for normalizing merchant specific account tokens to
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allow a merchant support server 1102 to compare account
tokens across multiple merchants. Compared to system 1100,
the system 1200 shown in FIG. 12 may be better suited for
real time analysis offered by the merchant support server
1102.

In some embodiments, before the tokenization server 220
can provide a normalized account token for account identifi-
ers involved in transactions with merchant 120, merchant 120
may enroll the merchant support server 1102 as a support
system ofmerchant 120. This is shown as message M1210A.
Message M1210A can include the merchant verification
value of the merchant 120 and a support system verification
value for the merchant support server 1102. For example,
merchant 120 may be assigned the merchant verification
value ‘MVV1 ’ and the third party support system 1102 can be
assigned the support system verification value ‘ SSVV’ . When
a merchant enrolls a merchant support server as a service
system ofthe merchant, the tokenization server 220 creates an
association between the verification value of the merchant

and the verification value of the merchant support server
1102. As shown in FIG. 12, record 1204 of normalization
database 1207 may link various information used to tokenize
account identifiers for merchant computer 120. For example,
the merchant verification value (e.g., ‘MVV1’) assigned to
the merchant computer 120 can be linked to token derivation
key (e.g., ‘Key A’) assigned to merchant 120. Further, after
enrolling the merchant support server 1102 as a support sys-
tem of the merchant 120, the record 1204 may include a
support system verification value (e.g., ‘SSVV’) assigned to
the merchant support server 1102.

The record 1205 may include various information used to
transform the account identifiers into a normalized account

token. For example, the support system verification value
(e.g., SSVV) can be linked to a token derivation key (e.g., Key
C) that is used to tokenize account identifiers in a format
specific to the merchant support server 1102. Records 1204,
1205 can be indexed by any suitable field, such as merchant or
support system verification value.

Although FIG. 12 shows database 1207 storing the asso-
ciations between the merchant verification values, support
system verification values, and token derivation keys, it is to
be appreciated that any combination of the databases 242,
244, and 246 (see FIG. 2) can be used to store such informa-
tion.

Merchant 121 can enroll the merchant support server 1102
as a support system in a similar manner.

Once the merchant support server 1102 is enrolled as a
support system for the merchants, merchant 120 can send an
authorization request message to the tokenization server 220
in the typical fashion, as may occur when a consumer swipes
their credit card at a POS terminal. This is shown as message
M1212A. The authorization request message can include
information shown in FIG. 4. For example, the authorization
request message may include the merchant verification value
assigned to merchant 120 and an account identifier. Upon
receiving the authorization request message M1212A, the
tokenization server 220 can process the transaction as
described above. That is, the authorization request M1212A
can be received by the authorization request module 230. The
authorization request module 230 can then forward the autho-
rization request message to the issuer computer 160 of the
portable consumer device 115. In parallel, while the authori-
zation request message is received by the authorization pro-
cessing module 230, the tokenization module 226 can receive
the account identifier and merchant verification value stored

in the authorization request message. Using the merchant
verification value, the tokenization module 226 may identify
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the token derivation key assigned to the merchant and then
generates an account token using the token derivation key.

Additionally, the tokenization module 220 can use the mer-
chant verification value to determine that the merchant sup-
port server 1102 is enrolled as a support system for the mer-
chant 120. For example, the normalization module 228 can
use the merchant verification value sent in the authorization

request message to search database 1207 for a record associ-
ated with the merchant. For example, record 1204 can be
indexed by the merchant verification value, in which case the
normalization module would match record 1204 with the
merchant verification value ‘MVV1 ’ sent in the authorization

request message. The normalization module 228 can then
search record 1204 for an indication that the merchant has

enrolled merchant support server 1102 as a support system.
FIG. 12 shows that record 1204 includes the support system
verification value assigned to the merchant support server
1102 (i.e., SSVV). As described above, this indicates that the
merchant 120 has enrolled the merchant support server 1102
as a support system.

After determining that the merchant support server 1102 is
a support system for merchant computer 120, the tokenization
module 226 can generate an additional account token using
the token derivation key assigned to the merchant support
server. This can be done by passing the support system veri-
fication value assigned to the merchant support server 1102
and the account identifier sent in the authorization request
message to the tokenization module 226. When the tokeniza-
tion module 226 receives the account identifier and the sup-
port system verification value ‘SSVV’, it can search normal-
ization database 1207 for the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support server 1102. For example, the tokeni-
zation module 226 can obtain the token derivation key
assigned to the support system by matching record 1205 with
the support system verification value stored in record 1204
(i.e., ‘SSVV’), for example. After the tokenization module
226 locates the record associated with the merchant support
server 1102, the tokenization module 226 can generate a
second account token of the account identifier sent in the

authorization request message using the token derivation key
assigned to the merchant support server 1104.

After the tokenization module 226 generates the account
token based on the token derivation key assigned to the mer-
chant 120 and the account token based on the token derivation

key assigned to the merchant support server, the tokenization
server 220 can send the account tokens to the merchant 120.

This is shown as message M1214A. For example, as
explained above, the account token based on the merchant’s
120 token derivation key can be inserted in an authorization
response message. Further, the account token based on the
token derivation key assigned to the merchant support server
1104 can similarly be inserted in the authorization response
message.

When the merchant 120 receives the authorization

response message M1214A, the merchant can then store the
account token based on the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant in token database 126. FIG. 12 shows that
account token database 126 stores the account tokens for

transactions T1-T3. In addition to storing the account token
based on the token derivation key assigned to the merchant
120, the merchant 120 can also send the account token based
on the token derivation key assigned to the merchant support
server 1104 to the merchant support server for further pro-
cessing. For example, the merchant support server 1104 can
be configured to assign a risk score to a transaction. In this
way, message 1216A can be part of an authorization process
used by the merchant 120.
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The techniques described above can be used by the mer-
chant 121. For example, merchant 121 can: register the mer-
chant support server 1104 as a support system (M1210B);
send an authorization request message (M1212B), receive an
authorization response message that includes an account
token based on the token derivation key assigned to merchant
121 and a key based on the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support server (M1214B), store the account
token based on the token derivation key assigned to the mer-
chant 121 (as shown by the merchant specific account tokens
127(a) stored in account token database 127), and send the
account token based on the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support server 1104 (M1216B).

Further, the technique of generating account tokens in
response to authorization request messages and sending the
account tokens in authorization response messages can be
repeated for one or more transactions. For example, as FIG.
12 shows, as was shown in FIG. 11, merchant 120 may store
merchant specific account tokens 126(a) corresponding to
three transactions, while merchant 121 may store merchant
specific account tokens corresponding to three additional
transactions. Similar to FIG. 11, collectively, the merchant
specific account tokens 126(a), 126(b) provide relatively
little information regarding the combined transactions. How-
ever, as shown in the merchant support server 1104, the nor-
malized account tokens 1104(a) stored normalized database
1104 illustrate that transaction 1 and transaction 4 actually
involve the same underlying account identifier.

However, unlike the embodiments described with refer-
ence to FIG. 11, embodiments according to FIG. 12 provide
an improved technique for providing normalized account
tokens if the normalization tokens are to be analyzed in real-
time. Such is the case because the normalized account tokens

are generated by the tokenization server when the tokeniza-
tion server receives an authorization request message. As
such, the normalized account tokens can be generated in
parallel to the processing of the merchant specific account
token and in parallel to the issuer processing the authorization
request message.
VII. Exemplary Computer Apparatuses

FIG. 8 shows a block diagram of an exemplary computer
apparatus that can be used in some embodiments ofthe inven-
tion (e.g., in any of the components shown in the prior Fig-
ures).

Any ofthe elements in figures described herein can use any
suitable number of subsystems to facilitate the functions
described herein. System 800 in FIG. 8 is representative of a
computer system capable ofembodying various aspects ofthe
present invention. The computer system can be present in any
of the elements in figures described herein, including pay-
ment processing network 140, for example. Similarly, the
various participants, entities and elements in FIG. 1 may
operate one or more computer apparatuses to facilitate the
functions described herein. It will be readily apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art that many other hardware and
software configurations are suitable for use with the present
invention.

For example, the computer may be a desktop, portable,
rack-mounted or tablet configuration. Additionally, the com-
puter may be a series of networked computers. Further, the
use of other micro processors are contemplated, such as
XeonTM, PentiumTM or CoreTM microprocessors; TurionTM
64, OpteronTM or AthlonTM microprocessors from Advanced
Micro Devices, Inc; and the like. Further, other types of
operating systems are contemplated, such as Windows®,
WindowsXP®, WindowsNT®, or the like from Microsoft
Corporation, Solaris from Sun Microsystems, LINUX,
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UNIX, and the like. In still other embodiments, the tech-

niques described above may be implemented upon a chip or
an auxiliary processing board. Various embodiments may be
based upon systems provided by daVinci, Pandora, Silicon
Color, or other vendors.

In one embodiment, computer system 800 typically
includes a monitor 810, computer 820, a keyboard 830, a user
input device 845, network interface 850, and the like. In
various embodiments, monitor 810 may be embodied as a
CRT display, an LCD display, a plasma display, a direct-
projection or rear-projection DLP, a microdisplay, or the like.
In various embodiments, display 810 may be used to display
user interfaces and rendered images.

In various embodiments, user input device 845 is typically
embodied as a computer mouse, a trackball, a track pad, a
joystick, wireless remote, drawing tablet, voice command
system, and the like. User input device 845 typically allows a
user to select objects, icons, text and the like that appear on the
display 810 via a command such as a click of a button or the
like. An additional specialized user input device 845, such a
magnetic stripe, RFID transceiver or smart card reader may
also be provided in various embodiments. In other embodi-
ments, user input device 845 include additional computer
system displays (e.g. multiple monitors). Further user input
device 845 may be implemented as one or more graphical
user interfaces on such a display.

Embodiments of network interface 850 typically include
an Ethernet card, a modem (telephone, satellite, cable,
ISDN), (asynchronous) digital subscriber line (DSL) unit,
FireWire interface, USB interface, and the like. For example,
network interface 850 may be coupled to a computer network,
to a FireWire bus, or the like. In other embodiments, network
interface 850 may be physically integrated on the mother-
board of computer, may be a software program, such as soft
DSL, or the like.

RAM 870 and disk drive 880 are examples of computer-
readable tangible media configured to store data such user,
account and transaction level data, calculated aggregated
data, super keys, sub keys and other executable computer
code, human readable code, or the like. Other types of tan-
gible media include magnetic storage media such as floppy
disks, networked hard disks, or removable hard disks; optical
storage media such as CD-ROMS, DVDs, holographic
memories, or bar codes; semiconductor media such as flash
memories, read-only-memories (ROMS); battery-backed
volatile memories; networked storage devices, and the like.

In the present embodiment, computer system 800 may also
include software that enables communications over a network

such as the HTTP, TCP/IP, RTP/RTSP protocols, and the like.
In alternative embodiments of the present invention, other
communications software and transfer protocols may also be
used, for example IPX, UDP or the like.

In various embodiments, computer 820 typically includes
familiar computer components such as a processor 860, and
memory storage devices, such as a random access memory
(RAM) 870, disk drive 880, and system bus 890 interconnect-
ing the above components.

In some embodiments, computer 820 includes one or more
XeonTM microprocessors from Intel Corporation. Further, in
the present embodiment, computer 820 may include a UNIX-
based operating system.

It should be understood that embodiments of the present
invention as described above can be implemented in the form
of control logic using computer software in a modular or
integrated manner. Based on the disclosure and teachings
provided herein, a person ofordinary skill in the art will know
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and appreciate other ways and/or methods to implement the
present invention using hardware and a combination ofhard-
ware and software

Any of the software components or functions described in
this application, may be implemented as software code to be
executed by a processor using any suitable computer lan-
guage such as, for example, Java, C++ or Perl using, for
example, conventional or object-oriented techniques. The
software code may be stored as a series of instructions, or
commands on a non-transitory computer readable medium,
such as a random access memory (RAM), a read only
memory (ROM), a magnetic medium such as a hard-drive or
a floppy disk, or an optical medium such as a CD-ROM. Any
such non-transitory computer readable medium may reside
on or within a single computational apparatus, and may be
present on or within different computational apparatuses
within a system or network.

The above descriptions are illustrative and are not restric-
tive. Many variations ofthe invention will become apparent to
those skilled in the art upon review of the disclosure. The
scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined not
with reference to the above description, but instead should be
determined with reference to the pending claims along with
their full scope or equivalents.

One or more features from any embodiment may be com-
bined with one or more features of any other embodiment
without departing from the scope of the invention. For
example, any of the above described analytics may be com-
bined with any other suitable analytics in any suitable manner
in methods or systems according to embodiments of the
invention. Thus, although specific features are separately
described in this application, they may be combined in certain
embodiments of the invention.

A recitation of “a”, “an” or “the” is intended to mean “one
or more” unless specifically indicated to the contrary.

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
receiving, by a tokenization server, a registration request

message from a merchant computer;
assigning, by the tokenization server, a merchant verifica-

tion value and a token derivation key to a merchant
associated with the merchant computer;

storing, by the tokenization server, the token derivation key
and the merchant verification value in a database;

receiving, by the tokenization server, an authorization
request message for a transaction that includes an
account identifier and the merchant verification value,
wherein the authorization request message is sent by the
merchant computer;

sending, by the tokenization server, the authorization
request message to an issuer computer for authorization
of the transaction;

receiving, by the tokenization server from the issuer com-
puter, an authorization response message indicating
whether the transaction has been authorized by the
issuer computer;

retrieving, by the tokenization server, the token derivation
key using the merchant verification value included in the
authorization request message from the database;

generating, by the tokenization server, an account token
using the token derivation key by encrypting the account
identifier using the token derivation key;

inserting, by the tokenization server, the account token in
the authorization response message received from the
issuer computer; and

sending, by the tokenization server, the authorization
response message including the account token to the
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merchant computer, wherein the token derivation key is
available only to the tokenization server.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein a reverse tokenization

key usable to generate the account identifier from the account
token is stored on the tokenization server.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
assigning a token derivation key index to the token deriva-

tion key; and
inserting the token derivation key index in the authoriza-

tion response message before the authorization response
message is sent to the merchant computer.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:
assigning a different token derivation key to the merchant

associated with the merchant computer; and
assigning a different derivation key index to the different

token derivation key.
5. The method of claim 3 wherein the token derivation key

index is an incremental index.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein the token derivation key
index is a hidden index.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
generating, by the tokenization server, a reverse tokeniza-

tion key using the merchant verification value;
receiving an account identifier request from the merchant

computer, wherein the account identifier request
includes the account token;

determining, by the tokenization server, the account iden-
tifier using the reverse tokenization key and the account
token; and

sending the account identifier to the merchant computer.
8. The method of claim 1 wherein the account token is

generated by applying the account identifier to an encryption
or hash function using the token derivation key as a parameter.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the token derivation key
is a key for a symmetric encryption algorithm, and wherein
generating the account token further comprises applying the
symmetric encryption algorithm to the account identifier.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the authorization

response message includes a bitmap field, and wherein a bit in
the bitmap field is set by the tokenization server upon insert-
ing the account token in the authorization response message.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the authorization

response message includes a field tag that identifies a field in
the authorization response message containing the account
token.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving, from a merchant support system server, a nor-

malization request message, wherein the normalization
request message includes the merchant verification
value and the account token, and wherein the merchant
support system server is associated with a merchant
support system;

generating, by the tokenization server, the account identi-
fier from the account token;

selecting a token derivation key assigned to the merchant
support system;

generating, by the tokenization server, a normalized
account token using the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support system; and

sending the normalized account token to the merchant
support system server.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the normalization

request message further includes a support system verifica-
tion value that is used to select the token derivation key
assigned to the merchant support system.
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14. The method of claim 12 wherein the merchant support
system is associated with a fraud scoring service that provides
a fraud score for the transaction.

15. The method of claim 12 wherein the merchant support
system is associated with an alert service that transmits an
alert to a mobile device of an account holder.

16. A server computer comprising:
a processor and
a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

coupled to the processor, the computer readable storage
medium comprising code that, when executed by the
processor, causes the processor to perform a method
comprising:
receiving a registration request message from a mer-

chant computer;
assigning a merchant verification value and a token deri-

vation key to a merchant associated with the merchant
computer;

storing the token derivation key and the merchant veri-
fication value in a database;

receiving an authorization request message for a trans-
action that includes an account identifier and the mer-

chant verification value, wherein the authorization
request message is sent by the merchant computer;

sending the authorization request message to an issuer
computer for authorization of the transaction;

receiving, from the issuer computer, an authorization
response message indicating whether the transaction
has been authorized by the issuer computer;

retrieving the token derivation key using the merchant
verification value included in the authorization

request message from the database;
generating an account token using the token derivation

key by encrypting the account identifier using the
token derivation key;

inserting the account token in the authorization response
message received from the issuer computer; and

sending the authorization response message including
the account token to the merchant computer, wherein
the token derivation key is available only to the server
computer.

17. The server computer of claim 16 wherein a reverse
tokenization key usable to generate the account identifier
from the account token is stored on the server computer.

18. The server computer of claim 16, wherein the method
further comprises:

assigning a token derivation key index to the token deriva-
tion key; and

inserting the token derivation key index in the authoriza-
tion response message before the authorization response
message is sent to the merchant computer.

19. The server computer of claim 18, wherein the method
further comprises:

assigning a different token derivation key to the merchant
associated with the merchant computer; and

assigning a different derivation key index to the different
token derivation key.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
determining that the token derivation key has been com-

promised prior to assigning the different token deriva-
tion key to the merchant.

21. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing
computer instructions when executed by a processor of a
server causes the processor to perform a method comprising:

receiving a registration request message from a merchant
computer;
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assigning a merchant verification value and a token deri-
vation key to a merchant associated with the merchant
computer;

storing the token derivation key and the merchant verifica-
tion value in a database;

receiving an authorization request message for a transac-
tion that includes an account identifier and the merchant

verification value, wherein the authorization request
message is sent by the merchant computer;

sending the authorization request message to an issuer
computer for authorization of the transaction;

receiving, from the issuer computer, an authorization
response message indicating whether the transaction has
been authorized by the issuer computer;

retrieving the token derivation key using the merchant veri-
fication value included in the authorization request mes-
sage from the database;

generating an account token using the token derivation key
by encrypting the account identifier using the token deri-
vation key;

inserting the account token in the authorization response
message received from the issuer computer; and

sending the authorization response message including the
account token to the merchant computer, wherein the
token derivation key is available only to the server.

* * * * *
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Unified Patents Inc. (“Petitioner”) filed a Corrected Petition (Paper 7,

“Pet.”) requesting inter partes review of claims 1—30 ofUS. Patent No.

8,533,860 B1 (Ex. 1001, “the ’860 patent”). William Grecia (“Patent

Owner”) filed a Preliminary Response (Paper 10, “Prelim. Resp”). We have

jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), which provides that an inter partes

review may not be instituted “unless . . . there is a reasonable likelihood that

the petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims

challenged in the petition.” For the reasons that follow, we have decided not

to institute an interpartes review.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The ’860 Patent

The ’860 patent is titled “Personalized Digital Media Access System—

PDMAS Part II.” Ex. 1001, at [54]. The ’860 patent describes a digital

rights management system that manages access rights across a plurality of

devices via digital media personalization to protect digital media subject to

illegal copying. Id. at 1:19—26; 4:47—48.

The system includes a first receipt module, an authentication module,

a connection module, a request module, a second receipt module, and a

branding module. See id. at Fig. 1. The first receipt module receives a

branding request from a user’s (content acquirer’s) device. Id. at 5:45—47.

The branding request is a read and write request of metadata of the digital

media and includes a membership verification token corresponding to the

digital media. Id. at 5:47—50. The authentication module authenticates the

membership verification token. Id. at 5:56—57. The connection module

establishes communication with the user’s device. Id at 5:58—60. The
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request module requests an electronic identification reference from the

user’s device. Id. at 6:4—6. The second receipt module receives the

electronic identification reference. Id. at 616—8. The branding module

brands metadata of the digital media by writing the membership verification

token and the electronic identification into the metadata. Id. at 6:8—1 1.

Figure 3, which is reproduced below, illustrates this process.

301 307

r"""1'"""1. ragiggs'éeargur“.
; K°°EKEY GU‘ ; : LOG INTocoNTINUE. :
I PLEASE ENTER YOURGODE I 395 l a
l momssme REDEEM t I LOGIN ID: .

f eurrou. ‘ : USEREMAIL©MEMBERCOM {
I i I PASSWORD: I

: : i—:l l I I

l m l :L @J’

  
309 DATABASE

DATABASE 305 PRODUCT METADATA 302

FIG. 3,

In particular, Figure 3 is a flow chart of the process of digital media

personalization. Id. at 4:23—25. A user posts a branding request via

Kodekey GUI 301, which prompts the user to enter a token and press the

redeem button. Id. at 6:65—67, 7:1—3. Product metadata 302 is associated

with the digital media to be acquired. Id. at 73—4. The Kodekey GUI is
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connected to token database 305. The user is then redirected to

APIwebsite.com GUI 307, which prompts the user to enter a login id and

password to access the digital media from database 309. Id. at 7: 10—1 1, 14-

17. The APIwebsite.com GUI interfaces to a web service membership,

where the user’s electronic identification is collected and sent back to the

Kodekey GUI. Id. at 7:10—14. The database containing the digital media is

connected to the web service membership. Id. at 7:17—19.

B. Illustrative Claim

Petitioner challengesclaims 1—30 of the ’860 patent. Claims 1, 9, 11,

and 21 are independent. Claim 1 is illustrative of the claims under

challenge:

1. A method for authorizing access to digital content using a

cloud system, the cloud system comprising connected modules

in operation as one or more of a cloud computing or a cloud

storage in connection with devices and users, wherein the digital

content is at least one of encrypted or not encrypted, the method

facilitating access rights between a plurality of data processing

devices, the method comprising:

receiving a digital content access request from at least one

communications console of the plurality of data processing

devices, the access request being a read or write request of

metadata of the digital content, wherein the read or write

request of metadata is performed in connection with a

combination of at least one device and the cloud system, the

request comprising a verification token provided by a first

user corresponding to the digital content, wherein the

verification token is one or more of a password, e-mail

address, payment system, credit card, authorize ready device,

rights token, or one or more redeemable instruments of trade;

authenticating the verification token;
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establishing a connection with the at least one communications

console, wherein the communications console is a

combination of a graphic user interface (GUI) and an

Application Programmable Interface (API) wherein the API

is related to a verified web service, the web service capable

of facilitating a two way data exchange session to complete a

verification process wherein the data exchange session

comprises at least one identification reference;

requesting the at least one identification reference from the at

least one communications console, wherein the identification

reference comprises one or more of a verified web service

account identifier, letter, number, rights token, e-mail,

password, access time, serial number, address, manufacturer

identification, checksum, operating system version, browser

version, credential, cookie, or key;

receiving the at least one identification reference from the at least

one communications console; and

writing at least one of the verification token or the identification
reference into the metadata.

C. Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability

Petitioner challenges claims 1—30 of the ’860 patent on the following

grounds.1 Pet. 4, 15—59.

1 In summarizing its asserted grounds on page 4 of the Petition, Petitioner

requests cancellation of claims 1—30 as unpatentable under 35 U.S.C § 103

based on “[t]wo main references,” but states on page 15 of the Petition that

the same references “anticipate and/or render obvious the claimed subject

matter.” Given the substance of Petitioner’s arguments, we address claims

1—30 under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103.

5
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In support of its arguments, Petitioner proffers the declaration of Ravi

S. Cherukuri (Ex. 1010). See id.

D. Claim Construction

We construe claims in an unexpired patent by applying the broadest

reasonable interpretation in light of the specification of the patent in which

they appear. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b); In re Cuozzo Speed Techs, LLC,

793 F.3d 1268, 1278 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“We conclude that Congress

implicitly approved the broadest reasonable interpretation standard in

enacting the AIA.”), afi’d sub nom. Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC v. Lee,

136 S. Ct. 2131 (2016). Under this standard, claim terms are given their

ordinary and customary meaning, as would be understood by one of ordinary

skill in the art in the context of the entire disclosure. See In re Translogic

Tech, Inc, 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007). A “claim term will not

receive its ordinary meaning if the patentee acted as his own lexicographer,”

2 DeMello, US. Patent No. 6,891,953 B1, issued May 10, 2005 (Ex. 1006).

3 Pestoni, U.S. Publ’n No. US 2008/0313264 A1, published Dec. 18, 2008

(Ex. 1007).

4 Wiser, US. Patent No. 6,385,596 B1, issued May 7, 2002 (Ex. 1008).

5 C00per, U.S. Publ’n No. US 2009/0037388 A1, published Feb. 5, 2009

(Ex. 1009).
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however, and clearly set forth a definition of the claim term in the

specification. CCS Fitness, Inc. v. Brunswick Corp, 288 F.3d 1359, 1366

(Fed. Cir. 2002).

Petitioner provides proposed interpretations for various limitations of

the claims. See Pet. 12—14. Patent Owner does not respond, except for

asserting that “[t]he Petition and the Declaration have different constructions

of ‘verified web service.’” Prelim. Resp. 5. For purposes of this Decision,

we conclude that no term requires interpretation at this time to resolve a

controversy in this proceeding. See Vivid Techs, Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g,

Inc, 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“only those terms need be

construed that are in controversy, and only to the extent necessary to resolve

the controversy”).

11. DISCUSSION

A. Anticipation by DeMello

Petitioner argues that DeMello anticipates claims 1-30 of the ’860

patent. See Pet. 15—28, 49—58. For the reasons explained below, we are not

persuaded that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing on its asserted ground.

1. DeMello

DeMello describes a digital rights management system that distributes

and protects rights in content, such as electronic books (eBooks). Ex. 1006,

at [57], 4:43—45. As shown in Figure 4, which is reproduced below, the

system includes a retail site, a fulfillment site, and an activation site.
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Figure 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the digital rights

management system. Id. at 4:19—21. The retail site sells eBooks to

consumers, the fulfillment site provides the sold eBooks to the consumers,

and the activation site enables consumer reading devices to use eBooks with

enhanced levels of copy protection (e.g., eBooks requiring licenses). Id. at

[57], 6:10—16,21:36—37.

In order to access an eBook, a consumer begins by choosing a title

from the retail site and paying for the title. Id. at 2621—4. The retail site then

issues a receipt page with a link for downloading the title. Id. at 2614—7.

When the consumer clicks on the link, a download server at the fulfillment

site adds the consumer’s name to the title metadata. Id. at 26:15—23, Fig. 4.

The title is then downloaded to the consumer’s device, and the eBook is
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opened to its cover page with the rightful owner’s name appearing under the

author’s name. Id. at 26:35—36, 27:45—46.

2. Analysis

Independent claims 1, 9, 11, and 21 recite a request comprising a

verification token corresponding to digital content. For this limitation,

Petitioner identifies the communication between a bookstore server 72 and a

user as a “request.” Pet. 20. Petitioner further argues that “DeMello teaches

‘user authentication’ and establishing a membership relationship with a

retailer (left of Figure 4), which inherently would include providing a token,

such as a retailer password and/or email (e.g., Amazon log-on credentials)”

Pet. 18; see also id. at 16 (“authentication credentials (e.g., Amazon.com

log-on credentials), which is a verification token”), 20 (“establish their

membership relationship with the retailer [verification token]”).

Based on the record presented, we are unpersuaded by this argument.

As Patent Owner points out, the “claims require a verification token
9”

‘corresponding to the digital content. Prelim. Resp. 29. Petitioner does

not provide persuasive explanation as to how a retailer password or e-mail

corresponds to digital content. In fact, Petitioner does not appear to address

this recited feature at all. See 35 U.S.C. §312(a)(3) (a petition must identify,

“with particularity, each claim challenged, the grounds on which the

challenge to each claim is based, and the evidence that supports the grounds

for the challenge to each claim”); 37 CPR. § 42.104(b) (a petition must

identify “[h]ow the construed claim is unpatentable under the statutory

grounds identified” and “where each element of the claim is found in the

prior art,” and must explain the “relevance of the evidence to the challenge
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raised”); 37 CPR. § 42.22(a)(2) (a petition must include a “full statement of

the reasons for the relief requested, including a detailed explanation of the

significance of the evidence”). As Petitioner does not identify specifically

how a retailer password or e-mail in DeMello corresponds to digital content,

we are not persuaded that Petitioner has made a sufficient showing that

DeMello discloses the recited verification token.

Petitioner further argues that “[o]ther embodiments” in DeMello

describe various options that satisfy the recited “verification token,” as “set

forth in the Cherukuri Declaration (EX1010) at Ex. C, such as the Boole.”

Pet. 19 (emphasis omitted). We are unpersuaded by this argument as well.

First, we note that Mr. Cherukuri does not discuss the Boole in Exhibit C

of his declaration, and Petitioner provides no further citation or sufficient

explanation as to how the Boole satisfies the recited “verification token.”

We also note that DeMello describes the Boole as being “used by

download server 76 to locate the proper LIT file via content store plug-in

module 88 (which looks-up the BookID in fulfillment database 84).”

Ex. 1006, 16:5—8. As discussed above, however, Petitioner identifies the

user’s communication with the bookstore server 72 (not the download

server 76) as the “request” comprising the “verification token.” See In re

Arkley, 455 F.2d 586, 587 (CCPA 1972) (“The [prior art] reference must

clearly and unequivocally disclose the claimed [invention] or direct those

skilled in the art to the [invention] without any need for picking, choosing,

and combining various disclosures not directly related to each other by the

teachings of the cited reference”); Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545

F.3d 1359, 1369—70 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“the prior art reference—in order to

anticipate under 35 U.S.C. § 102—must not only disclose all elements of the

10
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claim within the four comers of the document, but must also disclose those

elements ‘arranged as in the claim.’”).

Second, while Mr. Cherukuri discusses other alternatives in DeMello

as satisfying the recited “verification token” (see Ex. 1010, at Ex. C (claim

element 1[B])), Petitioner’s reliance on such discussion is an improper

incorporation by reference of arguments asserted in a declaration, which we

will not consider here. See 37 CPR. § 42.6(a)(3) (“Arguments must not be

incorporated by reference from one document into another document”).

Finally, Petitioner argues that the following items in DeMello also

satisfy the recited “verification token”: “the username and other

credentials,” the purchaser credit card, the purchaser name, and the

PASSPORT ID. Pet. 20, 27. Again, Petitioner does not explain

persuasively how any of these items corresponds to digital content.

In view of the foregoing, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that DeMello

anticipates independent claims 1, 9, 11, and 21. See also Pet. 42 (referring

to analysis of claim 1 for claim 9), 44—45 (referring to analysis of claim 1 for

claim 11), 52—53 (referring to analyses of claims 1 and 11 for claim 21).

Claims 2—8, 10, 12—20, and 22—30 depend from claims 1, 9, 11, or 21.

Accordingly, we also determine that Petitioner has not demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that DeMello anticipates

these dependent claims.

B. Obviousness over DeMello and the Admitted Prior Art

Petitioner argues that claims 1—20 of the ’860 patent would have been

obvious over DeMello and “the admitted prior art.” See Pet. 15—28. For the

11
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reasons explained below, we are not persuaded that Petitioner has

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its asserted ground.

Independent claim 1 recites limitations including: a first “receiving”

step, which Petitioner designates as element [B]; an “authenticating” step,

which Petitioner designates as element [C]; an “establishing” step, which

Petitioner designates as element [D]; and a “writing” step, which Petitioner

designates as element [G]. See Pet. 17—24, 26—28. Independent claims 9

and 11 recite similar limitations. According to Petitioner, Patent Owner

admits that elements [B], [C], and [G], as well as the “GUI” of element [D]

are a part of the prior art. Pet. 18 (citing Ex. 1005, at 14), 21—22 (citing

Ex. 1003, 10:41—51), 26—27 (citing Ex. 1005, at 13). As support, Petitioner

relies on statements made in Patent Owner’s Preliminary Response in

IPR2015—0422, which also involves the ’860 patent, as well as the

specification of US. Patent No. 8,887,308, which is related to the ’860

patent. See id.

It is not sufficient, however, for Petitioner to demonstrate that each of

the claim elements is known. See KSR Int ’1 Co. v. Teleflex Inc, 550 US.

398, 418 (2007). Petitioner must also provide “some articulated reasoning

with some rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of

obviousness.” In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

In that regard, with respect to element [B], Petitioner argues:

DeMello teaches “user authentication” and establishing a

membership relationship with a retailer (left of Figure 4), which

inherently would include providing a token, such as a retailer

password and/or email (e.g., Amazon log-on credentials). User

authentication and establishing a membership are obvious in

view of the admitted prior art. The admitted prior art steps are

described in the parent ‘555 Patent as verifying membership for

12
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site to buy content, and DeMello recites establishing such a

membership relationship. It would be obvious to use the

verification token of the admitted prior art to establish a

membership relationship.

Pet. 18—19. Petitioner does not, however, explain sufficiently why one of

ordinary skill in the art would have considered combining DeMello and any

other patent or printed publication to arrive at the claimed invention. For

example, Petitioner does not explain persuasively why one of ordinary skill

in the art would have considered “us[ing] the verification token of the

admitted prior art to establish a membership relationship” in DeMello, when

DeMello already teaches “establishing a membership relationship with a

retailer.” See id.

With respect to elements [C] and [G], Petitioner does not appear to

proffer any reason for combining DeMello and the admitted prior art. See

Pet. 20—21, 26—28.

Finally, with respect to element [D], Petitioner merely asserts that “it

is obvious that the browser of the reader mentioned in DeMello includes a

GUI, since browsers provide a GUI.” Id. at 23. Again, Petitioner does not

explain sufficiently why one of ordinary skill in the art would have

considered combining DeMello and any other patent or printed publication

to arrive at the claimed invention.

Based on the record presented, we are not persuaded that Petitioner

has provided adequately articulated reasoning with some rational

underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness with respect to

elements [B], [C], [D], and [G]. See Kahn, 441 F.3d at 988. Accordingly,

we determine that Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing in showing that claims 1, 9, and 11 would have been obvious over

13
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DeMello and the admitted prior art. See also Pet. 42 (referring to analysis of

claim 1 for claim 9), 44—45 (referring to analysis of claim 1 for claim 11).

Claims 2—8, 10, and 12—20 depend from claims 1, 9, or 11. We therefore

also determine that Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood

of prevailing in showing that these dependent claims would have been

obvious over DeMello and the admitted prior art.

C. Anticipation by Pestoni

Petitioner argues that Pestoni anticipates claims 1—30 of the ’860

patent. See Pet. 15, 28—5 8. For the reasons explained below, we are not

persuaded that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing on its asserted ground.

I. Pestoni

Pestoni describes a system with domain management for digital

media. Ex. 1007, at [57]. As shown in Figure l, which is reproduced below,

the system includes a domain administrator, a content provider, and a license

SCI'VCI'.

14
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Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of a system that employs domain

management for digital media. Id. 11 6. Media playback device 112 or 114

may obtain content from content provider 104 by submitting a content

request to the content provider. Id. 11 67. In order to access and play back

the content, the device must have a domain membership license from

domain administrator 102 and a content license from license server 106. Id.

11 17.

To obtain a domain membership license, the device submits ajoin—

domain request to the domain administrator. Id. 11 38. The request includes

parameters to identify the device, such as a device certificate, user

credentials, and a device description. Id. 11 39. If the domain administrator

approves the request, the device becomes a member of the domain and

receives a domain membership license. Id. 1111 38, 44.

15
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To obtain a content license, the device submits a content license

request to the license server. Id. 1111 69, 72. The request includes parameters,

such as a key ID, a domain ID, and a domain certificate, to identify both the

content for which the license is being requested and the domain of which the

device is. a member. Id. 11 72. In response to the request, the license server

validates the domain certificate, and, if successful, approves the request. Id.

1H] 75, 79. Once the request is approved, the license server generates a

content license, binds the license to the domain identified in the request, and

provides the device with the license. Id. 1111 79—80, 82, 84.

2. Analysis

As an initial matter, we note that Petitioner argues that the asserted

references “anticipate and/or render obvious the claimed subject matter, and

are corroborated by the opinion in the Cherukuri Declaration.” Pet. 15.

Petitioner does not set forth its entire anticipation analysis in the Petition,

however, relying instead on Mr. Cherukuri’s declaration testimony to set

forth portions of the analysis. For example, claim 1 recites a “GUI” and an

“API . . . related to a verified web service.” Without addressing in the

Petition whether Pestoni discloses these claim elements, Petitioner directs us

to Mr. Cherukuri’s declaration testimony regarding the same claim elements.

Id. at 31 (citing Ex. 1010 11 80, Exhibit D). That testimony includes a

statement that “it is inherent that a user would use a GUI,” as well as a

statement that “it is inherent that the device uses the API . . . [and] that the

API is related to a web service.” Ex. 1010 11 80, Exhibit D. Such reliance on

Mr. Cherukuri’s declaration testimony is an improper incorporation by

16
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reference of arguments asserted in a declaration. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3).

Petitioner’s asserted ground fails for this reason.

Even if the testimony had been fully described in the Petition, the

anticipation argument with respect to Pestoni would still fail. As discussed

above, claims 1, 9, 11, and 21 recite a request comprising a verification

token corresponding to digital content. For this limitation, Petitioner points

to Pestoni’s disclosure of a content request and a join-domain request.

Pet. 30 (citing Ex. 1007 W 44, 67). Petitioner also directs us to where

Pestoni discloses that “content can be obtained . . . concurrently with joining

a domain.” Id. (citing Ex. 1] 67). Petitioner appears to identify the content

request and join—domain request together as the recited “request.” See

Pet. 30 (“[d]evice 202 communicates with content provider 104 to obtain

pieces of protected content [content access request]” and “[d]omain request

approval module 224 . . . receives join-domain request 220.”). Petitioner

further identifies the user credentials included in Pestoni’s join-domain

request as the recited “verification token.” Id. (citing Ex. 1007 W 39, 41).

As Petitioner highlights, the user credentials may include a user id and

password. Id. at 29—30 (“user credentials can take any of a variety of

different forms, such as a user id and password”).

Based on the record presented, we are unpersuaded by Petitioner’s

argument. As discussed above, Patent Owner points out that the “claims

require a verification token ‘corresponding to the digital content.” Prelim.

Resp. 29. We note that Pestoni discloses that the user id and password are

“credentials that identify the user.” Ex. 1007 1] 41. In light of this

disclosure, Petitioner does not provide persuasive explanation as to how a

user id or password corresponds to digital content. In fact, Petitioner does

17
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not appear to address this recited feature at all. See 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3);

37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b); 37 C.F.R. § 42.22(a)(2). As Petitioner does not

identify specifically how a user id or password in Pestoni corresponds to

digital content, we are not persuaded that Petitioner has made a sufficient

showing that Pestoni discloses the recited verification token.

Referring to “[o]ther embodiments” in Pestoni, Petitioner further
6“

argues that the verification token’ is also shown by . . . a digital certificate

and other parameters in Pestoni, . . . as set forth in the Cherukuri Declaration

(EX1010) at Ex. D, Element G.” Pet. 35 (emphasis omitted).

. On this record, we are unpersuaded by Petitioner’s argument in this

regard. Although the digital certificate in Pestoni is also an example of user

credentials included in the join-domain request, we note that the digital

certificate “attest[s] to the user’s identity and [is] digitally signed by a trust

authority.” Ex. 1007 1|41 (emphasis added). As with the user id and

password discussed above, Petitioner does not explain persuasively how the

digital certificate corresponds to digital content.

Moreover, while Mr. Cherukuri may discuss other alternatives in

Pestoni as satisfying the recited “verification token,” Petitioner’s reliance on

such discussion is an improper incorporation by reference of arguments

asserted in a declaration, which we will not consider here. See 37 C...FR

§ 42.6(a)(3).

In View of the foregoing, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that Pestoni

anticipates independent claims 1, 9, 11, and 21. See also Pet. 42 (referring

to analysis of claim 1 for claim 9), 44—45 (referring to analysis of claim 1 for

claim 11), 52—53 (referring to analyses of claims 1 and 11 for claim 21).

18
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Claims 2—8, 10, 12—20, and 22—30 depend from claims 1, 9, 11, or 21.

Accordingly, we also determine that Petitioner has not demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that Pestoni anticipates these

dependent claims.

D. Obviousness over Pestoni and the Admitted Prior Art

Petitioner argues that claims 1—20 of the ’860 patent would have been

obvious over Pestoni and “the admitted prior art.” See Pet. 15, 28—48. For

the reasons explained below, we are not persuaded that Petitioner has

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its asserted ground.

As discussed above, independent claim 1 recites several limitations,

which Petitioner designates as elements [B], [C], [D], and [G]. Independent

claims 9 and 11 recite similar limitations. According to Petitioner, Patent

Owner admits that elements [B], [C], and [G], as well as the “GUI” of

element [D] are a part of the prior art. Id. at 29 (citing Ex. 1005, at 6), 30,

32, 34. As support, Petitioner relies on statements made in Patent Owner’s

Preliminary Response in IPR2015-0422, which also involves the ’860

patent. See id; see also id. at 18 (citing Ex. 1005, at 14).

Again, it is not sufficient for Petitioner to demonstrate that each of the

claim elements is known. See KSR, 550 US. at 418. Petitioner must also

provide “some articulated reasoning with some rational underpinning to

support the legal conclusion of obviousness.” Kahn, 441 F.3d at 988. In

that regard, Petitioner does not appear to proffer any reason for combining

Pestoni and any other patent or printed publication to arrive at the claimed

invention. See Pet. 29—32, 34—35. Accordingly, on this record, we are not

persuaded that Petitioner has provided adequately articulated reasoning with

19
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some rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness.

See Kahn, 441 F.3d at 988.

In view of the foregoing, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that claims 1,

9, and 11 would have been obvious based on the combination of Pestoni and

the admitted prior art. See also Pet. 42 (referring to analysis of claim 1 for

claim 9), 44—45 (referring to analysis of claim 1 for claim 11). Claims 2—8,

10, and 12—20 depend from claims 1, 9, or 11. Accordingly, we also

determine that Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing in showing that these dependent claims would have been obvious

based on the combination of Pestoni and the admitted prior art.

E. Obviousness over DeMello and Wiser or over Pestoni and Wiser

Petitioner argues that claims 21—30 of the ’860 patent would have

been obvious over DeMello and Wiser or over Pestoni and Wiser. See

Pet. 48—5 8. Claim 21 recites a “request comprising a verification token

corresponding to the digital content.” For the reasons discussed supra,

Petitioner’s arguments and evidence regarding claim 21 do not remedy the

deficiencies discussed above with respect to claims 1, 9, 11, and 21. See id.

at 52—53 (referring to analyses of claims 1 and 11 for claim 21).

Accordingly, on this record, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its assertion that claim

21 would have been obvious over DeMello and Wiser or over Pestoni and

Wiser. As claims 22—30 depend from claim 21, we also determine that

Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its
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assertion that these dependent claims would have been obvious over

DeMello and Wiser or over Pestoni and Wiser.

F Obviousness over DeMello, Wiser, and Cooper

Petitioner argues that claims 17 and 30 of the ’860 patent would have

been obvious over DeMello, Wiser, and Cooper. Pet. 58—59. Claims 17 and

30 depend from claims 11 and 21, respectively. Petitioner’s arguments and

evidence regarding claims 17 and 30 do not remedy the deficiencies

discussed above with respect to claims 11 and 21. See id. On this record,

and for the reasons discussed supra, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its assertion that

claims 17 and 30 would have been obvious over DeMello, Wiser, and

Cooper.

G. 35 US. C. § 315(b)

Patent Owner proffers arguments asserting that the Petition is time-

barred under 35 U.S.C. § 315(b) because “[Patent Owner] filed and served a

complaint alleging that Google infringed the ‘860 patent” and “Google, an

original founding member of [Petitioner] and continuing customer of

[Petitioner] (EX. 2005), is a privy of [Petitioner] .” Prelim. Resp. 41—42.

Because the information presented in the Petition does not

demonstrate a reasonable likelihood that Petitioner would prevail with

respect to at least one of the challenged claims, we need not address Patent

Owner’s assertions that the Petition is time-barred under 35 U.S.C. § 315(b)

based on privity.
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111. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, we are not persuaded that Petitioner has

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail with respect to

any of the challenged claims of the ’860 patent.

IV. ORDER

For the reasons given, it is

ORDERED that the Petition is denied as to all challenged claims, and

no trial is instituted.
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tiled in the US. District Court NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, EASTERN DIVISION on the following

[I Trademarks or [3] Patents. ( CI the patent action involves 35IISC§ 292.2)

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED
1:15-Cv—02610 3/27/2015

Pl ,AIN'I‘II’E

  

  

 
 

 

 
U.S. DIS'I'RIC'I' COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, EASTERN DIVISION
DEFENDANT

AT&T Inc.

 
  VWliam Grecia

   
 

PATENT OR DA'I‘E or PATENT 7 ;~ ,9: ,1 ,, y 1‘. V
TRADEMARK NO. ORTRAIH'zMARK HOLDI’R 01 MIL“ OR IRADLMARK

-——

DA'I‘I’, INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

  
 

  

  
 

E] Amendment [I Answer [I Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PA'I'EN'I' OR DA'I‘E OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

 
In the above——————~cntitlcd case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/1UDGIEMEN‘I‘

Stipulation of Dismissal dated 11/12/15 Attached. By Alfred Amistoso, Deputy Clerk

Susan Y. Soong, Clerk

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton A.J. Squillante 3/30/2015
 
Copy l—Upon initiation ofaction, mail this copy to Director (Topy 3—l3pon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy Z—Upon filing document adding patcntts), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casc file copy
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1

2 [Counsel listed on signature pages]

3

4 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

5 SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

6

7 William Grecia, Case No. 3: 15-cv—O4360-WHA

8 Plaintiff,
STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL

9 v.

10 .
AT&T Serv1ces, Inc.

11 Judge: Hon. William Alsup
Defendant.

12

13

14 Pursuant to Rule 41(a)(1)(A)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff William

15 Grecia and Defendant AT&T Services, Inc. (“AT&T”) hereby stipulate to the dismissal of this

16 action. All claims for relief asserted against AT&T by Grecia herein are dismissed WITH

17 PREJUDICE; all counterclaims for relief asserted against Grecia by AT&T are dismissed

18
WITHOUT PREJUDICE. Each party to bear its own costs and attorneys’ fees.

19

20 Date: November 12 2015 Respectfully Submitted,

21

22 /s/ Todd C. Atkins /s/ Steven D. Moore
Todd C. Atkins Steven D. Moore

23 (CA Bar No. 208879) (CA Stag/{Cigar N9]; 29087521
t tk' ~ I. smoore J l patrlc townsen .com

24 811,12???” com KILPATRICK TOWNSEND &
22 1 h f R STOCKTON LLP

2 5 6 Rut er ord oad Eighth Floor, Two Embarcadero Center
Carlsbad, CA 92008 San Francisco, CA 9411 l

26 619.665.3476 Telephone: 415 576 0200
Facsimile: 415 576 0300

27 Counselfor Plaintiff William Grecia
Attorney for Defendant

28 AT&T Services, Inc.

1 

 

Stipulation of Dismissal
Case No. 3:15-cv-04360-WHA
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ATTESTATION FOR SIGNATURE

Pursuant to Civil LR. 5-l(i)(3) regarding signatures, I attest under penalty of perjury that

concurrence in the filing of this document has been obtained from the other signatories.

Date: November 12 2015 /s/ Todd C. Atkins 

4823-6042—5002, v. l

 

 

Stipulation of Dismissal
Case No. 3:15-cv-04360-WHA
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Case: 3:15-cv-00401-TMR Doc #: 3 Filed: 11/06/15 Page: 1 of 1 PAGEID #: 101

A0120 Rev. 08/10

  
 

 

  
  

  

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1] 16 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the U.S. District Court Southern District of Ohio on the following

[21 Trademarks or E] Patents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
3:15-cv-00401 11/6/2015 Southern District of Ohio

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, INC. HIGH 5 GEAR, INC.

 

  

 

 

 
Iggnggfllfgg HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, INC.

HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, INC.

HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, .Nc.

HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, INC.

HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, INC.

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

El Amendment I:I Answer I] Cross Bill C] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 TM 4,068,006 12/6/2011 HIGH 5 SPORTSWEAR, INC.

 

 

   

  

 

  
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/IUDGEMENT

 
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-003532
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W:flflf§m-fllmnunmrtt#t:ll8fl-TIEIUIBIBIHEESWJZGIHZWUDm2EY

A0120 Rev, 08/10

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court the Northern District of Illinois on the following

[I Trademarks or MPatents. ( I] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
150V2620 3/27/2015 the Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia DISH Network L.L.C

  
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 8,533,860 9/10/2013 William Grecia

—
___
___
__—

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

I] Amendment [I Answer E] Cross Bill |:I Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT 0R TRADEMARK

2

___

   

  
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Julie 8. Leopold 3/30/2015

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-003533
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A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

 
 

TO' Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE

' Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN
PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. 9‘ l 116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Eastern District of VWsconsin on the following
1:] Trademarks or m Patents. ( [:1 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
15-CV-559 5/12/2015 Eastern District of WisconsinPLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia Charter Communcations Inc

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT . .
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 8,533,860 9/10/2013 William Grecia
2

 

 

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:
DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

E] Amendment El Answer [3 Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
l

 

  

  
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/IUDGEMENT 

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE
Jon W. Sanfilippo s/Becky Ray 5/12/2015

 

Copy 1 Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—[Ip0n filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

Case 2:15—cv-00569-RTR Filed 05/12/15 Page 1 of 1 Document 3 EWS-003534
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A0120 Rev. 08/10
 

 

 

 

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE

Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Wisconsin on the following
E] Trademarks or m Patents. ( [:1 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED
15—cv—570 5/12/2015

PLAINTIFF

 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT

Eastern District of Wisconsin
 

   
DEFENDANT  
  
 

 

William Grecia Time Warner Cable Inc

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

_-—
———

 

 
 

 

  
  

  
E] Amendment [I Answer I] Cross Bill [:1 Other PleadingPATENT OR

TRADEMARK NO. HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Jon W. Sanfilippo s/Mary Murawski 5/12/2015
 
Copy l—Upon initiation ofaction, mail this copy to Director Copy S—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2———Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4——Case file copy

Case 2:15-cv-00570-WED Filed 05/12/15 Page 1 of 1 Document 3EWS-003535
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Case: 1:15-cv-02625 Document #: 6 Filed: 03/31/15 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:28
A0120 Rev. 08/10

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
TO‘ Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING 0R DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District of lllinois on the following

I: Trademarks or MPatents. ( [I the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
1SCV2625 3/31/2015 Northern District of Illinois

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia WiderenWest Finance, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 8,533,860 9/10/2013 William Grecia

 

  
 

  
 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

__—
__—
__—
__—

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[:1 Amendment El Answer [3 Cross Bill I] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

  
__—
__—
__—
__—
__—

 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Julie 8. Leopold 3/31/2015

 
Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy Z—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy

EWS-003536
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Case: 1:15—cv—02617 Document #: 5 mmmm‘nmmlflMlmmm 1111:1111 I'll

(12) United States Patent
Grecia

US008533860B1

US 8,533,860 B1

*Sep. 10, 2013

(10) Patent No.:

(45) Date of Patent: 

(54) PERSONALIZED DIGITAL MEDIA ACCESS
SYSTEMMPDMAS PART II

(71) Applicant: William Grecia, Brooklyn, NY (US)

(72) Inventor: William Grecia, Brooklyn, NY (US)

( * ) Notice: Subject to any disclaimer, the term of this
patent is extended or adjusted under 35
U.S.C. 154(b) by 0 days.

This patent is subject to a terminal dis—
claimer.

(21) Appl.N0.: 13/740,086

(22) Filed: Jan. 11, 2013

(51) Int. Cl.
H04L 29/06 (2006.01)

(52) U.S. Cl.
USPC 726/29; 725/28; 713/185; 705/51

(58) Field of Classification Search
None

See application file for complete search history.
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Primary Examiner u Jung Kim
Assistant Examiner — Tri Tran

(57) ABSTRACT

The invention is an apparatus that facilitates access to a data
source to accept verification and authentication from an
enabler using at least one token and at least one reference. The
at least one reference could be a device serial number, a

networking MAC address, or a membership ID reference
from a web service. Access to the data source is also managed
with a plurality of secondary enablers.

30 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets

 
  

  

  
 

  

  
 

Receive a branding inquest from at lustone commmitztbns mnsob of the
plurality at data accessing devices

Authenticate the membership verificationtoken
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Request at least one micidermieation reference imm the at least
one oovmunlcalions omsole

Receive the at least one electionic
identificatim reference from the at least

one mmnunieetims consuls

Brand metadata 01 the encrypted digitalmedb
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’52

Trials@uspto.gov Paper No. 13

571-272-7822 _ Date Entered: May 15, 2015

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

SONY NETWORK ENTERTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL LLC,

Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,

Patent Owner.

Case IPR2015-00422

Patent 8,533,860 B1

Before GLENN J. PERRY, RAMA G. ELLURU, and JASON J. CHUNG,

Administrative Patent Judges.

CHUNG, Administrative Patent Judge.

JUDGMENT

Dismissing the Petition

37 CFR. §§ 42.5(a), 42. 71(a)

EWS-003538
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IPR2015-00422

Patent 8,533,860 B1

On May 13, 2015, Patent Owner William Grecia (“Grecia”) and Petitioner

Sony Network Entertainment International LLC (“Sony”) filed a Joint Motion to

Terminate Proceeding under 35 U.S.C. § 317(a) (Paper 11), a true copy of the

written settlement agreement (Ex. 1011), and a Joint Request to File Settlement

Agreement as Business Confidential Information and to keep separate the

agreement pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 317(b) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.74 (Paper 12). Sony

filed a Petition for an inter partes review of US. Patent No. 8,533,860 on

December 11, 2014, and Grecia filed a Preliminary Response on March 11, 2015.

The Board has not yet determined, under 35 U.S.C. § 314, whether or not to

institute a review in the instant case. As no trial has been instituted based on

Sony’s Petition, this matter is in the preliminary proceedingl stage. (

Under 35 U.S.C. § 317(a), “[a]n inter partes review instituted under this

chapter shall be terminated with respect to any petitioner upon the joint request of

the petitioner and the patent owner, unless the Office has decided the merits of the

proceeding before the request for termination is filed.” ' .

Generally, the Board expects that a proceeding will terminate as to settling

parties after the filing of a settlement agreement. See, 6. g. , Office Patent Trial

Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,756, 48,768 (Aug. 14, 2012).

The Board is persuaded that, under these circumstances, it is appropriate to

terminate this case. See 37 C.F.R. §§ 42.5(a), 42.71(a).

Accordingly, it. is:

ORDERED that the joint motion to terminate with respect to both parties is

GRANTED, and the Petition is hereby dismissed; and

I A preliminary proceeding begins with the filing of a petition for instituting a trial
and ends with a written decision as to whether trial will be instituted. 37 C.F.R. §.

42.2. '

2

EWS-003539
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. \k

IPR2015-00422

Patent 8,533,860 B1

FURTHER ORDERED that the parties’ joint request that the written

settlement agreement (Ex. 1011) be: (i) treated as business confidential

information; (ii) kept separate from the file of the ’860 patent; (iii) kept

confidential from any third party; and (iv) made available only to Federal

Government agencies on written request, or to any person on a showing of good

cause, under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 317(b) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.74(c), is

GRANTED.

For Petitioner:

Paul C. Haughey
. Scott Kolassa

KILPATRICK TOWNSEND & STOCKTON LLP

phaughey@kilpatricktownsendcom

skolassa@kilpatricktownsend.com

For Patent Owner:

Patrick Richards

Alisha Taylor

RICHARDS PATENT LAW P.C.

Patrick@richardspatentlaw.com

a1ishagQrichardspatentlaw.com

EWS-003540
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Case: 1:15-cv—02620 Document #: 4 Filed: 03/30/15 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #226
A0 120 Rev. 08/10)

 

 

 

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE

Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1 116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US District Court the Northern District Of Illinois on the following

D Trademarks or MPatents. — ( El the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

15CV2620 3/27/2015 the Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

William Grecia DISH Network L.L.C

mm;

-——
——_
—-_
—-_

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:
DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[I Amendment El Answer [:1 Cross Bill [:1 Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1

 

 

 
 

   

 

 
 

 
_—_
___
-—_
_—
_—  

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered 0r judgement issued:
DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE.

Julie S. Leopold 3/30/2015

 
Copy I—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy Z—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4——Case file copy

EWS-003541
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Case3215-cv-01103-JCS D0cument8 Filed03/11/15 Pagel ofl
% A0 120 Rev. 2/99
   

 REPORT ON THE

FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

TRADEMARK

  TO: Mail Stop 8
Director of the US. Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

  
  
 

U
 

In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District California on the t/ Patents or Cl Trademarks:

CV 15-01103 JCS 3/9/15 450 Golden Gate Avenue 16‘h Floor San Francisco CA 94102

  DEFENDANT

AMAZONCOM, INC

PLAINTIFF

WILLIAM GRECIA
  

 
  

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

(8553 3 (Q0_ ***see attach Complaint***

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[:I Amendment I] Answer B Cross Bill D Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:
DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 
 March ll, 2015

IIII“ ULJMMWWII
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Richard W. Wieking Gina Agustine

Copy 1~—-Upon initiation ofaction, mail this copy to Commissioner Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Commissioner
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Commissioner Copy 4—Case file copy
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMlVHSSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
 
   

12/766,337 04/23/2010 Scott Ryder P8690US1/14280US.1 1214

47743 7590 12/29/2014 —WOMBLE CARLYLE SANDRIDGE & RICE LLP m
Attn: 1p Docketing REVAK, CHRISTOPHER A
P. 0. BOX 7037

ATLANTA, GA 30357-0037 PAPER NUMBER
2431

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

12/29/2014 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

IPDocketing @WCS R.c0m

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07) EWS-003543
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
12/766,337 RYDER, SCOTT

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File)

CHRISTOPHER REVAK 2431 first“ 
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE g MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF
THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 6/20/14.

[I A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

2a)IZ| This action is FINAL. 2b)|:| This action is non-final.

3)I:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)|:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under EX parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

 

Disposition of Claims*

5)IXI Claim(s) 1-15 and 19-22is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6 III Claim s)_ is/are allowed.

s 1-15 and 19-22is/are rejected.

is/are objected to.

9)|:l C|aim(s are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

3 , or send an inquiry to PRI-Ifeedback{<‘buspto.qov.

I

)_

I
 

 htt ://www.usoto. ov/ atentS/init eventsh. iindex.‘   

Application Papers

10)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|Z| The drawing(s) filed on 4/23/10 is/are: a)lZl accepted or b)|:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. §119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a)|:l All b)I:I Some” c)I:I None of the:

1.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

** See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.
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1. The present application is being examined under the pre-AIA first to invent

provisions.

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

2. It is noted that the Applicant's statement in regards to the Interview Summary

dated June 18, 2014 is inaccurate that the amended claim were deemed to be allowable

over the cited prior art. Upon review of the previous Examiner’s notes, it was agreed

upon that the previously cited portions addressed by the Examiner in the previous office

action dated March 20, 2014 did not teach the amended language in during that

interview. Upon further consideration of the teachings of Grecia, the teachings were

found to meet the Applicant’s amended claim limitations, please refer below to the

amended rejection of the claims.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis

for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.
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4. Claims 1-15 and 19-22 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Grecia, US. Patent 8,402,555.

(A) As per claim 1, Grecia discloses a method for authorizing a second user to access
 

content stored on a local cloud (A method of providing unlimited interoperability of digital

media between unlimited machines with management of end-user access to the digital

media; a method for monitoring access to an encrypted digital media, the method

facilitating interoperability between a plurality of data processing devices) (col. 3 lines

10-13; col. 14 lines 36-38), comprising:

receiving, at a librarian service operating on a master device (system/ apparatus

shown in FIGS. 1-2; cloud system; cloud storage systems such as Amazon’s Web

Services Simple Storage Solution or also known as S3) (FIGS. 1-2; col. 5 lines 40-45;

col. 6 lines 12-17; col. 9 lines 8-15; col. 15 line 49), a request from a first device owned

by a first user to provide a second user with access to content stored on a second

device owned the first user (receiving an encrypted digital media access branding

request from a communications console of the plurality of data processing devices,

wherein the branding request being a request from one or more secondary users

connected to the first user, the one or more secondary users comprising one or more of

human beings or programmed computerized mechanisms in network of the first user,

wherein the one or more secondary users are validated by a membership web service)

(FIG. 6: 602; col. 9 lines 20-23; col. 13 line 65 to col. 14 line 22; col. 14 lines 39-45; col.

15 lines 8-15), the local cloud comprising the first and second devices are selected by
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the first user for inclusion in the local cloud (managing access rights across a plurality of

devices; providing unlimited interoperability of digital media between unlimited machines

with management of end-user access to the digital media; give users freedom to use

products outside of the device in which the product was acquired and extend unlimited

interoperability with other compatible devices; Another example is a content provider

can allow shared access to friends of the excelsior enabler after a time period, like for

example, 90 days. After the 90 day period, when media access is requested using the

authentication element by a plurality of secondary enablers, which are usually friends

and family of the excelsior enabler, the FBID of the excelsior enabler is cross-

referenced with the FBID of the requesting secondary enabler by way of the apparatus

ability to execute the Facebook "Friends.areFriends" API command.; receiving an

encrypted digital media access branding request from a communications console of the

plurality of data processing devices, wherein the branding request being a request from

one or more secondary users connected to the first user, the one or more secondary

users comprising one or more of human beings or programmed computerized

mechanisms in network of the first user, wherein the one or more secondary users are

validated by a membership web service) (col. 1 lines 24-26; col. 3 lines 10-13; col. 4

lines 6-10; col. 12 lines 10-18; col. 15 lines 8-15);

receiving, at the librarian service from the second device, an indication that the

second user is authorized to access the content stored on the second device (The

apparatus can ask the potential secondary enabler to participate in communication with

the authentication element. The apparatus requires the potential secondary enabler to
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participate in communication with the authentication element to provide credentials to

establish a cross-reference comparison with the FBID retrieved from the metadata and

the FBID retrieved from the Facebook “Friends.areFriends” API command to determine

if the potential secondary enabler identity is true or false;) (col. 13 line 66 to col. 14 line

10; col. 15 lines 3-18);

determining, at the librarian service, whether the second user is known to the

librarian service (determining if the potential secondary enabler identity is true or false,

wherein the one or more secondary users are validated by a membership web service,

wherein a membership verification token represents verification from content provider to

grant access rights to the first user and the one or more secondary users) (col. 14 lines

9-10; col. 15 lines 8-18);

in response to determining that the second user is known, identifying credentials

associated with the second user (e.g., MAC address and FBID) (If the comparison

action proves to be true, then access rights is granted to the secondary enabler. The

current MAC address of the networking card as part of The App and the FBID retrieved

are appended to the established metadata information the encrypted digital media

asset and access rights can be granted to a plurality of secondary enablers.) (col. 14

lines 12-18);

associating the credentials of the second user with the content (If the comparison

action proves to be true, then access rights is granted to the secondary enabler. The

current MAC address of the networking card as part of The App and the FBID retrieved

are appended to the established metadata information the encrypted digital media asset
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and access rights can be granted to a plurality of secondary enablers.) (col. 14 lines 12-

18); and

sending, from the librarian service, an indication to the second user to connect to

the local cloud to view the content (FIG. 7 shows a flowchart showing authoring an

encrypted digital media. The one or more media items are encrypted to create the

encrypted digital media at the step 710.; accessing the digital media as shown in FIG.

5; access rights are granted to a plurality of secondary enablers by the system;

unlimited interoperability between devices and “fair use” sharing partners for an infinite

time frame; wherein the encrypted digital media is shared with one or more users

according to a membership) (col. 8 lines 5-6, lines 31-33, lines 41-42; col. 14 lines 12-

22; col. 15 lines 19-21).

The teachings of Grecia mention that access by the device is enabled by

physical authentication of the enabler who enters their credentials at the device, see

col. 11, lines 11-16 and col. 13, lines 3-5 & 45-53. The teachings also disclose of

granting permission to a plurality of secondary enablers, see col. 9, lines 21 -23.

Although the teachings fail to explicitly recite that the secondary enablers (second

user) connects to the local cloud via a third device associated with the second user, it

is obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the teachings of Grecia can be

interpreted in this manner. Grecia discloses that access rights are managed across a

plurality of devices (col. 13, lines 22—24) and that any compatible device associated

with the secondary enabler (second user) can be authenticated as indicated by the

excelsior enabler (first user), see the abstract and col. 11, lines 11-16. According to
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the Supreme Court, the teaching, suggestion, or motivation test (TSM test) is one of a

number of valid rationales that could be used to determine obviousness. It is not the

only rationale that may be relied upon to support a conclusion of obviousness. (KSR

International Co. v. Te/ef/ex Inc., 82 USPQ2d 1385 (2007)). The claim would have

been obvious because the substitution of one known element for another would have

yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

(B) As per claim 2, Grecia discloses further comprising:
 

identifying the first user providing the request (Once an enabler executes an

action for access request, the apparatus will obtain the decryption key to first seek the

MAC address record. If the MAC address is found, then a cross-reference process is

executed by comparing the MAC address retrieved from the metadata of the digital

media file with the MAC address retrieved from the networking card connected to the

apparatus or the App. If the comparison action proves to be true, then access right are

granted to the enabler.) (col. 13 lines 45-53); and

determining whether the first user is authorized to grant access to the content

(Cross-referencing is used to verify access rights of an enabler or secondary enabler. If

the MAC address is found, then a cross-reference process is executed by comparing

the MAC address retrieved from the metadata of the digital media file with the MAC

address retrieved from the networking card connected to the apparatus or the App. lf
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the comparison action proves to be true, then access rights are granted to the enabler.)

(col. 13 lines 45-53; col. 13 line 65 to col. 14 line 18).

(C) As per claim 3, Grecia discloses wherein:
 

the request comprises identifying information for the second user (secondary

enabler provides credentials to establish a cross-reference comparison with the FBID

retrieved from the metadata and the FBID retrieved from the Facebook

“Friends.areFriends” API command) (col. 14 lines 3-10).

(D) As per claim 4, Grecia discloses wherein the identifying information comprises at
 

least one of:

an email address (see the login ID in FIG. 3: 307, FIG. 4: 407, and FIG. 5: 509); ;

and a telephone number.

(E) As per claim 5, Grecia discloses further comprising:
 

determining that the second user is a new user; and generating new credentials

for the second user (The token represents permission from the content provider to grant

access rights to the excelsior enabler and thereafter the plurality of secondary enablers.

To set up the verification the content provider can manually or automatically generate a

single or a plurality of structured or random password in which will represent the token.)

(col. 9 lines 20-25).
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(F) As per claim 6, Grecia discloses wherein said identifying credentials associated with
 

the second user further comprises:

retrieving previously generated credentials associated with the second user (If

the FBID cross-reference fails, then the apparatus can either ask the potential

secondary enabler to participate in communication with the authentication element of

the invention, or could deny further interactivity with the potential secondary enabler. In

this discussion, the apparatus requires the potential secondary enabler to participate in

communication with the authentication element to provide credentials to establish a

cross-reference comparison with the FBID retrieved from the metadata and the FBID

retrieved from the Facebook "Friends.areFriends" API command to determine if the

potential secondary enabler identity is true or false. The determination is in accordance

to any possible access grace periods set by the content provider of the encrypted digital

media asset. If the comparison action proves to be true, then access rights is granted

to the secondary enabler and the current MAC address of the networking card as part of

The App and the FBID retrieved are appended to the established metadata information

of the encrypted digital media asset and access rights can be granted to a plurality of

secondary enablers) (col. 13 line 66 to col. 14 line 18).

(G) As per claim 7, Grecia discloses wherein authorizing further comprises:
 

adding the credentials to an access control list associated with the content

(storing a complete list of a plurality of FBle to the key file or the metadata thereof;
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writing information to the digital media metadata, the information including the MAC

address, CRC checksum, etc.) (col. 11 line 60 to col. 12 line 9; col. 12 lines 44-55).

(H) As per claim 8, Grecia discloses further comprising providing addressing
 

information for the local cloud to the second user, wherein said providing further

comprises:

providing a network address for at least one node of the local cloud (MAC

address from a networking card; retrieving the MAC address) (col. 12 lines 44-58; col.

13 line 43 to col. 14 line 22 discusses the process of using MAC addresses).

(I) As per claim 9, Grecia discloses wherein:
 

the at least one node operates a service indicating how to access the content

(membership service validates secondary users using a membership verification token

representing verification from content provider to grant access rights to the first user and

one or more secondary users) (col. 15 lines 8—18).

(J) Claims 10-15 and 19-20 repeat the limitations of claims 1-9, and are therefore

rejected for the same reasons as those claims, and incorporated herein.
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(K) As per claims 21, Grecia teaches wherein:

Sending an indication to the second user comprising providing, to the second

user, a link to the content (col. 6, lines 21 -23 and col. 9, lines 21 -23).

(L) As per claim 22, Grecia discloses wherein:

Sending an indication to the second user comprises providing, to the second

user, an instruction to operate a particular application used to access the content (col. 6,

lines 21-23 and col. 9, lines 21-23).

Conclusion

5. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of
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the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to CHRISTOPHER REVAK whose telephone number is

(571)272-3794. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday, 8:00am-

4:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Cordelia Zecher can be reached on 571 -272—7771. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.

/CHRISTOPHER REVAK/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2431
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DETAILED ACTION

The present application is being examined under the pre-AIA first to invent

provisions.

Information Disclosure Statement

The information disclosure statement filed October 18, 2013 has been placed in

the application file and the information referred to therein has been considered as to the

merits.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 7-22 are allowed.

The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance: The present

invention is directed to a method and system for protecting digital rights content from

unauthorized use and distribution. Independent claim 7 recites the uniquely distinct

features of "receiving and validating a certificate from the client device; enabling the

client device to log into and communicate with a server using a secure protocol to

establish a private relationship between the client device and the server; transmitting a

resource identifier to the client device using the secure protocol when the private

relationship is established; receiving an encryption key from a service provider;

generating a hash value and a private key associated with the encryption key;

encrypting the resource identifier using the encryption key and the hash value; and

encrypting the hash value using the private key". Independent claims 10 and 16 recite
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the uniquely distinct features of "receive and validate a certificate from the client device;

enable the client device to log into and communicate with a server using a secure

protocol to establish a private relationship between the client device and the server; and

transmit a resource identifier to the client device using the secure protocol when the

private relationship is established: wherein the private relationship is used to periodically

refresh the resource identifier to prevent unauthorized access to the contents and

services". Newly submitted prior art patents, US 8,533,860, US 8,543,660, and US

8,402,555, were considered, however none, taking singularly or in combination, appear

to disclose the claimed invention in the instant application. The closest prior art

reference, Grecia (US 8,533,860), discloses a personalized digital rights management

system in which a particular user is allowed access to digital assets based on the

branding of metadata associated with the encrypted digital asset. The branded

metadata is created with the particular user’s membership token and the electronic

identification reference received from the user (see column 8, lines 9-30 and Figure 6).

In the Grecia reference, the communications console submits a branding request that

includes the particular user’s membership verification token. Next, the membership

verification token is authenticated and if successful a connection is established with the

communications console. Finally, an electronic identification reference is transmitted

from the communications console to the branding module where the branding module

writes the membership verification token and the electronic ID reference into the

metadata of the encrypted digital media. In the instant application, a server transmits a

resource identifier to the client device after it has validated a certificate from the client
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and established a private relationship with the client device. The instant application

differs from the Grecia reference in that the Grecia reference requires the electronic

identification reference (assuming the electronic identification reference is equivalent to

the claimed resource identifier) to be transmitted from the client device to the server

device. This is an important difference because a members access to encrypted digital

media is tied to the data (membership verification token and electronic identification

reference) branded into the metadata associated with the encrypted digital media. The

electronic identification reference is not stored in the encrypted digital media nor is it

encrypted with a service provider's key and hash value generated by the streaming

server.

Further, even if one was to assume the claimed resource identifier is equivalent

to Grecia’s media items (see column 8, lines 31 -42 and Figure 7), then the Grecia

reference would still fail because a members access to the encrypted digital media is

tied to the data (membership verification token and electronic identification reference)

branded into the metadata associated with the encrypted digital media and not written

into the encrypted digital media. As taught in the above referenced section of Grecia,

only the membership verification token is required for decrypting the encrypted media.

This is different from encrypting the digital media with a service provider's key and a

hash value generated at the streaming server in which both the key and hash value are

subsequently needed to decrypt the resource identifier to facilitate access to the digital

media.
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Lastly, the Grecia patent makes it clear that it is a front-end system for

authorizing access to the digital files (see column 5, lines 33-39 and claim 9) and that its

intent is to provide a metadata writable DRM system that allows a user unlimited

interoperability between its member devices and sharing partners for an infinite time

frame (see column 2, line 63 to column 3, line 7).

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.”

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MATTHEW SMITHERS whose telephone number is

(571)272-3876. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (8:00-4:30)

EST.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Eleni A. Shiferaw can be reached on (571) 272-3867. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -

273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 13/312,184 Page 6

Art Unit: 2437

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571 -272—1 000.

/MATTHEW SMITHERS/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2437
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New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
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National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
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Case3214-cv-01220-EMC D0cument73 Filele/06/14 Pagel ofl

Q. A0 120 Rev. 2/99

TO: Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent & Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1 116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District California on the V Patents or Cl Trademarks:

3/14/14 450 Golden Gate Avenue 16th Floor San Francisco CA 94102
DEFENDANT

VUDU INC ET AL

 

  
 

  
 DOCKET NO.

CV 14-01220 JCS

PLAINTIFF

WILLIAM GRECIA  
 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

***see Attach complaint***

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

‘ 9.5 33. W 0

5

2

 

 

 

  

   

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

III Amendment E] Answer El Cross Bill C] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT ‘

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

** *see Second Amended Complaint* **

filed 10/3/2014

  
__
_-
——
—_
——  

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Richard W. Wieking Gina Agustine March 15, 2014

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Commissioner Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Commissioner
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Commissioner Copy 4——Case file copy
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New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
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1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
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This is a technological patent.

The technological scope of the claims are demonstrated, but not limited to, technological

examples expressed and attached herein.

Relevant USPTO advanced patent and patent application search formula:

aclm/api and aclm/cloud and aclm/rights

aclm/api and aclm/cloud and aclm/right

Date: May 20, 2010

Vic Gundotra, the Google SVP of Engineering

Source: http://youtu.be/IY3U2GXhz44?t=3 lml 0s

Statements: “1 want to go a little bit beyond Froyo and show you a sneak peek" - 31 :25 “Unlike

anything you've ever seen before.”

Date: June 6, 2011

Steve Jobs, CEO Apple

Source: http://youtube/gfj7UgCqus?t=lh20ml9s

Statements: We've got a great solution for this problem, and we think this solution is our next

big insight.

Apple’s iCloud patent application wherein the examiner recognizes this patent’s disclosure as

prior art in a 102(e) rejection: 12/766,337

Date: August 31, 2011

Kaz Hirai, Sony executive and Sony UK Blog

Source: http://uk.playstation.com/introducingsonyentertainmentnetwork/

Statements: Sony announces the Sony Entertainment Network (SEN) - "a new platform - Sony

Entertainment Network" and "services will be realigned under Sony Entertainment Network"

Sony’s SEN patent application wherein the examiner recognizes this patent’s disclosure as the

closest prior art: 13i312,‘i 84 _ Applicant submits that the examiner of 13/312,184 provides an inaccurate
analysis of this patent’s disciesure as the ward “transmit” 0r any variatien thereaf is net fauna within the
specificaticn of this patent.

This document is submitted to support a default defense against

frivolous CBM and reexamination request as a strategic tool by

defendants to force a “stay” in possible associated court matters.

Technological examples continue on page 2 of this document.
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access to digital content

using a cloud system, the

cloud system comprising

connected modules in

operation as one or more

of a cloud computing or a

cloud storage in

connection with devices

and users, wherein

the digital content is at

least one of encrypted or

not encrypted, the method

facilitating access rights

between a plurality of data

processing devices, the

method comprising:  
U.S. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play

  

 

 

U.S. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play

Wm" n.""\'
‘::l.‘,\.\::‘ Knit!)

 

 

,\-\. \- u\.\\ . ‘5‘: 

Claim 1 Technological Example

A method for authorizing
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Claim 1

  
Technological Example
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the Google Ploy
 

    

  playgmgimor:

Source: httpsllsupporifg-ooglecomlgoogleplayianswerll141080

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\l
 \

 
.~ :~, 08W 

   

Source: https:llplaygooglecomlapps

Manage your devices

You can eueam rrrueic iii your library: lo on}; device or rcrrtpui‘r virr e urowser on url'iclr

you're Silurian Wu carr also download more: in your dry in our '
r * You can auiiruriae ug to u rmr of tea aim or comm

we only mu {rouge ecu-mic oer oompuie: car'- he user“. So cold music

with the Smart Flay 800515 lineage:

 
   

 

lxlueic ham your lil‘a‘iéi} name? be ,oieyed eimuiieneoueiyr u“. we rm me carriage.

‘ . r. ‘ ‘ . * more. you’ll 89901303“; r play twin cider molar your
music on merrier serene
  

Source: https:llsupport.google.comlgoogleplayianswerll230356?hl=en

US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play
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Claim 1 Technological Example

receiving a digital content

access request from at

least one communications

console of the plurality of

data processing devices,

the access request being

a read or write request of

metadata of the digital

content, wherein the read

or write request of

metadata is performed in

connection with a

combination of at least

one device and the cloud

system, the request .

comprising a verification 3 \\§\:N§ “EN
token provided by a first

user corresponding to

the digital content,

wherein the verification

token is one or more of a

password, email address,

payment system, credit

card, authorize ready

device, rights token, or

one or more redeemable

instruments of trade;

N?am   
US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play EWS-00355alge 3 of 11
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Claim 1 Technological Example

authenticating the

verification token;

\v'

Source: Motorola XOOM Tablet

tiaernarne it powwow arrora

"linerrtnatoorw Harem-oi“ " *' talchretroruurinentruingtoaoceasr

 
Source: https:llsupport.google.comlgoogleplay/answerl2651409?h|=en
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Claim 1

establishing a connection

with the at least one

communications console,

wherein the

communications console

is a combination of a

graphic user interface

(GUI) and an Application

Programmable Interface

(API) wherein the API is

related to a verified web

service, the web service

capable of facilitating a

two way data exchange

session to complete a

verification process

wherein the data

exchange session

comprises at least one

identification reference;

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

  
  

 

 
Technological Example

I

The Google fills}! services $an

 
 ., merit a

L. r ‘

depends:f

:ogenerm. ‘

 

Stareapp are lab? 55'.) ifil‘iét‘lr. f"””'”'/§
Source: httpzlldeveloperandroid.com/googlelplav-serviceslindex.html

 
US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play
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Claim 1

requesting the at least
one identification

reference from the at least

one communications

console, wherein

the identification reference

comprises one or more of
a verified web service

account identifier, letter,

number, rights token, e-

mail, password, access

time, serial number,

address, manufacturer

identification, checksum,

operating system version,

browser version,

credential, cookie, or key;

 

receiving the at least one

identification reference

from the at least one

communications console;

and 
 
 

 
Technological Example

 
  

 

\‘s‘\\\\‘~.\ ‘

amt-Wswans

W
  
/ 

APl automation in Google Play setup Source: Motorola Xoom screenshot

   bunt:

Android device API documentation.

Source: http:/ldeveloperandroid.com/referencelandroidloslBuild.html#MANUFACTURER

US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play
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Claim 1 Technological Example

writing at least one of the
verification token or the

identification reference

into the metadata.  
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'""" “" ‘“ WWWWWMW   
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Claim 2

The method according to

claim 1, wherein the

access request being a

request from the first user

through a data processing

device of the plurality of

data processing devices;
or wherein the access

request being a request
from one or more

secondary users in

network to the first user;

wherein said secondary

users are validated by a

membership web service.  
Source: Motorola XOOM Tablet

US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play

Technological Example

1": ‘1‘“ ti Multiple user account
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Claim 3

The method according to

claim 2, wherein the

metadata comprises one
or more of a software or

contents of a web page.

  
Technological Example
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Source: Motorola Xoom screenshot https:llplay.google.com

US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play
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Claim 4 Technological Example

Th? methOd 39°”de to Add arr accident to tree Georgie Play on your device
clarm 3, wherein the

  

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
 

 

  

verification token :‘ c‘oiaoemialed with

represents verification

from a provider of the .

t0ken to grant access account to your device a; create a new firmware Account to add to your-deuce.

rights to the first user.

The method according to

claim 3, wherein the digital

content is shared among

 
  

one Or more users .

according to a wow iluaee steps to add an existing Google
membership Status. mac to your device a; create a new Google Account to add to yawn " 

Source: https:llsupportgooglecomlgoogleplay/answerl2521798?h|=en

Claim 6 Technological Example

Th? methOd “cording to Add an accoant to use Google flay on your device
clarm 5, wherein the one

 
  

or more users are a are.

network of recognized

human beings using " mg Google' ' "‘ w, a . no 'rfic‘ ‘ in»... «‘"T‘n wank ‘ “v? ff‘f‘lr' ‘ 'r;
machmes or recogmzed M33313}? in Sill.“ flaw,” t‘u {3&3} 3 figw \flmlxlfi Amour}? \Cl amt A?! Erma ufiWCu.

automated computerized Source: https:llsupportgooglecomlgoogleplayianswerl2521798?hl=en
mechanisms programmed

by human beings, the

recognition of the one or

more users being

validated by the

membership status of the

membership web service.

  
US. Patent 8,533,860: Google Play
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Claim 7 Technological Example

The method according to

claim 6, wherein the digital

content access request is

from a user using at least

  

. \.\\\\\ \\' \\b\\\\\\\\\\  

one of a computer or a

phone hosting an

operating system running , t‘ , - » a gm  
an application.

Source: httpszllplaygoogle.comlintllen-US uslaboutloverviewlindex.html
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Claim 1

A method for authorizing

access to digital content

using a cloud system, the

cloud system comprising

connected modules in

operation as one or more

of a cloud computing or a

cloud storage in

connection with devices

and users, wherein the

digital content is at least

one of encrypted or not

encrypted, the method

facilitating access rights

between a plurality of

data processing devices,

the method comprising:

U.S. Patent 8,533,860: Apple iCIoud

Technological Example

  
\Setup remus oneerretouse

\tCteudenm

Source. httrtpi.tiwaLFORXGFRP

Set up iCloud on all your devices.
The rest is automatic.

 
For il‘ad, iFhane,
and iPod tomb For Mac For PC
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  Claim 1 Technological Example 
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Source: http://support.applecom/kb/ht4865
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Claim 1 Technological Example

receiving a digital content

access request from at ‘\\§

least one communications as

console oi the plurality of
 

 

 

 
 
  

\ \sqqx\qu

  
 

 

  

    
data processing devices, ‘ Wt \ithe access request being \\\\\\\\\\\\\
a read or write request of ' .

a if t.metadata oithe digital - .g. M \\i\ \\
\\\\\\\\

metadata is performed in \I WWWWW i sit..t§\\\
connection witha '3 i\ q
combination of at least treatattttttpaeta t Metastasis

one device and the cloud i

system, the request . . . .
comprising a verification Source. http.llwww.apple.comlrcloudlsetuplros.html
token provided by a first

user corresponding to the Set up iClettd on your devices

 

 

digital content Wheieiii lialara you can use iClcudI yap need toattesta an ichad acaatmt s’sssirsqIsrqqtassassin I at:
the verification men is have cite already (it by craaiira a new ans ii yeti dant} thentturn an the iti‘ioutiltealurea yau itant'to

one or more Of a use art each at yearlOS datiaas and compttars

password, email

address, payment ii ycu already tttsiallad K35 fiat later onany at your:\ -‘, you were asked it yputwartleti ta tam' an

system, credit card, iClatra', Ta maize aura atarythiqq is setup actraatly artta sat tsp yatt.tr iElatId acactmi an artilhet devices

authorize ready device, as to the eat up ililauti waists-its listed ballast.

rights token, or one or

more redeemable

instruments of trade;

important; i-IBI 

Source: http:/lhelp.apple.comlicloudl#mmfc0f1e2a
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Claim 1

wherein the verification

token is one or more of a

password, email address,

payment system, credit

card, authorize ready

device, rights token, or

one or more redeemable

instruments of trade;

   Technological Example

 

   

 
  
  
 
 

, .‘M. . 'V\ .l . ‘n A , w:
r: you: times, also, or m r. ,  

M,

r ' . run mite

‘ ~E.‘ Furs: hardener. or rillt ' " 
{

Source: http:/lsupportapplecomlkb/HT4895
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Technological Example 

 

 
 

authenticating the

verification token;

l

Get at-‘m Amati."

not; a Free Annie tit

Source: http:/isnapguide.comiguides/setup-icloud-back-up-use-Iocate-my-iphone/

Source: http://www.iovefone.co.ukiblogisetting-up-an-icloud-account-morei
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Claim 1 Technological Example

establishing a connection with

the at least one communications ‘t

console, wherein the

communications console is a

combination of a graphic user

interface (GUI) and an

Application Programmable

interface (API) wherein the API

is a verified web service, the

web service capable of

facilitating a two way data

exchange SGSSiO” to complete a Source: http:llwwwapplecomlicloud

verification process wherein the

data enchange session [15ng iCIOUd Storage APIS With
lillliiioliifitll: YouriOSandMacApps

  
lsetuplioshtml

 
Source:

https:lldeveloper.applecomlicloudlindex.php

5 class creates BUSH strings that are tr; uniquely identify tvpes. interfaces. and other item. 

UUle i‘L‘niversallv lieieue identifieral. also known ea (SUEDE Michell ' tinioue ldeulitieral or lifts {Interface l-deetiffere}.‘ ' . y ‘ " _ I y \\\\\\‘\§‘\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1‘\\\l\\\\\\\\\\\\\\" ._ ‘
are128—bdeaweshublfiis made unique oe‘er been space and time hv combining a value unique to the temputer on
which it was generated and a velue representing the number sf mil-nanosecond intervals eince Clctraber 15: 1582 all

eozeozoo.

Source: http:lldeveloperapple.com/libraryliosl#documentatioanoundatioaneferencel

NSUUID_Class/ReferencefReference.html#llapple_reflocclclmlNSUUlDlUUlD
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Claim 1

requesting at least one
identification reference

from the at least one

communications console,

wherein the identification

reference comprises one

or more of a verified web

service account identifier,

letter, number, rights

token, email, password,

access time, serial

number, address,

manufacturer

identification, checksum,

operating system version,

browser version,

credential, cookie, or key;

receiving the at least one

identification reference

from the at least one

communications console;

and

Technological Example

 ‘it.‘:: rlass creates Wit“; strings that are to untimely i-dentifv types, interfaces. and other items.

illlttts fliniversaliv Unfair-e ldentifierst, also known as Gllfils ifllnbatl r Unique ldemtflersi or lifts {interface identifiers},I. l r, . k\\\\\\‘:\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\ \\\‘:\\}\\‘:\\\\\\\\\\\\\V t : ' ‘
are 123-bit names Ad made unique over both space and time by containing a value is none to the. computer on

which it was generated and a value representing the number of luff-nanosecond intervals since flctuber 13 1583 at

canoes.

 
 

Source: http:lldeveloper.apple.comllibraryliosl#documentatioanoundation/Referencel

NSUUlD_Class/ReferencelReference.html#llapple reflocclclmlNSUUlD/UUID
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Source: http:llsupportapple.comlkb/PH2698?viewlocale=en_US
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Claim 1

writing at least one of the
verification token or the

identification reference into

the metadata.

   
Technological Example

\W‘W‘W

(I ‘‘'”2

Source: http:llsupport.apple.comlkblPH2698?viewlocale=en_US

 
Source: http://www.app|e.comlio|oudl

 
.\\ .

..\

Your contacts. on all your devices.
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Claim 2 Technological Example

The method according to .. ,

claim 1. wherein the alarm it you r win on all r
access request being a “

request from the first user

through a data processing

device of the plurality of

data processing devices;

or wherein the access

request being a request
from one or more

secondary users in

network to the first user;

wherein the secondary

users are validated by a

membership web service.

 

rla
v?‘4'- nucc.‘.\‘.s\\\\\\“Wen"-

 
Source: http://wwwapple.comlicloudl   
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The method according to

claim 2, wherein the

metadata comprises one

or more of a software or

contents of a web page.

 

 

Technological Example

\\\\\
WW

\\\‘t§\ .

loin 31mm:

Source: http:/lsupportapple.comlkblPH2698?viewlocale=en_US

Source: http:/lhelp.apple.comlicloudl#mm8e44092d
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Claim 4

The method according to

claim 3, wherein the

verification token

represents verification

from a provider of the

token to grant access

rights to the first user.

 
Technological Example

 

 
Turn on iCloutl.
\ H“ r H, New ', 1‘ \-. a”
h‘hr “ Rilés’v‘ruJde v
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Source: http://wwwapple.comlicloudlsetuplios.html
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\\\\\
W

The method according to W

claim 3, wherein the digital

content is shared among
one or more users

according to a

membership status.

W

 
 

Technological Example

\\\‘t§\ .

loin 3mm

Source: http:/lsupportapple.comlkblPH2698?viewlocale=en_US

Source: http:/lhelp.apple.comlicloudl#mm8e44092d
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Claim 6

The method according to

claim 5, wherein the one
or more users are a

network of recognized

human beings using

machines or recognized

automated computerized

mechanisms

programmed by human

beings, the recognition of
the one or more users

being validated by the

membership status of the

membership web service.  
Technological Example

Mg
/¢//fl/(a?y"/gf/¢/

A/
f/y"/ fl/¢//fl/5%fl/gf/é

w\.
M.

Photo mam

 
Source: http:/isupportapple.comlkb/PH2698?viewlocale=en_US

Source: http:/lhelp.apple.comlicloudl#mm8e44092d
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Claim 7

The method according to

claim 6, wherein the

digital content access

request is from a user

using at least one of a

computer or a phone

hosting an operating

system running an

application.  
Technological Example

\

 
 

)H‘l

into sue : 
 

Source: http://wwwapple.comlicloudl
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Your mutants on all your devices.
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Claim 8 Technological Example

The method of claim 7,

wherein the verification

token comprises at least
one token selected from

the group consisting of a

purchase permission, a

rental permission, or a

membership permission;
wherein the at least one

of purchase permission,

rental permission, or

membership permission

is represented by one or

more of a letter, number,

combination

of letters and numbers,

rights token, successful

payment reference,

phrase, name,

membership credentials, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,

image, logo, tag, service

name, authorization, list,

interface button,

downloadable program,

or an instrument of trade.

\b

§§\‘l\ 
Sourceihtigf'vw , , Sourcctop: :iinww.a locum/i honenfisivirleos/flvirieortouch

Source bottom: http:liwmvapple.oonu’iphonenfisifaaturos/
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Claim 1

A method for authorizing

access to digital content

using a cloud system, the

cloud system comprising

connected modules in

operation as one or more

of a cloud computing or a

cloud storage in

connection with devices

and users, wherein

the digital content is at

least one of encrypted or

not encrypted, the method

facilitating access rights

between a plurality of data

processing devices, the

method comprising: 
US. Patent 8,533,860: Sony Entertainment Network
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Ical ExampleTechnolog
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Claim 1

receiving a digital content

access request from at

least one communications

console of the plurality of

data processing devices,

the access request being

areadorwriterequestof ll you have forgotten overshame you Ell account pas
metadata of the digital f

Width

  

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 

 Technological Example

  

  

 content, wherein the read

or write request of

metadata is performed in

connection with a

combination of at least

one device and the cloud

system, the request

comprising a verification

token provided by a first

user corresponding to

the digital content,

wherein the verification

token is one or more of a

password, e-mail address,

payment system, credit

card, authorize ready

device, rights token, or

one or more redeemable

instruments of trade;

  

 
 

W/K“
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

;,; :haunotrecmve:“vi-SWGftir«sawmill-l whotsbauldldo?

Source: htf :l./faq.cngola statlrono)orammmwcrsvdcvarla iii/Sol)?
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Claim 1 Technological Example

 

sillp'i'x ‘ .
Sony Entenatnm

n

e§e

Source: littnsxtaccntmtson cntcrtainmentnetworkcnmflinnidlcaml’deviccs/dcvicc-

' .action?cate cinnamon .laVNaVi ation=ialsc

 

  

 authenticating the

verification token;
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Claim 1

How do t acttvate (Rink) an HEW to my emun‘t? Beaten .Drcdthzts é Categcnee

 
Source:

 the M6955 eaten/L3:pr‘n/‘UvM't‘n/tatt‘ '
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Claim 1

establishing a connection

with the at least one

communications console,

wherein the

communications console

is a combination of a

graphic user interface

(GUI) and an Application

Programmable Interface

(API) wherein the API is

related to a verified web

service, the web service

capable of facilitating a

two way data exchange

session to complete a

verification process

wherein the data

exchange session

comprises at least one

identification reference;

  

 
US. Patent 8,533,860: Sony Entertainment Network

 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 
  

Technological Example
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Source: Sony Bravra HDTV
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Source: SEN Account Manager
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Claim 1 Technological Example
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Claim 1 Technological Example

requesting the at least
one identification

reference from the at least

one communications

console, wherein

the identification reference

comprises one or more of
a verified web service

account identifier, letter,

number, rights token, e-

mail, password, access

time, serial number,

address, manufacturer

identification, checksum,

operating system version,

browser version,

credential, cookie, or key;

  

receiving the at least one

identification reference

from the at least one

communications console;

and  
Source: Sony Bravia HDTV
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Claim 1 Technological Example

writing at least one of the
verification token or the

identification reference

into the metadata.

"‘v‘,_</:-

 
 

  

Source: 1111p 'ww

Source: hit, :f./trs.r=lavatationcornlosér’indethin],
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Claim 1 Technological Example
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Claim 2

The method according to

claim 1, wherein the

access request being a

request from the first user

through a data processing

device of the plurality of

data processing devices;
or wherein the access

request being a request
from one or more

secondary users in

network to the first user;

wherein said secondary

users are validated by a

membership web service.   
\\"\\\“\

Source: SEN Account Manager

US. Patent 8,533,860: Sony Entertainment Network

Technological Example
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Claim 3 Technological Example

The method according to fit: ~ 55 i ii i ii i ii
claim 2, wherein the i i

metadata comprises one
or more of a software or

contents ofaweb page. \ \ \ \ \ \\\.\\.\\.\\.\\.\\.WWW:

 
\:1: \
M \\mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Source: SEN web based Account Management
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The method according to

claim 3, wherein the

verification token

represents verification

from a provider of the

token to grant access

rights to the first user.

The method according to

claim 3, wherein the digital

content is shared among
one or more users

according to a

membership status.

 

US. Patent 8,533,860: Sony Entertainment Network

Technological Example
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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This is a technological patent.

The technological scope of the claims are demonstrated, but not limited to, technological

examples expressed and attached herein.

Relevant USPTO advanced patent and patent application search formula:

aclm/api and aclm/cloud and aclm/rights

aclm/api and aclm/cloud and aclm/right

Date: May 20, 2010

Vic Gundotra, the Google SVP of Engineering

Source: http://youtu.be/IY3U2GXhz44?t=3 lml 0s

Statements: “1 want to go a little bit beyond Froyo and show you a sneak peek" - 31:25 “Unlike

anything you've ever seen before.”

Date: June 6, 2011

Steve Jobs, CEO Apple

Source: http://youtu.be/gij7UgCqus?t=lh20ml9s

Statements: We've got a great solution for this problem, and we think this solution is our next

big insight.

Apple’s iCloud patent application wherein the examiner recognizes this patent disclosure as

prior art in a 102(e) rejection: 12/766,337

Date: August 31, 2011

Kaz Hirai, Sony executive and Sony UK Blog

Source: http://uk.playstation.com/introducingsonyentertainmentnetwork/

Statements: Sony announces the Sony Entertainment Network (SEN) - "a new platform - Sony

Entertainment Network" and "services will be realigned under Sony Entertainment Network"

Sony’s SEN patent application wherein the examiner recognizes this patent disclosure as the

closest prior art: 13/312,184 _ Applicant submits that the examiner of 13/312,184 provides an inaccurate
anaiysis of this patent disciosure as the word “transmit” or any variation thereof is not found within the
specification of this patent.

This document is submitted to support a default defense against

frivolous CBM and reexamination request as a strategic tool by

defendants to force a “stay” in possible associated court matters.

Technological examples continue on page 2 of this document.
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TO: Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent & Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

Po. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK ' 
In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Northern District California on the V Patents or Cl Trademarks:

3/14/14 450 Golden Gate Avenue 16th Floor San Francisco CA 94102
DEFENDANT

VUDU INC ET AL
  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
DOCKET NO.

CV 14-01220 JCS

PLAINTIFF

WILLIAM GRECIA

 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 X, 553 Ste C) * * *see Attach complaint** *

 

  
 

  

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[:1 Amendment [I Answer [:1 Cross Bill [3 Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

_
-_
——
-—
-—

 
In the above——entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Richard W. Wieking Gina Agustine March 15, 2014

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Commissioner Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Commissioner
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Commissioner Copy 4—Case file copyEWS-003662
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1 John Mansfield #214848

john@mansfieldlaw.net
Mansfie|dLaw

1001 Bayhill Drive, 2nd Floor
San Bruno, CA 94066
971.271.8615

Matthew M. Wawrzyn (pro hac vice pending)
matt@wawrzynlaw.com

Stephen C. Jarvis (pro hac vice pending)
stephen@wawrzynlaw.com ‘
WAWRZYN LLC

233 S. Wacker Dr., 84th Floor

Chicago, IL 60606
312.283.8330

\DOO\IO\Ul-I>UJN
Attorneys for Plaintiff William Grecia

10

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

 

  

11 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

12
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

13

14 William Grecia, CASE NO. 0 ‘4’ ‘M 66's
15 Plaintiff, Complaint For Patent Infringement

16 V- .
Jury Trial demanded

17 VUDU, Inc. and Digital Entertainment
Content Ecosystem (DECE) LLC,

18

, Defendants.
19

2O

21

22
ECF DOCUMENT

23 I hereby attest and certify this is a printed copy of a
document which was electronica

24 District Court for the Northern D

25 DateFiIed: \
RICHARDW WIE ‘

26 By:

27

28

1 1‘ MANSFIELD____
1001 BayhiII Drive, 2"d Floor

San Bruno, (Ewgéoossss

Complaint
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PARTIES

1. Plaintiff William Grecia lives in Downingtown, Pennsylvania.

2. Defendant VUDU is a corporation organized under the laws of Delaware, with

its principal place of business located in Santa Clara, California.

3. Defendant DECE is a company organized under the laws of Delaware, with its

principal place of business located in Pleasanton, California.

Jurisdiction and Venue

4. This action arises under the patent laws of the United States, 35 U.S.C. §§

101 et seq.

5. This Court has subject matterjurisdiction over this action under 28 U.S.C. §§

1331 and 1338(a).

6. This Court may exercise personal jurisdiction over VUDU and DECE, both of

whom reside and conduct continuous and systematic business in California and this District.

This patent-infringement claim arises directly from VUDU’s and DECE’s continuous and

systematic activity in this District. In short, this Court’s exercise ofjurisdiction over VUDU and

DECE would be consistent with the California long—arm statute and traditional notions of fair

play and substantial justice.

7. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b)(1) and

1400(b).

Background

8. William Grecia owns United States Patent 8,533,860 (the “‘860 patent”) and

at least one continuing application claiming back to the original priority date of March 21,

2010. William Grecia invented the methods and products claimed in the ‘860 patent.

9. The field of the invention of the ‘860 patent is digital rights management,

commonly referred to as “DRM.” The movement of books, movies, and music to digital form

has presented a challenge to the copyright owners of the content. The owners wish to sell the

content in a digital form and transfer all attributes of ownership to the buyer, and yet the

 
2 . i . . ;- MANSFIELwa;

Complaint 1001 Bayhill Drive, 2"d Floor
San 3mm, W03664
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owners of the content must protect value by preventing “pirating” of the content through

illicit copying.

10. DRM schemes to date had locked the purchased content, a movie for example,

to specific devices and in some cases limited playback rights to a single device. These prior

art DRM methods required the content providers (a movie studio in the example) to maintain

computer servers to receive and send session authorization keys to clients, and the prior

DRM methods required that the client reconnect with the servers to obtain reauthorization.

These DRM schemes may be characterized by limiting acquired content to a specific device

that the client continually had to reauthorize to enjoy the acquired content.

11. The ‘860 invention provides a solution. With this invention, a consumer of

digital content may enjoy the content on a multiple number of the consumer’s devices and

share the content with the consumer’s friends and family, all while protecting against

unlicensed use of the digital content.

Count 1: Claim of Direct Patent Infringement by VUDU and DECE

12. William Grecia is the exclusive owner of the ‘860 patent, which is attached as

Exhibit 1.

13. The ‘860 patent is valid and enforceable.

14. VUDU and DECE, pursuant to a contractual or agency relationship, have and

are directly infringing claims of the ‘860 patent. VUDU and DECE make, use, sell, and offer

for sale methods, equipment, and services that practice claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 of the

‘860 patent.

15. For example, and without limiting the claims of the ‘860 patent that will be

asserted or the VUDU and DECE services that will be accused of infringing the ‘860 patent

claims, VUDU and DECE’s cloud computing service directly infringes claim 1 of the ‘860

patent.
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